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Chapter 1
Introduction

“Most finely divided catalysts must have structures of
great complexity, and it is probable that the atoms are attached to
each other in the form of branching chains so that there are
hardly any groups of as little as three or four atoms which are as
closely packed as they would be in the crystalline solid. In order
to simplify our theoretical consideration of reactions on surfaces,
let us confine our attention mainly to reactions on plane surfaces.
If the principles in this case are well understood, it should then be
possible to extend the theory to the case of porous bodies”.

Langmuir, I. Trans. Faraday. Soc. 17, 1922, 607

Introduction
1.1.

Heterogeneous Catalysis – Surface Science Approach
Berzelius introduced the concept of catalysis on 1835. Based on the phase of the

reactants and catalysts, catalysis can be divided into homogeneous and heterogeneous.
Though, in general, homogeneous catalysts have good catalytic activity and selectivity
towards a particular product, the difficulty in the separation of products from reactants
and the catalyst makes heterogeneous catalysis more advantageous for the industrial
processes. Heterogeneous catalysis occurs at the surfaces/interfaces of the solid catalysts.
The gas or liquid phase reactants are brought together on the solid catalyst surface and
the chemical transformation of reactants to products occurs. As the surface free energy of
solids is always positive [1], the solid surfaces tend to attract foreign species from its
immediate atmosphere to keep its surface tension to a low value. In other words, the
surface atoms of any solid always want to have the coordination number as the same as
that of the bulk atoms; thus they have a thirst to attract foreign molecules from the
immediate surroundings.
Depending on the strength of any bond formed between the adsorbed species
(adsorbate) and surface atoms (adsorbent/substrate), the adsorption process is classified
to physisorption (a weak bond / van der Waals interaction) and chemisorption (a strong
bond). Generally, physisorbed species will be desorbed as such by heating the surface;
chemisorbed species may be dissociated or get transformed into some other species by
thermal energy and lead to the products. At present, nearly 90% of the industrial chemical
processes involve catalysis. Particularly heterogeneous catalysis is vital in many
industrial processes like steam reforming, catalytic cracking, fine-chemical production,
environmental clean-up etc.
The

A+ B

rate

equation

Catalyst
⎯⎯
⎯
⎯→

Rate

=

for

a

heterogeneously

catalyzed

reaction,

products , may be represented as:
k [ A] [ B ]

(1.1)

The rate equation gives some information about the mechanism of chemical reactions.
However a heterogeneously catalyzed reaction cannot be characterized by macroscopic
kinetic parameters alone, as it ignores some important microscopic parameters such as,
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elementary steps like adsorption of reactants, surface diffusion (hopping of adsorbates
from one site to another), chemical transformation of adsorbed species, and desorption,
the identification and characterization of intermediates/products (that comprise the
reaction mechanism) and the temporal behavior together with the relevant transport
processes which gives the overall rate. [2] The slowest process, with respect to the rate
among the elementary reactions, controls the rate of an overall catalytic reaction and
determines the macroscopic properties of the reaction, like free energy and enthalpy
changes. By observing the dynamic processes that are occurring on the surface during the
course of a catalytic chemical reaction through in-situ spectroscopic techniques gives
most of the fundamental information mentioned above and this approach is known as
‘surface science approach’. General concepts involved in catalysis can be extracted from
them and it may be used in the design of the catalyst.
1.1.1. Surface Science Approach – Importance of Ultra-High Vacuum:
Ultra high vacuum (UHV) is required for most surface science experiments for
two principal reasons: (i) to enable to prepare atomically clean surfaces, and (ii) such
surfaces to be maintained in a contamination-free state for the duration of the experiment
and to use the electron/ion/photon-based in-situ experimental techniques without undue
interference from gas phase scattering. Most spectroscopic techniques are capable of
detecting molecules in the gas phase; in these cases it is preferable that the number of
species present on the surface substantially exceeds those present in the gas phase
immediately above the surface - to achieve a surface/gas phase discrimination of better
than 10:1.
In order to begin experiments with a reproducibly clean surface and to ensure that
significant contamination by background gases does not occur during an experiment, the
background pressure must be kept very low in such a way that the time required for
contaminant build-up is substantially greater, i.e. it should be in hours than that required
to conduct an experiment. The implication with regard to the required pressure depends
upon the nature of the surface, but for the more reactive surfaces this necessitates the use
of UHV (<10-9 Torr).
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1.2.

Various Levels of Study in Catalysis
From the above section, it is clear that catalysis is a dynamic phenomenon. The

various aspects of the dynamics of the surface reaction may be classified in a hierarchical
scheme in terms of a qualitative time and length scales (Fig. 1.1) [2,3].

Fig. 1.1 Various aspects of the dynamics of surface reaction (adapted from [2,4]).
Briefly, a macroscopic kinetics is explored by using Eq 1.1 with the macroscopic
parameters like temperature, pressure and concentration of the reactants. The efficiency
of a catalyst is determined from this macroscopic kinetics. Description of the progress of
a catalytic reaction is achieved by modeling the macroscopic kinetics. It is measured
through connecting the atomic processes with the macroscopic parameters in rate
equations in the framework of a suitable continuum model. When the continuum model
fails to provide a good approximation over a range of external parameters, a set of
nonlinear differential equations based on the rate laws of individual elemental reactions
are derived for the concentrations of the various adsorbed species (coverages) involved.
The existence of local variations in surface coverage causes coupling of the reaction with
adsorbate diffusion or other transport (e.g., heat transfer) processes. Formulation of rate
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equations in a continuum model requires detailed knowledge of the surface species
involved in the reaction in an atomic scale. Modern surface science techniques provide
this information. Processes of energy transfer between the various degrees of freedom on
the quantum level guide the chemical transformations [2].
Simply, it can be explained as follows [3]: Technological chemical reactors
operate in macroscopic dimensions of space and in time scales of years (Fig. 1.1). The
transport of mass and energy between the catalyst particles decides the reactor
performance (mm and ms) (macroscopic kinetics). Pores, grains, droplets, and bubbles
are the typical heterogeneous structures, which govern diffusion phenomena within each
catalyst particle with dimensions in the μm range and time scales in the μs range
(mesoscopic level). Enzymes, metal-organic molecules, clusters and surface patches with
nm dimensions are the locations where individual molecule conversions take place which
require typically ns for the completion of individual reaction cycles. Surface diffusion of
pre-adsorbed species and of atoms constituting the active sites are the microscopic
transport phenomena, which decisively affect the course of heterogeneous catalytic
reactions. At still smaller scales in space (pm) and time (ps to fs) the elementary step
reactions occur, which are required to convert reactant into product molecules
(microscopic level) (Fig. 1.1).
Fig. 1.2 shows a flow chart for the combinatorial nature of the present catalytic
science for the rational way towards the synthesis of a better heterogeneous catalyst [4].
Obviously, catalysis encompasses number of other subjects, including physics, physical
chemistry, solid-state/materials chemistry, surface science, theoretical chemistry and
chemical engineering. Catalysis researchers need to know the above subjects as well.

1.3.

Model Studies using Metal Single Crystals
Surface science explores the elementary reaction steps involved in the reaction

with various reaction dynamics on the ‘metal single crystal surfaces’ representing a real
industrial catalyst to understand a given chemical process. These surface science
experiments are called model experiments, and in these studies, a well- defined, single-
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Fig. 1.2. Rough flow chart of a rational way towards a better heterogeneous catalyst for a
given process. (Adapted from [3])
crystal plane is used to model a site or set of sites expected to exist on a real-world highsurface-area catalysts [5]. Though a clean surface of a practical catalyst may be prepared
with less contamination, it usually contains large surface defects, kinks etc. The catalytic
processes occurring in those models are still complicated to understand even with the
advantage of simplicity in their structure compared to the real-world catalysts. Some of
the chemical processes are found to be sensitive to the structure of the plane of the
catalyst surface and the same can be understood with the help of model experiments [6].
In fact, Boudart [7] first coined the phrase ‘surface-sensitive / surface-insensitive
reactions’ for this effect on catalyst surfaces.
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Industrial catalysts (for any catalytic process) contain a set of different planar sites
on their surface. TOF ∗ for the same process is likely to be different from different facets,
especially if the reaction is structure sensitive. This also causes the basis for material gap,
which will be discussed latter. Nonetheless, for a structure-insensitive reaction for e.g.,
steady-state specific methanation TOFs (methane molecules/site/sec) measured on the
close-packed Ni(111) and more open Ni(100) surfaces [5,8] were found to be strikingly
similar with respect to the specific rates and activation energies. A recent report claimed
that the methane combustion on Pd is insensitive to structure [9]. Furthermore, the singlecrystal results were virtually identical to the data acquired from the alumina-supported
nickel catalysts [8]. These extraordinary similarities in kinetic data taken under nearly
identical conditions demonstrated clearly that there is no significant variation in the
specific reaction rate or the activation energy in changing from a catalyst consisting of
small metal particles to one composed of a bulk single-crystal. Hence, these studies
provided convincing evidence that the methanation reaction was indeed quite insensitive
to the surface structure and established the appropriateness of using single-crystals to
model this reaction. Although the kinetic measurements from these model studies for a
structure-sensitive reaction can be transferred to the real catalytic system to some extent,
it is completely transferred in the structure-insensitive reactions.
The effect of alkali metal promoters, like potassium [10], or an inhibitor, like
sulfur [11-13], can be introduced as an impurity to the single crystal surfaces in a
controlled fashion, and their effects on a given chemical process can be observed clearly.
For example, adsorbed potassium causes a marked increase in the rate of CO dissociation
on a Ni(100) surface [14]. The catalytic activity decreases substantially by the addition of
electronegative species such as sulfur, as an inhibitor. In fact these effects are well
recognized, but poorly understood in the industrial catalysis. Goodman et al [11-13]
measured the rates of CO methanation as a function of S and P coverage over Ni(100)
surface, and the results show a non-linear relationship between S coverage and the
methanation rate. A sharp decrease in catalytic activity is observed at low S coverages,
and the poisoning effects of S are rapidly maximized in their studies. Such is the case for
the attenuation of the methanation activity by S for alumina-supported nickel catalysts
∗Turn-over frequency (TOF) is defined as the number of product molecules formed per surface site per unit time.
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[14]. Model catalyst approach has been effectively used to study structure sensitivity,
effects of promoters/inhibitors on activity, and mixed-metal catalysis [6].
In general, model studies using metal single crystals provide important
information like reaction mechanism, rate determining step (RDS), nature of the adsorbed
species, etc. One more advantage of using metal single crystals as model catalysts should
be mentioned here. In the study of CO oxidation on Ru surfaces, Ertl et al, [15,16] found
that excitation with femtosecond infrared laser pulses in the pre-adsorbed CO and oxygen
species on Ru(0001) single crystal surface enables the formation of CO2; but mere
conventional heating of the same Ru surface leads exclusively to the desorption of CO. In
contrast, the desorption is caused by coupling of the adsorbate to the phonon bath of the
Ru substrate, whereas the oxidation reaction is initiated by hot substrate electrons, as
evidenced by the observed sub-picosecond reaction dynamics, which can only be
observed as metal single crystals as model catalyst. Further activity/selectivity
information obtained at UHV conditions may not be extended or correlated to that at high
pressure, due to very high surface coverage including weakly bound species.

1.4.

Pressure and Material Gap Problems
Generally, industrial chemical process occurs in the pressure range of 1-20 atm.

Hence the pressure difference between the UHV studies on model catalysts and the actual
technical or real world reaction conditions is to the tune of 10-12 orders of magnitude and
thus it makes the basis for ‘pressure gap’. Highly complex real-world catalyst to that of
relatively simple model catalysts forms the basis for ‘material gap’.
1.4.1. The Material Gap:
Single crystals of transition metals were utilized as model systems in
heterogeneous catalysis because the surface structure was well defined and relatively
easy to study its effect on fundamental parameters of catalysis such as, adsorption,
reaction and desorption phenomena. They have a very low surface area of the order of <1
cm2 oriented in some particular crystalline facet; however, they could not be able to
simulate the most complicated, highly dispersed, high surface area (up to few hundred
m2/g) catalyst systems used presently in the real-world. This makes one of the frequently
asked questions on ‘materials gap’ problem in the field of heterogeneous catalysis. The
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effect of promoters and poisons on adsorption and catalytic activity was elucidated by
depositing atoms such as K, Na, S, Cl etc. (i.e. complexity of the catalyst is increased)
which may either directly influence the surface structure of a catalyst or/and modify the
bonding of reactants and/or products [17-22]. In spite of the above material gap
problems, single-crystal studies have thus greatly contributed to a better understanding of
the catalytic phenomena at a molecular level, which is not possible with complex
catalysts. Scientists try to overcome the material gap problem by systematically
increasing the complexity of catalysts, i.e. metals deposited on a metal-oxide support in
different sizes [23-36]. Somorjai et al prepared a 3-D model catalyst that has the surface
area equivalent to the real-world catalysts (~100 m2/g) [33-34]. Somorjai demonstrated
the usefulness of the model studies in catalysis in a recent review article [28] (see, Fig
1.3). In any case, model studies using metal single crystals are necessary, particularly
when a complex catalytic reaction is employed [37] or a new in-situ technique is applied
[38].

Fig. 1.3. The catalytic information gathered from model systems can be transferred to the
more complex real world industrial catalysts. (Adapted from [29])
1.4.2. The Pressure Gap:
The pressure gap problem is tackled recently with the help of moderate to highpressure in-situ spectroscopic techniques. The surface spectroscopic techniques widely
applied at present can be applied to UHV / moderate / high pressure conditions. Using
those techniques (SFG, PM-IRAS, etc), few groups [39-47] have studied catalytic
processes at high / moderate pressure conditions. Nonetheless, the above moderate and
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high pressure conditions were applied mostly in specially designed (mostly home-built)
instruments; this indicates a considerably progress in this field of research.
Very recently, XPS is also extended to high pressure conditions. Possibility to
measure XPS spectra at high pressure still exists from the fact that the mean free path of
photoelectrons at a pressure of ~1 mbar is several millimeters. This means that to avoid
weakening of the XPS signal, the mean-free path of photoelectrons in the high-pressure
zone should be as large as possible, and the pressure gap between the high-pressure and
vacuum zone as large as possible [38,48-51]. The pressure and material gap problems are
thus overcome by using a complex model catalyst with high-pressure in-situ
characterization techniques. Molecular beam technique, through which the pressure gap
problem can be tackled to some extent, is described in the next section, with reported
literature.

1.5.

Molecular Beam Technique for Kinetic Studies
A molecular beam is a directed and spatially defined flux of molecules [52].

Molecular beams are used to find out the kinetic parameters and sticking coefficients of
the gas molecules on solid surfaces. King and Wells [53] used successfully this technique
for calculating the sticking coefficient of N2 on tungsten crystal surfaces. In general
molecular beam scattering experiments give detailed information about the first step
toward a chemical reaction on surfaces. Beams with enhanced population of specific
quantum states make an even more detailed analysis possible. Adsorption on surfaces can
be studied very well using beam methods, especially in the case of activated processes.
Beams allow the study of chemical reactions on surfaces, and in particular, where the
products are directly ejected into the gas phase, or where reactions take place upon
impact [54].
Molecular beam instrument (MBI) has several advantages over conventional
UHV catalysis experiments and they are listed below [54-57]: a) High surface coverage
can be achieved in the molecular beam technique. b) Molecular beams can be
characterized to give single collision conditions compared to the conventional UHV
catalysis experiments in which the whole chamber is filled with the gas(es) of interest to
certain pressure. c) A pressure difference up to 105 Torr occurs between the pressure on
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the sample surface and the background in these experiments and thus it bridges the gap
between UHV high-pressure studies to some extent. d) Competitive adsorption of two
different species can be identified. e) Details about the microkinetic details of the
reactions and mechanistic studies of the reactions with the help of a MBI. f) Transient as
well as steady state kinetics of the surface reactions can be studied.
1.5.1. Advantages of Molecular Beam Studies:
A kinetic measurement employing molecular beams inherently represents a single
scattering experiment, i.e., molecules in the beam interacts only once with the sample
surface. Molecular beams are ideally suited for the study of surface kinetics on model
systems; they allow for great control of the parameters that define the conditions of the
reaction. Collimation, which makes the molecular beam, defines the directionality of it
with respect to the surface plane. Additional control can be achieved on the energy of the
reactants, both on their kinetic energy and on the energies of the different internal degrees
of freedom with supersonic expansion. The details of the outgoing reactants can be
characterized by angle-resolved, time-of-flight and spectroscopy-based detection [58].
Kinetic experiments with molecular beams can be easily carried out isothermally and, in
some cases, isosterically as well.
Most of the past work on surface reactions with molecular beams has been
performed using supersonic expansions, and the high energies of the molecules from
those sources impinging on the surface make the extrapolation of the results to realistic
catalytic conditions less than straightforward. Low-energy or effusive beams are perhaps
more appropriate for the emulation of catalytic processes, which are used in our studies.
Libuda et al, [54] combined both the molecular beam approach with IR detection
of surface species for complex supported model systems to tackle both pressure and
material gap. The advantages of the combined approach of supported complex model
with molecular beams are summarized in comparison with other kinetic probes as
follows:
1. In an experiment, where there is only a single interaction of the reactant molecule
with the surface, one can effectively “count” the surface events, i.e., determine
absolute probabilities for different reactive and non-reactive surface events.
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2. The possibilities to perform fast flux modulations are available, as diffusion, viscous
flow, or pumping issues does not interfere much in the kinetic measurements. This
allows one to perform fast and precise studies of transient processes.
3. In contrast to temperature programmed studies, molecular beam experiments can be
performed under isothermal conditions, simplifying the analysis of the kinetics.
4. A large degree of control over the properties of the impinging molecules is provided,
such as, e.g., their kinetic energy, the angle of incidence or their internal energy. This
enables us to perform studies of the dynamics of the gas-surface interaction.
5. Molecular beam experiment is performed at low background pressure, which
suppresses background reactions and enables to investigate the dynamic properties of
the desorbing/scattered products and reactants, such as their angular distribution and
kinetic energy. Besides studying the reaction potential energy surface (PES), such
experiments may potentially be employed to probe site or facet specific kinetics on a
heterogeneous surface.
In general the MBI bridges the gap between ideal conditions employed in surface
science and the real world high pressure catalysis. (See Fig. 1.4)

Fig. 1.4. Molecular beam kinetics – bridges the gap between surface science and
catalysis.
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Molecular beams have some other advantages; variation of the beam modulation
frequency and surface temperature allows the parameterization of the rate-determining
step or several sequential or parallel branches if they are moderately competitive. The
effective pressures, although low, can be varied from 10-11 to 10-9 Torr if necessary to
help identify the molecularity of intermediate steps. A specific advantage over thermal
desorption studies is that in molecular beam reaction products are not the result of
integrating over the changing thermal and coverage history that eventually leads to
desorption in the former. In addition to the kinetic and mechanistic characterization of
reactions on and with surfaces, dynamic details of the adsorption and desorption steps can
be pursued by variation of the incident angle, velocity, internal energy, and identification
of the same properties of the desorbing species with variation of the orientation and
structure of the substrate. [54]
One of the areas of surface chemistry where molecular beam work has contributed
greatly is the activation of stable molecules by surfaces [57]. Extensive work has been
performed to elucidate the mechanism of alkane activation by metals. It has also been
shown that the critical factor for alkane activation is the efficiency with which energy is
transferred from the translational and internal degrees of freedom of the gas molecules to
the particular C-H bond to be cleaved; the energy stored by the surface is often of little
importance for this process [59-60].
Molecular beam work has also helped significantly in developing an
understanding of the kinetics of adsorption [61-63]. From the kinetic point of view,
adsorption is often described in terms of sticking coefficients (s), i.e., in terms of the
probability of a molecule impinging on a surface to get adsorbed instead of scattering
back into the gas phase. These sticking probabilities have commonly been measured by a
method pioneered simultaneously by King and Wells [53] and Madey [63], which relies
on reflectivity measurements of molecular beams directed at solid surfaces. Eq.1.2. helps
in calculating s, where, f is the fraction of the collimated beam intercepted by the crystal
surface, ΔP(t) is the difference between equilibrium and transient partial pressures, Peq(t)
is the equilibrium pressure and Pbase(t) is the base pressure of the beam gas [64].

s (t ) =

1
ΔP(t )
f Peq (t ) − Pbase (t )
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Therefore the molecular beam set-up can be used to measure adsorption
probabilities. Molecular beam techniques can also be used to follow the transient kinetic
behavior of adsorption systems around equilibrium. Ideally, kinetic measurements should
be performed under both isothermal and isosteric conditions in order to separate the
effects exerted by temperature and coverage on the overall kinetics of reaction.
Catalysis often involves two or more reactants. Accordingly, the kinetics of
adsorption of catalytic reactants needs to be determined under competitive conditions.
This is easily accomplished by using mixed molecular beams [65-72]. It is important to
realize that the kinetics of adsorption of a given reactant can be deeply affected by
competition with other adsorbates [67-69].
The kinetics of reactive adsorption can also be studied with molecular beams, in
particular when the products desorb from the surface in the steady-state rate of the
reaction. These changes are reversible, so restoration of the exposure of the crystal to the
molecular beam results in the recuperation of the signals seen before the beam was
blocked. Also, the transient response right after the blocking and unblocking of the beam
provides some insight into the mechanism of reaction [67-69].
1.5.2. Deviations from Conventional Kinetic Theories and Limitations of the
Technique:
The kinetic results from molecular beam technique shows significant deviations
from the conventional kinetic theories [68]. In particular, it has been observed that
neighboring adsorbates modify the energetics of surface reaction in ways not explained
by macroscopic kinetic models. Free-energy barriers associated with transition state
theory, which is the origin of chemical kinetics, can be expanded to include coveragedependent terms. Changes in surface concentrations also lead to changes in adsorption
geometries, and even to different adsorbate-surface bonding.
In general, molecular beam studies are restricted to the regime of low pressure
kinetics in that they cannot provide effective pressures at the crystal surface higher than
10-2 Torr/s or usually 10-4-10-5 Torr for favorable geometries [73]. In addition, their
advantages generally apply to reactions with reasonably high probabilities (10-4 or
greater) that consist of only a few competitive branches (see 74, 75 for respective
exceptions).
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1.6. Present Status of NO Reduction on Pd(111) Surface and Scope of the Thesis
1.6.1. The Catalytic Converter:
In the last two decades increasing governmental regulations all over the world
have stimulated tremendous growth in the research on environmental catalysis and green
chemistry [76-80]. In particular, the automotive catalyst technology has improved,
assisted by better petrochemical refining to yield cleaner fuels. Improvements in internal
combustion engines and the above developments have led to fuel-efficient vehicles. The
present technology of three-way catalytic (TWC) converters [76-77] meets the
requirements of oxidation of CO. Figure 1.5 (right side image) shows an example for the
structure of a commercial heterogeneous catalyst used in automobile exhaust emission
control (TWC) processes. These catalysts are typically composed of a monolithic (or
honeycomb) ceramic substrate, that exhibit equally sized and parallel channels (required
for effective mass transport) with square shaped pores as shown in figure 1.5.

Fig.1.5. The goal and role of the present study
This monolith structure has an advantage of smaller pressure drop in exhaust system
though it is expensive than pellet substrates. These ceramic monoliths have low surface
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areas (~0.5 m2/g) thus they need to be coated with a high surface area (~100 m2/g)
catalytic support such as γ-Al2O3, a catalyzed wash-coat, which is impregnated with the
catalytically active sites (Pd, Pt, etc.) and promoters (CeO2, BaO, Na, K etc.) [76-78].
More problematic is the oxidation of nonvolatile organic species to CO2 and, in
particular, the reduction of NO to N2, especially under the highly oxidizing exhaust gas
conditions of fuel-efficient lean-burn engines [81]. Although Rh is very active for NO
reduction under fuel-rich conditions, this is not the case under net oxidizing conditions,
since the excess oxygen inhibits the NO reduction activity of Rh by oxidizing it.
Palladium has been suggested as an alternative active element for NO reduction due to its
NO dissociation capacity and its stability under high temperature and oxidizing
conditions [82-84].
There were few new technologies [85-86] introduced in the past decade, like NOx
storage or zeolite based catalysts, which provided different insights into the NO
reduction. However, regarding long-term stability, low and high-temperature NO
reduction is still a challenge [81]. The above points clearly indicate that there is an urgent
need to develop catalysts for NO reduction under net oxidizing conditions. In this respect,
obtaining molecular-level insights into underlying catalysis aspects of NO reduction is a
major challenge for current research.
1.6.2. Nitric Oxide (NO) Reduction Reactions on Palladium – Structure of the
Thesis:
Pd has not been subjected to intense research and its capability for NO reduction
reactions is not fully understood, unlike Rh [66-68,87-90]. However, in the recent past,
there are still considerable numbers of reports available on the NO reduction over Pdbased catalysts on different faces of single crystals and a variety of supported systems
[91-109]. Despite that, there is a lack of fundamental understanding of NO reduction
reactions on Pd surfaces. NO adsorption and dissociation on Pd(111) presented in this
thesis (Chapter 3) focuses on fundamental kinetic aspects under isothermal conditions in
Molecular Beam Instrument (MBI) developed in our laboratory (Chapter 2). Details of
the fabrication of MBI and the calculation of important parameters like sticking
coefficients (s), surface coverages, etc. are described in Chapter 2. Our studies on
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NO/Pd(111) show that some inherent NO dissociation activity exists on Pd(111) surfaces,
and the same can be observed clearly in the transient state.
The kinetics of NO+CO reaction on Pd(111) is presented in. The reactivity of
Pd(111) surfaces for NO + CO reactions at different temperatures and beam compositions
have been investigated systematically. Both steady state (SS) kinetics as well as transient
state kinetics were analyzed. In Chapter 4, the results on the reaction kinetics at low and
high temperatures and on the competitive adsorption of NO and CO at temperatures
between 375 and 475 K were presented.
A revisit on the isothermal kinetics of the CO+O2 reaction on Pd(111) (Chapter
5) explores many details of the reaction which are not addressed in the previous studies.
From our present studies of CO+O2 reaction on Pd(111) surfaces under broad range of
conditions, it is clearly demonstrated that direct CO adsorption is feasible with significant
s at high temperatures >500 K on oxygen-covered Pd(111) surfaces under SS conditions,
and hence no significant oxygen poisoning was observed. However, some time delay in
starting the CO2 production and reaching the SS is observed; the above delay also
decreases with increasing oxygen content and instantaneous CO2 production is observed
with O2-rich beams. Some of the results were possible exclusively due to the employment
of MBI techniques, without which we might not have observed the above results.
Our study, presented in Chapter 6, explores the influence of oxygen on NO+CO
reaction on Pd(111) surfaces. CO2 production increases with increasing oxygen content in
the beam and whereas N2 production decreases; however, N2O production remains almost
same at temperatures 475 K and 525 K. Beam-switching experiments carried out with
oxygen-rich and oxygen-poor beams suggest a fast oscillation between the above two
conditions would enable us to better manage the NO reduction. This is mainly due to
large NO-dissociation in the transient state on relatively oxygen-free Pd(111) surface,
that results from earlier exposure of oxygen-poor (or fuel-rich) beam composition. This
dissertation work thus helps in better understanding of the deNOx processes on Pd(111)
surfaces. (Figure 1.5).
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Fabrication of an Effusive MBI∗
“A simple molecular beam instrument (MBI) was fabricated for
measuring the fundamental parameters in catalysis such as, sticking
coefficients, transient and steady state kinetics and reaction mechanism
of gas/vapor phase reactions on metal surfaces. Important aspects of
MBI fabrication are given in detail.”

∗

Thirunavukkarasu, K., Gopinath, C.S., communicated to J. Chem. Sciences, 2006.

Chapter 2 – Fabrication of MBI
Fabrication of Molecular Beam Instrument (MBI) for Kinetic Studies

2.1. Introduction
A simple molecular beam instrument was designed from our laboratory basically
to carry out gas/vapor phase heterogeneous catalysis reactions on any metal surfaces. As
explained in the previous chapter, one can get lot of kinetic information from molecular
beam techniques. Some of the advantages are listed below: the measurement of sticking
coefficients (s) of a particular gas species on metal surfaces under variety of conditions
including in gas mixtures, competitive adsorption of two species in a mixed molecular
beam, transient differential coverages, rate of the reaction in the transient state as well as
under steady state conditions, mechanistic aspects of a surface reaction like whether the
adsorption is precursor mediated or a simple Langmuir type, a qualitative idea on surface
composition, distinguishing between Langmuir-Hinshelwood or Eley-Rideal mechanisms
etc. Various important factors involved in the fabrication were taken into consideration
during the designing of the UHV chamber and the doser set-up.

2.2. Design Considerations of MBI Chamber
Schematic representation of MBI, CAD diagrams from two different views and a
recent photograph of MBI are given in Figures 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 respectively. A 12 L
capacity stainless steel UHV chamber houses all necessary accessories to create
molecular beam and evacuated with a 210 L/s turbo-molecular drag pump (Pfeiffer,
TMU261) to a base pressure of about 3x10-10 Torr. MBI is equipped with a molecular
beam doser setup, which is described in the next section and a sputter ion gun (AG5000,
VG Scientific) placed exactly opposite to each other at 180o apart (Figures 2.1, 2.2 and
2.3). There are four more cylindrical ports at 45o angle to the central horizontal axis
going through Pd(111) sample and turbo pump of MBI; a view-port and an alternate gas
leaking source are attached (not seen in Fig. 2.2 and 2.3).
An xyz-manipulator with a rotary platform for mounting the Pd(111) sample on a
power-thermocouple feed-through (Caburn, 30 A-DC and 5 KV) is placed perpendicular
to the doser and sputter ion set-up so that the sample can be moved in all three direction
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and rotated 360o. The above feed-through is connected to liquid nitrogen well. Thus the
crystal can be cooled to about 100 K with liquid nitrogen or resistively heated to 1373 K

Figure 2.1. Schematic representation of the MBI.

Figure 2.2. AutoCAD diagrams of the basic UHV chamber.
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Figure 2.3. A recent photograph of MBI fabricated at National Chemical Laboratory,
Pune.
by a temperature controller capable of maintaining any temperature within ±2K. A
stationary quadrupole mass spectrometer (Pfeiffer, Prisma QMS 200M3), which can
detect gas phase species, up to 300 amu and a cold cathode ion gauge (Pfeiffer, IKR270)
for measuring the chamber pressure are connected opposite to each other and away from
the beam doser. The mass spectrometer is kept out of the line-of-sight of the Pd(111)
sample to avoid any angular desorption effects. Thus both the QMS and cold cathode ion
gauge were kept at the same distance from turbo pump to minimize the difference
between the total pressure readings. The Pd(111) single crystal sample was mounted by
spot-welding a 0.5 mm thick tantalum wire on the backside of the crystal and connected
to a pair of copper rods, which in turn were connected to the above power-thermocouple
feedthrough. A K-type thermocouple was welded on the periphery of the crystal and to
the thermocouple leads of the feed-through. The present set-up is based on the extension
of the King and Well’s method. [53]
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2.3. Design Considerations of the Doser Assembly
Clausing’s classic work on 1932 [110] introduced the details of molecular flow in
a capillary tube. Low energy molecular beams can be created by an array of these
microcapillary tubes.[52] Collimated gas beams are the main part of many important
experimental techniques in molecular physics, mechanism of chemical reactions, many
spectroscopic techniques, surface science and epitaxial growth of crystals.[111]
Particularly molecular beams are extensively used in surface science studies.[2325,37,53,54-57,103-105,112-113]
Molecular beam doser consists of a multichannel array of capillary disk with open
segment of disk diameter to the sample (10 mm) is larger than that of the sample (dia = 8
mm). An important concept in describing the quality of a doser, the enhancement factor
(E), which is the ratio between the true flux at the sample and the gas flux at pressure P,
is calculated by the following expression.[114]
E = 1+[

fS
]
k B T (1 − fs )v c A

(2.1)
1

where, νc is the velocity of the gas molecules, vc = (2πmk BT ) 2 , f is the fraction of beam
intercepted by the sample, S is the pumping speed, kB Boltzmann constant, T is the
temperature of the gas molecules, s is the sticking probability of the molecules, A is the
surface area of the sample, and m is the mass of the gas molecules. Aspect ratio
calculation of microcapillaries, which is capillary length (L) to diameter (a) ratio, decides
the beam profiles. For microcapillary beam doser with an aspect ratio >40, there would
be no considerable beam profile changes except a reduction in conductance with
increasing ratio. In the present case we have employed an aspect ratio of 100. In fact,
Zaera et al [115] showed that the flattening of the beam profile was widely spread for a
microcapillary with a = 10 μm than that of a larger diameter (a=50 μm) with same
lengths of capillary (L = 2 mm) but a reduction in conductance was observed with a=10
μm capillary array and good in beam quality. Indeed the present design provides uniform
flux on the overall surface of the metal substrate of 8mm diameter.
The molecular beam doser, which is connected at present, consists of a 13 mm
disk multichannel array made up of microcapillary glass tubes of 1 mm in length and 10
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μm in diameter each (Collimated Holes Inc.). The doser is attached through a threaded
cap and head with teflon O-rings. It is to be mentioned that the open portion of the above
microcapillary is only 10 mm, due to the above design in holding the capillary.

Figure 2.4. Schematics of doser assembly of MBI and the inset show the generation of
molecular beam.
A quarter inch tube (OD) of 15 cm in length with baffles (shown in figure 2.4) to avoid
the gas acquiring the shape of the tube is attached with the beam-doser head. Thus a
minimum dead volume and a minimum gas load can be maintained in the present set-up
compared to a recently reported beam doser [116]. A laterally movable stainless steel
shutter, which is manually operated, is placed between the microcapillary doser and the
Pd(111) crystal in order to interrupt the beam at will (Fig. 2.4 inset). Hence we could
maintain a minimum of 5 mm doser to sample distance in our present setup, which gives
an enhancement factor (E) of ~12 [114] and ~45 % fraction of the beam (f) impinges on
the surface. Cyclohexane condensation was performed at 125 K (Fig. 2.5) for the
calculation of f value in eq. 1.2 and 2.1, the fraction of the beam intercepted by Pd(111),
which is also an important factor for calculating the adsorbate coverage at time, t. [64]
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θ (t ) =

t

N (t ) 1
= ∫ [αΔP(τ ) + βs (τ ) P(τ )]dt
A
A0

(2.2)

where N(t) is the number of adsorbate molecules, A is the surface atom density of the
Pd(111) sample (surface atom density of Pd = 7.8x1014 cm-2), α, β are constants and
independent of beam flux, sample-to-surface distance and surface temperature.
Calculated values for α and β are 2.99x106 molecules/g and 1.76x105 molecules/g
respectively for our present set-up. The pumping rate is determined by means of the
following equation. [117]
⎡ ⎛ ΛRT ⎞ ⎤
Ρ = Ρo exp ⎢− ⎜
⎟t ⎥
⎣ ⎝ V ⎠⎦

(2.3)

where P, Po, Λ and V here represent the pumping rate, pumping coefficient, pumping
constant and volume of the chamber, respectively.
The gas-flux in the molecular beam is determined and controlled by the precision
leak-valve opening and the backing gas pressure in the gas-manifold. The gas flux is set
by setting both the precision leak valve, and the backing gas pressure in volume B (Fig.
2.1), which is measured by a MKS Baratron pressure gauge initially calibrated against the

Figure 2.5. Cyclohexane uptake/condensation on Pd(111) surface as a function of
distance between the doser assembly and the crystal surface at 125 K.
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equilibrium vapor pressure of water at different temperatures. For flux dependent
measurements, normally the backing pressure varied and the precision leak valveopening kept at a predetermined position.
The metal substrate, an 8 mm diameter Pd single crystal cut in the (111) direction
was used as supplied (Metal Crystals and Oxides Ltd., Cambridge), was mounted by the
method described above. The crystal is cleaned in-situ by a combination of argon ion
sputter-anneal cycles at 1000 K in oxygen atmosphere and oxygen treatments at 1000 K
followed by flashing to 1200 K before each experiment as described by Ramsier et al.
[95-96] The cleanliness of the sample was verified by recording standard temperature
programmed desorption (TPD) measurements after adsorption of NO or CO and
reproducible CO oxidation kinetics. The cleanliness of the Pd(111) surface was further
checked by AES and XPS in another UHV chamber. There were no Si, S and P
impurities detected on Pd(111).

2.4. Coverage Calculations - CO Adsorption on Pd(111) Surface at 300 K

Typical coverage calculation from the molecular beam data is given below with
an example. Indeed, sticking coefficient calculation was already described in sec.1.5.1
and it will not be repeated here. CO adsorption was performed at different temperatures
and a typical coverage calculation is shown through the 300 K data (Fig. 2.6a) and to
check the validity of the above equations and performance of the MBI fabricated: At time
t = 10 s, the CO beam was allowed to enter the UHV chamber. With the shutter blocking
the crystal, there is, however, no direct exposure to the CO beam. After few seconds, at t
=15 s, the shutter was removed to allow the beam to directly impinge on the Pd(111)
surface. An instantaneous decrease in the partial pressure of CO can be noticed as a result
of CO adsorption from the beam. This adsorption in the transient state continues until the
surface is saturated with CO (around t ~ 33 s). The geometrical arrangement in our MBI,
as described in the earlier sections, is such that about 25% of the beam is intercepted by
the crystal. This is mainly to ensure a uniform beam profile over the entire crystal
surface. CO adsorption was turned off at t = 60 s, and the sticking probabilities (s) and
coverages (θ) of CO with respect to time and plotted in Figure 2.6b and c, respectively by
following the procedure described below [64]:
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The method followed to analyze the experimental data obtained (Figure 2.6a)
using the present setup described above will be discussed in this section. Liu et al [64]
extended the previous methods, originally developed by Madey [63], in order to include
the contribution of adsorption from the background gases to the sticking coefficient
measurements. According to Madey’s [63] derivation (eq. 1.2), and as shown in Figure
2.6a, P(t) denotes the CO partial pressure measured experimentally, Peq(t) represents the
CO partial pressure expected if the direct beam were blocked throughout dosing (CO was
dosed without opening the shutter at the same sample temperature, shown as open circles
in figure 2.6a), Pbase(t) is the original base pressure (best linear fit), and f is the fraction of

Figure 2.6. (a) Adsorption of CO on Pd(111) surface at 300 K, (b) Sticking probability vs
time, calculated from CO adsorption using the formula, eq. 1.2., (c) Total CO surface
coverage (θtotal) vs time and contributions from direct CO beam (θdb) and the background
gases (θbg) calculated from eq. 2.2.
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impinging molecules intercepted by the Pd(111) surface (determined experimentally by
cyclohexane adsorption, as given in sec. 2.3). Figure 2.6b shows the time dependence of
the sticking probability for CO on Pd(111) at 300 K calculated by applying eq 1.2, to the
CO adsorption data in Figure 2.6a.
The temporal evolution of the surface coverage is estimated by integration of the
adsorption rates. The rate for direct adsorption from the molecular beam, dNdb(t)/dt, is
given by,

dN db (t )
= α [ Peq (t ) − P(t )] = α ΔP(t )
dt

(2.4)

The total number of molecules adsorbed on the surface from the direct incident beam,
Ndb(t), is then given by
t

t

0

0

N db (t ) = α ∫ [ Peq (t ) − P(t )]dt = α ∫ ΔP(t )dt

(2.5)

The rate for background adsorption dNbg(t)/dt, on the other hand, is proportional to the
CO partial pressure in the vacuum chamber, P(t) and to the sticking probability at the
corresponding coverage:

dN bg (t )
dt

= β s(t ) P(t )

(2.6)

As described earlier, α, β are constants and independent of beam flux, sample-to-surface
distance and surface temperature. The number of molecules adsorbed on the surface from
the background gases, Nbg(t), is given by,
ti

N bg (t ) = β [ ∫ s(t ) P(t ) dt
0

ti

t

0

ti

(2.7)

N bg (t ) ≈ β [ ∫ s0 P(t ) dt + ∫ s(t ) P(t )dt ]
The initial sticking probability s0 was used in this expression for times before t = ti, the
shutter removal time, because s(t) can only be evaluated after time ti. The total adsorption
before shutter removal amounts to less than 10% of saturation in all cases and hence the
approximation in eq 2.7 is justified.
The time dependence of the total CO adsorbed on the surface, N(t), is then,
N (t ) = N db (t ) + N bg (t )
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and the absolute adsorbate coverage at time t, θ(t), is given by, eq. 2.2. The values of α
and β were obtained from the cyclohexane uptake calibration experiments and applied.
The time dependence of the direct, background, and total CO coverages for the data given
in Figure 2.6a, is calculated by using eqs. 2.2, 2.5, and 2.7. Coverages in figure 2.6 are
reported in monolayers, ML, defined as the number of adsorbed molecules per platinum
surface atom. A saturation coverage of 0.5 ML was reported for CO adsorption on
Pd(111) surface at 300 K [118]. Initial sticking probability of ~ 0.96 was observed for
this case, which is in good agreement with ref [118].

2.5. Summary

A simple molecular beam instrument (MBI) was fabricated successfully at
National Chemical Laboratory, Pune, as the first phase of the dissertation work presented.
The performance of MBI was verified with CO adsorption at 300 K and cyclohexane
adsorption at 125 K. A good agreement with the standard value of initial sticking
coefficient of CO (sCO) available in the literature confirms the good performance of MBI.
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NO Adsorption and Decomposition on
Pd(111) Surfaces

∗

“The kinetics of NO adsorption and dissociation on Pd(111) surface and the NO
sticking coefficient (sNO) were probed by isothermal kinetic measurements between 300
and 525 K. NO dissociation and N2 productions were observed in the transient state
from 425 K and above on Pd(111) surfaces with selective nitrogen production.
Maximum nitrogen production was observed between 475 and 500 K. It was found that,
at low temperatures, between 300 and 350 K, molecular adsorption occurs with a
constant initial sNO of 0.5 until the Pd(111) surface is covered to about 70-80% by NO.
Then sNO rapidly decreases with further increasing NO coverage, indicating typical
precursor kinetics. The dynamic adsorption-desorption equilibrium on Pd(111) was
probed in modulated beam experiments below 500 K. CO titration experiments after NO
dosing indicate the diffusion of oxygen into the subsurface regions and beginning
surface oxidation at ≥475 K. Finally, the results with respect to the rate-limiting
character of the different elementary steps of the reaction system were discussed.”

∗

Thirunavukkarasu, K., Thirumoorthy, K., Libuda, J., Gopinath, C.S., J. Phys. Chem. B., 2005, 109,
13283, and Thirunavukkarasu, K., Nagarajan, S., Gopinath, C.S., S.D. Prasad, in preparation.
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NO Adsorption and Decomposition on Pd(111) Surfaces

3.1. Introduction

In the last two decades increasing governmental regulations all over the world
have stimulated tremendous growth in the research on environmental catalysis and green
chemistry. Especially the automotive catalyst technology has improved, assisted by better
petrochemical refining to yield cleaner fuels. Improvements in internal combustion
engines and the above developments have led to fuel-efficient vehicles. The present
technology of three way catalytic converters meets the requirements of oxidation of CO.
Although Rh is very active for NO reduction under fuel-rich conditions, this is not the
case under net oxidizing conditions, since the excess oxygen inhibits the NO reduction
activity of Rh by oxidizing it. Pd is also added to the catalytic converters as one of the
active metal for NO reduction for the last few years; however the mechanistic details of
deNOx reactions on Pd are not fully understood yet. Unlike Rh, [66-68,87-90] Pd has not
been subjected to intense research with respect to its capability for NO reduction.
However, there are considerable amount of reports available on the NO reduction over
Pd-based catalysts on different faces of single crystals and a variety of supported systems
[91-109] in the recent past. Despite that, there is a lack of fundamental understanding of
NO reduction on the Pd surfaces. This chapter on NO adsorption and dissociation on
Pd(111) focuses on fundamental kinetic aspects under isothermal conditions in the MBI.
[64,119-122]
It was suggested that NO dissociates only at defect sites on Pd(111) without
significant inherent activity on Pd(111); [92-98] nonetheless, there are reports [69,100106,108-109] on the steady-state NO dissociation to N2 and N2O on Pd(111) as well as on
supported Pd particles with reductants, like CO and H2, indicating inherent catalytic
activity toward NO dissociation. Our present studies show that an inherent NO
dissociation activity exists on Pd(111) surfaces, and the same can be observed clearly in
the transient state.
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3.2. Experimental Procedure

The NO gas-flux in the molecular beam (FNO) is determined and controlled by the
precision leak-valve opening and the backing gas pressure in the gas-manifold. A
laterally movable stainless steel shutter was placed between the microcapillary doser and
the Pd(111) crystal in order to interrupt the beam when desired (refer Figure 2.3 inset).
The Pd(111) crystal surface was cleaned as described by Ramsier et al.[95-96] The
procedure involves Ar+ sputtering at 1000 K in a partial pressure of oxygen (4x10-8 Torr)
for 60 min, followed by annealing for 30 min at 1000 K in 2x10-7 Torr of oxygen, and,
finally, flashing to 1200 K in a vacuum. This cycle was repeated several times, testing the
cleanliness of the surface by monitoring CO and CO2 during high-temperature flashing
after oxygen adsorption at room temperature. Room temperature NO adsorption and
subsequent TPD experiments were also carried out, and the results are in good agreement
with results reported earlier, [92-96] ensuring surface cleanliness of Pd(111). However
with subsequent NO dosing experiments, especially at high temperatures (above 500K),
small amounts of N2 and CO were observed during high temperature flashing, possibly
indicating the subsurface diffusion of N and O atoms at high temperatures. Hence, after
each set of high-temperature experiments the surface was cleaned by above Ar+
sputtering procedure. For the present chapter, NO/Pd(111) studies between 300 and 525
NO, CO (99.9%), and

13

(Isotec) were used without any further purification. It is to be noted that the

15

K are reported.

15

NO (Air gas, 99% isotopically pure),

14

14

13

CO

NO

15

contains about 1% of unlabeled NO. The purpose of using CO and NO is two-fold:
First it allows a clear identification of the possible products such as 13CO2 (amu 45) and
15

N2O (amu 46). In addition, these species can be distinguished from common

background signals like

12

CO2 (amu 44). The second factor is related to the

employed to minimize the interference between background
of N2 in the NO dissociation reaction. However,

14

12

13

CO

CO and the main product

NO (amu 30) present in the

15

NO

15

interferes with the identification of N2 (amu 30), and most of the experiments reported
here are carried out with
with

15

14

NO. However, cross-reference experiments were carried out

NO too. Small amounts of

13

CO were present in the MBI chamber, adsorbing

especially below 400 K. However, the adsorbed 13CO does not interfere our experiments
since CO is displaced by NO in the transient state of the subsequent experiments and can
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be detected easily. [69] Several test experiments have been carried out initially to probe
all possible products of NO decomposition, including N2O and NO2 under a variety of
experimental conditions. Apart from nitrogen and nitrous oxide, no other nitrogen
containing products were produced under any conditions. The mass spectrometer
intensity was calibrated for NO by measuring the uptake on clean Pd(111) at 300 K,
assuming a saturation coverage of 0.33 monolayers (ML) following Bertolo et al. [93-94]
Different parameters (sNO, θNO) were calculated by following the procedures given in
Chapter 2.

3.3. Results and Discussion
3.3.1. General Considerations:

The experimental procedure followed in a typical molecular beam dosing
experiment for the present chapter is explained in Figure 3.1. For all experiments, the
clean Pd(111) metal surface was kept at constant temperature and exposed to an effusive
14

NO molecular beam. All relevant gas-phase species formed are detected by QMS as a

function of time. Figure 3.1 shows a typical set of kinetic data recorded during

14

NO

exposure of Pd(111) at 465 K: At time t = 5 s, the NO beam was allowed to enter the
UHV chamber (Figure 2.3, inset). With the shutter blocking the crystal, there is, however,
no direct exposure to the

14

NO beam. Nonetheless, a small amount of

14

NO adsorption

from the background cannot be prevented. After few seconds, at t =10 s, the shutter was
removed to allow the beam to directly impinge on the Pd(111) surface. An instantaneous
decrease in the partial pressure of
14

14

NO for few seconds can be noticed as a result of

NO adsorption from the beam. This adsorption in the transient state continues until the

surface is saturated with

14

NO. The geometrical arrangements in our MBI [70] is such

that about 25% of the beam is intercepted by the crystal and, hence, the drop in NO
pressure upon shutter removal is relatively shallow; this is mainly to ensure an uniform
beam profile over the entire crystal surface. A clear N2 and N2O production in the
transient state begins around t = 15 s can be seen, indicating the dissociation of 14NO on
the Pd(111) surface. Nitrogen desorption is evident at other temperatures also (Figure
3.3). However, the amount of 14N2O desorption is comparatively much lower than that of
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N2. Amu 12 was also followed in all the experiments to ensure that there is no
contribution from CO and CO2.

Figure 3.1. Experimental data from a typical isothermal kinetic test described in the
section 3.3.1 carried out with 14NO at 465 K. Subsequently the surface oxygen, due to the
dissociation of 14NO, was titrated with 13CO beam at the same temperature.

The partial pressure of the 14NO increases up to a new steady-state value, due to
adsorption on UHV chamber walls; [66-67] however, it does not represent any change in
the molecular beam characteristics.

14

NO adsorption was continued for at least 60 s

before any steady-state measurements were made. Upon reaching the steady-state, the
beam was blocked for about 30 s. During the beam blocking period in the steady state, an
increase in the partial pressure of 14NO (Figure 3.1) was observed clearly. Moreover, the
sudden increase in the

14

NO partial pressure in the steady state upon closing the shutter

can be attributed to the immediate desorption of 14NO, since the substrate temperature is
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close to the NO desorption maximum of 500 K. [92-96] This result shows that there is a
substantial 14NO steady-state coverage established throughout the reaction period. N2 and
N2O desorption stops completely within a minute of starting of NO dosing and there is no
change in the partial pressure of N2 and N2O in the steady-state indicating that the NO
dissociation activity does not sustain on its own. This is attributed to poisoning by
dissociated atomic species, mainly oxygen atoms. It is also to be noted that the NO
uptake after shutter removal in the steady state is nearly the same as that of NO uptake on
clean Pd(111) in the transient state. This indicates that almost all nitrogen and NO desorb
during the beam blocking period and the NO and nitrogen coverages are low.
A subsequent TPD shows no NO and a small nitrogen coverage. This is further
supported by TPD results (in Figures 3.5). After turning off the NO beam, the 13CO beam
was switched on at t = 270 s. and constant temperature in order to titrate the surface
oxygen species produced by NO dissociation. A clear production of

13

CO2 indicates the

NO dissociation on Pd(111). The above CO dosing was carried out also to minimize the
diffusion of oxygen into the subsurface and the bulk region. Finally, the 13CO beam was
shut off, and the chamber background pressure was allowed to return to normal before
TPD experiments were performed at a heating rate of 5 K/s. The TPD results indicate a
strongly temperature-dependent coverage of NO and small amount of nitrogen (Figure
3.5). As there is no desorption of nitrogen-related products above 550 K, the TPD
experiments were stopped at 650 K. Subsequently, the Pd(111) crystal was flashed to
1000 K before the next dosing experiment.
3.3.2. Temperature-Dependent NO Adsorption and Dissociation on Pd(111):

Figure 3.2 shows the temperature dependence of

14

NO adsorption on Pd(111)

between 300 and 525 K at a constant FNO = 0.05 ML/s. NO beam was turned on at t = 7s
followed by the shutter opening at t = 10 s; there is a clear decrease in the 14NO partial
pressure due to

14

NO adsorption on the Pd(111) surface at the shutter removal point. A

number of reference experiments were made, in which the shutter was not at all opened
and the data were used as background for those experiments reported in the manuscript
for all the calculation purposes. One such reference experiment is shown in Figure 3.2 at
300 K.
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Figure 3.2. Temperature dependence of 14NO adsorption on Pd(111) in the transient state
on clean metal surface. Scattered data points (open triangles) shown for 300 K are from
the experiment carried out without opening the shutter to use as standard for background
subtraction. Reference data has been shifted vertically for clarity.

It is to be noted here that the above procedure is reliable than fitting with an exponential
or quadratic equations. However, some background adsorption (about 5%) cannot be
avoided, [64,70] and to reduce that contribution, a minimum time gap (2-3 s) was kept
between the beam on and the shutter removal time. Further, the uniform beam profile
over the crystal surface also ensures the pressure on the crystal surface is much higher
than the background.
At temperatures below 400 K,

14

NO was continuously adsorbed at the same rate

for a few seconds, before a gradual decrease occurs due to the surface reaching the
saturation NO coverage (θNO) around t = 20 s. At and above 400 K, there is a gradually
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decreasing total NO adsorption capacity compared to the experiments between 300 and
350 K. The decreasing saturation coverage with increasing temperature is due to a
reduction of the number of vacant sites, as a result of NO dissociation to N and O atomic
species. It should also be noted that the initial NO adsorption probability remains
constant immediately after the shutter removal at reaction temperatures between 300 and
425 K. The corresponding changes in the amu 28 and 44 traces (due to 14N2 and 14N2O)
(Figure 3.3) provide a hint that, at least in part, the reduction in θNO above 400 K is due to
NO dissociation. There is a decrease in the initial and overall

14

NO adsorption capacity

above 450 K and no 14NO adsorption could be directly detected through pressure change
at 525 K.
As far as product desorption is concerned, two temperature regimes can be
observed in Figure 3.3: (i) NO adsorption without formation of any nitrogen containing
products below 400 K and (ii) simultaneous N2 and N2O production at ≥425 K. Above
400 K, the formation of N2 and N2O production becomes evident from the results shown
in Figure 3.3. The reference experiments mentioned above, without removing the shutter,
showed no considerable products formation is attributed to the low NO coverage under
these conditions.
It is interesting to compare the different kinetics of N2 desorption and NO uptake.
Indeed, a remarkable feature is the temporal behavior of the N2 and N2O production
between 425 and 500 K with a time delay observed for the onset of N2 and N2O
production, although NO uptake is observed at t = 10 s. This delay indicates the buildup
of some nitrogen coverage. A finite time delay of about 6-7 s before the onset of N2 and
N2O production at 425 K decreases with increasing temperature (solid arrows in Figure
3.3). At 525 K, N2 formation appears almost simultaneously with NO uptake upon shutter
removal. Moreover, there is hardly any N2O formation. These observations can be
interpreted in terms of an increasing NO dissociation probability, leading to a decreasing
time gap between shutter removal and the onset of N2 and N2O desorption at high
temperatures. The above observations point toward the fact that N2 and N2O desorption
could be diffusion-controlled. In this case, the NO adsorption and dissociation steps could
be faster than the production of N2 and N2O, under the above experimental conditions.
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Figure 3.3. (a) N2 and (b) N2O production from Pd(111) surface due to NO dosing at
different temperatures. Note the maximum N2O production at 475 K and N2 between 475
and 500 K. Solid arrows indicate the on-set of products desorption. Scattered data points
shown for 475 K are from the experiment carried out without opening the shutter.

Between 475 and 500 K, maximum nitrogen production can be clearly seen after shutter
removal, indicating the fast dissociation of

14

NO to a comparatively large extent. The

total nitrogen formation rate goes through a maximum between 475 and 500 K, and at
>500 K, a reduction in the reaction rate is observed. At 525 K, the nitrogen desorption
continues for little longer than a minute. However a small amount of CO production is
also inferred (through amu 12), possibly due to the interaction between mobile oxygen in
the bulk/subsurface and carbon in bulk, along with N2. At temperatures higher than 525
K, the CO production increases significantly and, hence, reliable NO dissociation
experiments could not be performed. It is to be noted here that the oxygen migration and
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hence considerable concentration of oxygen in the subsurface reported recently by
Leisenberger et al. [123] is in line with our observation.
A careful analysis of the products desorption traces in Figure 3.3 leads to the
following four points: (a) There is a sudden rise in the N2 and N2O production rate
between 425 and 500 K, but after a time delay; the decreasing time delay with increasing
temperature indicates a decrease in initial nitrogen buildup. (b) The slope of the leading
edge of the N2 (and N2O) traces increases steeply with increasing temperature from 425
to 525 K. Also, a partial N2 production through an N2O intermediate cannot be excluded
on the basis of the experiments. (c) A clear decrease in N2O production at >475 K with
no N2O at 525 K indicates, again a change in overall kinetics and mechanism. (d) The
selectivity for N2 production is 5-10 times higher than for N2O, depending on the
temperature. In this respect, the presence of coadsorbed oxygen due to NO dissociation
can be expected to be an important factor. However, it is difficult to quantify this effect,
especially due to the onset of subsurface diffusion and possible surface oxidation around
475 K (see next section). Also on rhodium surfaces, it has been confirmed that
coadsorption of oxygen and nitrogen leads to N2 desorption at lower temperatures as
compared to N2 desorption from the N-only containing Rh surfaces. [66-67,124-126] The
effect was attributed to repulsive interactions between N and O atoms on the surface.
Indeed, oxygen pre-dosage was shown to completely inhibit NO dissociation, [91]
indicating that similar effect may be operative on Pd(111). Another interesting aspect is
the dynamic NO adsorption-desorption behavior observed on the Pd(111) surface in the
steady-state. Although N2 and N2O desorption stops in the transient state, NO adsorptiondesorption continues, as long as the NO beam is maintained for the reaction temperatures
below 500 K. Remarkably, the extent of NO adsorption in the steady-state after shutter
removal at t = 150 s is similar to that of the NO uptake on clean Pd(111) surface at the
beginning (see Figure 3.1). Similar observations were made down to 350 K (data not
shown). This directly suggests that the oxygen and nitrogen coverage due to NO
dissociation does not affect the NO adsorption in a significant manner, and hence, it
might not play any important role in the overall kinetics of NO dissociation, at least
below 500 K. This is in sharp contrast to the NO dissociation behavior on supported Pd
particles studied recently. [108,109] The complete loss of the NO adsorption capacity in
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the latter case at temperatures above 375 K supports the hypothesis that NO dissociation
on the particles is strongly dominated by defect sites. At T = 500 K on Pd(111), the
steady-state NO coverage in the dynamic adsorption-desorption equilibrium decreases
drastically, indicating fast desorption. Furthermore, it is likely that the substantial drop in
N2O production above 500 K is related to the rapidly decreasing NO coverage in this
temperature region (see section 3.6).
3.3.3. Surface Oxygen Coverage and Oxygen Diffusion into Subsurface/Bulk:

Figure 3.4 shows the results on the surface oxygen titration with 13CO beam after
the NO adsorption experiments, as explained in Figure 3.1. CO dosing was carried out at
the same reaction temperature as that of NO adsorption. 13CO2 production was observed
at temperatures between 400 and 475 K. However, CO2 desorption decreases sharply at
500 K and no CO2 was observed at 525 K, despite nitrogen desorption observed in the
transient state, shown in Figure 3.3. This is attributed mainly to subsurface diffusion of
oxygen and surface oxidation of Pd(111). As noted earlier, there is a small amount of
12

CO production along with N2 at 525 K in the NO adsorption experiments. Further, there

is some carbon dioxide formation while flashing to 1000 K, after reaction. Above
observations supports the hypothesis of oxygen diffusion into the subsurface. Desorption
of no or very small amount of molecular oxygen above 700 K in TPD [98,99] due to NO
dissociation on a variety of Pd surfaces, including Pd(311) where NO dissociation is
largest, unambiguously hints the disappearance of oxygen from the surface and it has
been attributed to oxygen diffusion and supports our above conclusion. Leisenberger et
al. [123] observed oxygen diffusion into the near surface region at 523 K and in good
agreement with our results.
Recently, surface oxide formation on Pd(111) has been investigated
experimentally in great detail. [127-134] Also, the oxidation of Pd surfaces has been
investigated theoretically [131] and shows that subsurface oxygen is just a precursor to
surface oxidation. Decreasing the CO2 signal at 500 K in our results may also be due to a
reduced reaction probability of CO and the inability to strongly adsorb CO due to the
oxidized palladium surface. It is to be noted that the more oxidized Pd surface and PdO
are unreactive toward CO, as found by Zhang and Altmann.[128-130] Indeed the amount
of CO2 desorption at 475 K is somewhat lower than that at 450 K, indicating that surface
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Figure 3.4. Surface oxygen due to NO dissociation on Pd(111) is titrated with 13CO beam
at the same NO adsorption temperatures. Note the decrease in oxygen coverage ≥ 500 K
is attributed to diffusion of oxygen into subsurface.

oxidation may begin around 475 K, in accordance with adsorption studies on Pd(111) at
elevated temperatures. [127-130] The complex interaction of the Pd surfaces with oxygen
significantly

complicates the kinetic analysis, especially at temperatures above 475 K.

However, sustainable CO2 production in NO + CO reactions on Pd(111) up to 625 K
[69,101] suggests that surface oxide formation and subsurface diffusion may be strongly
suppressed in the presence of CO as a reducing agent.
3.3.4. Temperature-Programmed Desorption Studies of NO/Pd(111):

Figure 3.5 shows the TPD of NO and N2 species recorded after the above dosing
experiments. No significant N2O was observed. NO desorbs between 450 and 550 K, in
good agreement with the earlier TPD results.[91-97] Gradual decrease in the quantity of
NO desorbed is observed in the TPD from the NO dosing experiments conducted above
300 K (not shown). Between 300 and 325 K, no change in NO coverage was observed in
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TPD (as well as NO uptake in dosing) experiments, suggesting that the γ-saturation
coverage [91-97] is retained. However, the NO yield in TPD decreases linearly from 0.33

Figure 3.5. Representative results from the temperature-programmed desorption (TPD)
at a heating rate of 5 K/s carried out after the experiments described in Figures 3.2 and
3.3. NO dosing temperatures are given.

to 0 ML between 300 and 325 and 450 K dosing temperatures, respectively. Nonetheless,
the temperature-dependent NO dosing experiments indicate NO uptake on the surface at
adsorption temperature <500 K. It may be recalled here that the NO uptake on clean
Pd(111) at the beginning of the experiment as well as in the steady-state after temporary
blocking is almost the same (Figure 3.1 - note the change in x-axis scale after the break).
This shows that there is complete desorption of NO with no beam at temperatures >425 K
on the time scale of the experiment.
TPD results display a decrease in nitrogen desorption, suggesting that the atomic
nitrogen coverage decreases with increasing temperature. However, the nitrogen
coverage seen on Pd(111) in the TPD is e0.06 ML and comparable to that of nitrogen
coverage observed after NO + CO reaction on Pd(111). [69] Nonetheless, the nitrogen
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coverage is much lower than that observed on Rh(111) [66,125] after NO and/or NO +
CO reactions.
3.3.5. Sticking Coefficient of NO on Pd(111):

Figure 3.6 shows the temperature and θNO dependence of sNO on Pd(111), by
adopting the method employed in refs 63-64, 114 and 135. Briefly, sNO is directly
proportional to the change in pressure due to NO uptake on Pd(111) after shutter removal
with respect to the total pressure if there was no adsorption. Furthermore, sNO (0.5) is

Figure 3.6. Temperature dependence of θNO coverage and sticking coefficient calculated
from the NO uptake data in Figure 3.2. Note the same initial sticking coefficient is
maintained between 300 and 425 K up to about 80% of saturation coverage for
adsorption temperatures at 300 and 325 K.

inversely proportional to the fraction of the beam intercepted, which is 0.25 in the present
case. Estimated error margin of sNO values from the uptake measurements is up to 5%
and should be considered for any purpose. A time evolution of sNO was calculated first
from the experimental data, given in Figure 3.2, and converted in terms of increasing θNO.
The initial sNO is constant between 300 and 425 K and decreases at temperatures higher
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than 425 K. A maximum of sNO = 0.5 was observed at low temperatures between 300 and
350 K on clean Pd(111) up to 70-80% of the saturation coverage. This behavior is typical
of precursor-mediated adsorption. At high temperature, the plateau becomes smaller due
to faster desorption and phenomenologically a description of sNO on the basis of a
Langmuir model becomes more appropriate. Very similar trend in sNO on Pd(110) surface
was reported by Sharpe and Bowker [99] and indicates the lifetime of chemisorbed NO
species decreases linearly with increasing temperature on Pd(111) and Pd(110).
3.3.6. Reaction Mechanism:

The isothermal experimental results in MBI provide some new insights into the
mechanism for the thermal dissociation of NO on Pd(111) surfaces. Earlier reports
[18,25] suggested the main elementary steps of the reaction in this system are:

NO( g ) ↔ NO( ads)

(3.1)

NO( ads ) ⎯
⎯→ N ( ads ) + O( ads)

(3.2)

N ( ads ) + N ( ads ) ⎯
⎯→ N 2 ( g )

(3.3)

N ( ads) + NO( ads ) ⎯
⎯→ N 2 O( g )

(3.4)

475 K
O( ads ) ⎯>⎯
⎯→ O( sub − surface) + O( surface − oxide)

(3.5)

Although the above mechanism may appear simple, there are few complications
that have not been resolved until now. In particular, TPD experiments show weakly and
strongly adsorbed nitrogen peaks at 450 K and between 545 and 595 K, respectively, by
Goodman et al.; [101,102] however only a minor N2 peak at 500 K were observed by
several other groups. [91,95-96,100] TPD results of Nakamura et al. [98] and Wickham
et al. [136] show no evidence of NO dissociation on Pd(111). In contrast, pronounced N2
desorption was observed at 670 K by Conrad et al. [92] Sugai et al. [97] also shows
through Auger electron spectroscopy that surface-bound N remains on the surface as high
as 700 K. Although present isothermal experiments may not be compared directly to the
earlier TPD results due to the different reaction conditions in a molecular beam setup,
certain valid conclusions may be derived as discussed in the following.
Our present results shows that, indeed, there is NO dissociation activity on
Pd(111), which leads to dominant production of N2 and minor N2O production between
400 and 500 K and exclusive N2 production above 500 K. Nevertheless, some NO
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dissociation activity is possible from the defect sites (step sites) and cannot be ruled out.
A substantial NO coverage on Pd(111) is observed between 400 and 500 K in the
dynamic adsorption-desorption equilibrium and it is not strongly affected by the presence
of N and O atomic species. This result is in general agreement with the observation of
comparable coverages of NO coverage via high-resolution electron energy loss
spectroscopy measurements by Ramsier et al. [95-96] This suggest that the NO
adsorption [eq 1] cannot be the rate-determining step (RDS), at least below 500 K. Postadsorption TPD experiments shows that there is only one N2 desorption peak with a peak
maximum around 500-530 K and in good agreement with majority of earlier
reports.[91,95-96,100] New observation of nitrogen desorption show some delay with
respect to NO uptake, indicating that atomic nitrogen recombination to gaseous N2 could
have large degree of rate control. The delay in the nitrogen desorption below 500 K may
also be explained in terms of the necessity of a critical surface N concentration before
their average inter-atomic distances are short enough, so that they can interact to form N2
molecule. Nonetheless, repulsions among the dissociated atomic species lowers
desorption barrier as well as the strength of adsorption and hence it should also be taken
into account. However, as the temperature increases the diffusion rate of atomic nitrogen
also increases and hence a decrease in the initial delay as well as N-buildup and instant
N2 production can be observed at 500-525 K. In fact, the common leading edge of the
isothermal kinetic runs, below 525 K, is expected for a two-dimensional diffusion-limited
reaction. [137] Similar results of a time gap between NO uptake and nitrogen formation
and the repulsive interactions between the atomic species has been observed and reported
on Pd(110), [99] Rh(110), [39] and Rh(111) [66-67,125] surfaces. Furthermore, on the
basis of the observation of a significant NO coverage and nitrogen buildup it can also not
be excluded that the N2 formation, at least in part, might be through an N2O intermediate
also. Indeed, a similar slope in the leading edges of N2 and N2O desorption kinetics
supports this view; nonetheless, further support is necessary. The small nitrogen coverage
observed in the TPD after reactions above 425 K indicates that the oxygen could exert
repulsive interactions with nitrogen, providing an additional driving force for N2
desorption. Nevertheless, the high rate of subsurface diffusion of oxygen and surface
oxide formation around 525 K may change the nature of the surface and affect the overall
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kinetics. As the nitrogen coverage decreases drastically >500K along with an increase in
NO desorption rate, both nitrogen recombination and adsorption are not expected to
contribute substantially to the rate control. However, NO dissociation might play a
significant role toward the overall kinetics at temperatures higher than 525 K.
Indeed, fast CO2 production below 525 K in NO + CO reactions on Pd(111)
supports the relatively fast NO dissociation. [68] The complete stopping of NO
dissociation in the steady-state is attributed to the sizable oxygen coverage observed
through CO titration and it is in correspondence with the observation of Schmick et al.
[91] and Henry et al. [103-105] that coadsorbed oxygen inhibits NO dissociation. Also on
supported Pd particles, we have recently observed large oxygen coverages after NO
dissociation, together with small amounts of N adsorbed at specific sites on the particles.
[108,109]

3.4. Summary

MBI is employed to probe NO adsorption and its dissociation on Pd(111) surface
through isothermal kinetic experiments between 300 and 525 K. Molecular NO
adsorption was observed ≤400 K. The adsorption kinetics indicate that NO dissociation
starts on Pd(111) surfaces at around 400 K. NO dissociation to N2 and N2O was observed
clearly in the transient state at temperatures ≥425 K. Major amounts of N2 desorption
were found along with a minor amount of N2O desorption, in agreement with earlier
results from TPD. The decrease in the time delay between N2 desorption onset and the
shutter removal at increasing temperature suggests that nitrogen formation occurs through
a diffusion-controlled mechanism and it could be partly rate limiting, at least below 500
K. The rate of N2 formation does not follow that of NO uptake. The adsorption desorption equilibrium of NO is established in the presence of NO-beam, indicating
substantial NO-coverages below 500 K. Oxygen diffusion into the sub-surface sites and
surface oxide formation starts around 475 K and increases significantly above 525 K.
Sticking coefficient measurements show s = 0.5 for NO adsorption between 300 and 350
K up to high coverage, indicating the precursor mediated adsorption. sNO decreases with
increasing coverage and temperature. The present molecular beam experiments on NO
dissociation throw more light than the earlier conventional TPD experiments.
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NO + CO Reaction on Pd(111) Surfaces∗
“NO reduction with CO on the Pd(111) surface was studied under
isothermal conditions as a function of temperature, NO:CO beam
composition, and beam flux. Systematic experiments were performed under
transient and steady state conditions. Displacement of adsorbed CO by NO in
the transient state of the reaction was observed at temperatures between 375
and 475 K for all of the NO:CO compositions studied. NO accumulation
occurs on Pd(111) surface under steady state conditions, below 475 K, due to
stronger chemisorption of NO. The steady state reaction rates attain a
maximum at about 475 K, nearly independent of beam composition. N2 was
found to be the major product of the reduction, along with a minor production
of N2O. The production of N2 and N2O indicates molecular and dissociative
adsorption of NO on Pd(111) at temperatures up to 525 K. Post-reaction
TPD measurements were performed in order to determine the nitrogen
coverage under steady-state conditions. Finally, the results are discussed
with respect to the rate-controlling character of the different elementary steps
of the reaction system.”

∗

Thirunavukkarasu, K., Thirumoorthy, K., Libuda, J., Gopinath, C.S., J. Phys. Chem. B., 2005, 109, 13272.
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NO + CO Reaction on Pd(111) Surfaces
4.1. Introduction

The overall NO + CO reaction in TWC is known and almost a complete
microscopic understanding of the elementary reaction steps is in place for Rh. [66-68,8790] However, Pd has not been subjected, like Rh, to detailed studies and microscopic
understanding is far from clear. Further, NOx reduction performance at low temperatures
and resistance to oxidation of the metal particles at high temperatures has led to an
increased interest in Pd. [80] Recent reports on Pd-CeO2 and Pd-Rh-CeO2 show similar
or even superior catalytic performance over the conventional Rh-Pt-CeO2. [79] In
addition to the above, a few new technologies were introduced in the last decade such as
NOx storage and zeolite based catalysts in order to tackle NOx abatement. [85,138-140]
Nonetheless, stability problems associated with NOx storage and the inability of zeolites
to cause NO reduction in the presence of water vapor [81] are problems faced in real
applications.
A number of groups [93-94,96,98-99,101-105,107-110,141-147] have studied
deNOx reactions with CO or H2 as the reductant on Pd single crystals, Pd on supports and
powder catalysts. Still, the kinetics of the reaction is not fully understood. Infrared
reflection absorption spectroscopy (IRAS) and high-resolution electron energy loss
spectroscopy (HREELS) have been employed to study NO adsorption and its coadsorption with CO on Pd(100) and Pd(111) single crystals.[101,102] Goodman and
coworkers found that the closely packed Pd(111) surface was significantly more active
than the relatively more open Pd(100) surface for the NO + CO reaction, [101,102] in
spite of the fact that the latter has a higher NO dissociation activity. This effect was
attributed to the strong bonding of a fraction of the Nads on Pd(100), leading to partial
poisoning of the surface.[101] Also, the N2/N2O product ratio was found to depend on the
crystallographic orientation, with lower selectivity for N2 on Pd(111) than on Pd(100). In
more recent work, high N2O/N2 product ratios were observed on the Pd(111) surface at
elevated pressures. [102] Some differences remain between the TPD results reported by
Goodman et al. [101] on Pd(111) and Pd(100) and those reported by other groups, [9394,96,98,148] in particular, with respect to N2 desorption above 550 K.
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Well-shaped Pd nanoclusters supported on MgO, with Pd(111) and Pd(100)
facets, were employed in NO dissociation studies by Henry et al. [103-105] Relatively
high reaction rates were observed on Pd(111) facets, in good agreement with ref. [101].
Particle size dependent effects were interpreted mainly in terms of the morphology of the
particles, which expose different fractions of (111) and (100) facets. [103-105] Recent
micro-kinetic simulations of the molecular beam experiments show that there are many
open questions concerning the reaction kinetics, even for simple single crystal surfaces.
[105] From the above it is clear that there is a need for detailed and quantitative kinetic
measurements on Pd single crystal surfaces under well-controlled conditions.
The reactivity of Pd(111) surfaces for NO+CO reactions at different temperatures
and beam compositions have been investigated systematically. We have employed
molecular beam methods, which have enabled us to perform kinetic experiments in a
quantitative and well-controlled fashion, both under steady state and under transient
conditions. In this chapter we present results on the reaction kinetics at low and high
temperatures and on the competitive adsorption of NO and CO at temperatures between
375 and 475 K.

4.2. Experimental

The doser assembly, aiming directly at the Pd(111) crystal surface, is connected to
a gas manifold unit and the beam flux is set both by filling the manifold unit to a
specified pressure and by fixing the precision leak valve to a predetermined position. 0.1
ML/s total flux of the NO + CO mixture (FNO+CO) with a desired composition was used in
all the experiments reported here unless otherwise specified. A movable stainless steel
shutter is placed between the sample and the doser to block or unblock the beam when
desired. The geometrical arrangement in our MBI is such that about 25% of the beam is
intercepted by the crystal and, hence, the drop in the reactants pressure upon shutter
removal is relatively shallow this is mainly to ensures a uniform beam profile over the
entire crystal surface. [70,148]
15

NO (Air gas, 99% isotopically pure), CO and

13

CO (Isotec) were used without

any further purification. It is to be noted that 15NO contains about 1% of 14NO (amu 30),
which adds to the partial pressure of
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amount of

15

N2O (amu 46) (≤0.1%) is also present; however it does not affect the

measurements significantly since the amount is very small. However, 15NO allows a clear
identification of all the products of the reaction 15N2 (amu 30), 15N2O (amu 46) and 12CO2
(amu 44) along with the reactants, 15NO (amu 31) and 12CO (amu 28). It is observed that
N2O gives a key fragment ion N2 to a large extent. The partial pressure values observed
during the reaction for N2O and N2 were corrected for the above fragment contribution by
following the procedure in ref. 149. The mass spectrometer intensities for 15NO and CO
were calibrated by measuring the NO and CO uptake on clean Pd(111) at 300 K
separately, assuming a saturation coverage of 0.33 monolayer (ML) for NO following
Bertolo et al.[93-94] and 0.50 ML for CO. [118] An exposure of 1 ML corresponds to
7.8x1014 molecules/cm2.

15

NO and CO were exclusively used for all the experiments

reported here. Hence, hereafter

15

NO would be simply noted as NO. Further, the rates

calculated and given in Figures 4.9, 4.10 and 4.12 have an error margin of ±10 %.

4.3. Results
4.3.1. General Aspects on Catalytic Activity Measurements:

In all the isothermal experiments reported here, the clean Pd(111) sample was
kept at a constant temperature and exposed to an effusive molecular beam of the reactant
mixture of the desired composition. The partial pressures of all the relevant species were
recorded as a function of time. A typical raw isothermal kinetic data of the reaction of
15

NO and CO with a beam composition of 1:2 at 475 K is presented in Figure 4.1a along

with the TPD spectra recorded at a heating rate of 5 K/s (Figure 4.1b). The scattered data
points for all the species were collected without opening the shutter in a separate
experiment. The various steps in all the experiments are explained below with reference
to the above data: (1) At t = 5 s a molecular beam of a mixture of the reactants (NO:CO =
1:2, FNO+CO = 0.10 ML/s) was turned on; an immediate increase in NO and CO partial
pressures could be seen. Some adsorption of the reactants from the “background” cannot
be avoided at this stage. (2) At around t = 8 s the shutter was removed to allow the beam
to interact directly with the Pd(111) surface kept at 475 K. An immediate decrease in the
partial pressure of the reactants was observed indicating the adsorption of the reactants on
the Pd(111) surface. A slow increase in NO partial pressure was due to decreasing
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adsorption on the UHV chamber walls and does not indicate a change in the FNO on
Pd(111). An increase in the partial pressure of the products, 15N2 (30 amu), CO2 (44 amu)

Figure 4.1. (a) Raw isothermal kinetic data of a typical molecular beam experiment
conducted with (NO + CO)/Pd(111) system at 475 K for the beam composition of 1:2
NO:CO. (b) Temperature-programmed desorption recorded after the kinetic experiment.
Scattered data points shown on left panel are from the experiment carried out without
opening the shutter throughout the experiment to demonstrate the marginal effect due to
background. Data points have been shifted vertically for clarity. An increase in the
intensity of amu 30 in the above experiment is essentially due to 14NO present in 15NO.

and 15N2O (46 amu) were also observed. The changes observed from the point where the
shutter is opened until the steady state is reached is termed as the transient state, and this
normally takes up to 60 sec under the present experimental conditions. (3) In the steady
state, the reaction rate was measured by blocking the beam deliberately for 30 s (between
t = 165-195 s) with the shutter. An increase in the partial pressure of NO and a clear
decrease in the partial pressures of N2 and CO2 were observed. A slight decrease in the
partial pressure of N2O was also observed. An increase in the partial pressure of NO
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indicates its continuous uptake from the beam in the steady state; a sharp change in the
CO partial pressure was observed only at the blocking and unblocking of the beam, but
an overall increase was not observed during the beam blocking time. The measured
changes in the partial pressures of CO2, N2, and N2O allow us to directly determine the
steady-state reaction rates. Additional kinetic information can be derived from the
transient response (see section 4.3.2). A sharp decrease in the CO2 partial pressure was
observed when the beam was blocked, whereas a slow change in partial pressure was
observed for the N2 and N2O. It is to be pointed out here that the change in the partial
pressure of the reactants and the products has to be corrected for the background
adsorption, during the period the beam was blocked in the steady state which is estimated
to be around 10% for the adsorption processes in our system. (4) The shutter is opened
again at t = 195 s. The pressure difference observed for the reactants and the products
during beam blocking and unblocking provides the rate of the reaction, of course after
initial calibration of all the relevant species. (5) At about t = 240 s, the beam was turned
off to stop the reaction. After the pressure of the UHV chamber reached the initial
background level, the sample was heated to 700 K at a heating rate of 5 K/s to record the
TPD of all the relevant species. The coverage by the nitrogen atoms that remained on the
Pd(111) surface was calculated by integrating the area of the N2 desorption peak
observed in the TPD, and oxygen coverage was measured through CO titration at 450 K.
A systematic study of the NO + CO reaction kinetics on Pd(111) surfaces was carried out
by following the above procedure as a function of temperature, NO:CO composition, and
total beam flux.
During the reaction measurements, the total pressure in the chamber increases to
about (1-2)x10-8 Torr and that induces some additional adsorption/reaction apart from the
direct beam onto Pd(111). As shown in Figure 1, the reactants pressure increase in the
same manner, whether the beam was blocked or not, except while opening/closing the
shutter. However, the products pressure increases marginally when the beam was fully
blocked, as seen in the scattered data points due to the limited adsorption from the
background. CO2 shows an increase in pressure and displays that there is reaction to
some extent due to background adsorption of NO + CO. In the case of 15N2 (amu 30) a
large increase in background pressure is mostly due to 1% 14NO (amu 30), as mentioned
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earlier, in addition to some

15

N2. Indeed, at low temperature (375 K) measurements,

where there is no effective reaction, show a very similar trend and supports the above
increase in pressure is due to 14NO. It was difficult to make out any contribution due to
the very poor signal/noise associated with the data of 15N2O production from background.
However, at the time of shutter opening/closing, a good change in partial pressure of all
the products demonstrate that major contribution is due to molecular beam. Further, the
extent of CO2 production due to background adsorption is not more than 10% of the CO2
produced from the direct beam. However, a similar measurement for

15

N2 was not

reliable as the background is largely due to 14NO. For the above reason, the background
contribution is not included in the results reported. As shown in Figure 4.12 (vide infra)
the partial pressure of different species were converted into reaction rates by calibration
experiments for the reactants and products, following the procedure reported, [148] and
no background contribution is included.
4.3.2. Transient Kinetics:

First, we focus on the transient regime of the reaction, immediately after
impingement of the beam. A clean metal surface at the start of the reaction undergoes
dynamic changes in surface composition of reactants and products as a function of time
before it reaches the steady state, where there is no change in surface composition of
reactants as long as the reaction conditions are not perturbed. It is important to note that
the sticking coefficients of the reactants NO and CO may drastically change as a function
of temperature and coverage in the transient region.
4.3.2.1. Displacement of CO by NO:

The displacement of a chemisorbed species by another adsorbing species has been
suggested and observed by few groups [67,69,101,142,150] in various catalytic reactions.
Figure 4.2 shows the direct displacement of COads by NO at (a) 375 K and (b) 475 K for
the NO:CO compositions of 2:1, 1:1, and 1:2. The FNO+CO used in Figure 4.2b is (0.3
ML/S) thrice that used in the experiments of Figure 4.2a (0.1 ML/S). Reference
experiments were also carried out without opening the shutter, and the data collected
were used for background subtraction from the data of the relevant experiments. One
such reference experiment is plotted in Figure 4.2a for 2:1 NO:CO beam composition.
The trends of NO adsorption (Figure 4.2) follow the expected behavior at all the
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Figure 4.2. Displacement of CO by NO during the initial adsorption of the reactants on
clean Pd(111) surface at (a) 375 and (b) 475 K for the NO:CO beam compositions 2:1,
1:1, and 1:2. The FNO+CO used in panel b is thrice that of panel a, and displacement effect
was not clear at lower flux at 475 K. Scattered data points shown on left panel for 2:1
beam are from the experiment carried out without opening the shutter to use as standard
for background subtraction. Similar experiments were carried out for other experiments.

temperatures and compositions. An initial drop in the partial pressure is observed upon
shutter removal due to initial uptake on Pd(111) and a subsequent asymptotic approach to
the steady state. The time evolution of partial pressure of CO is more complex. An
immediate drop in the partial pressure upon unblocking the beam was observed, followed
by an increase in partial pressure after few seconds. Finally, the steady-state level is
reached. It indicates that a large amount of CO is displaced by NO because of its
preferential adsorption on Pd(111) compared to CO. This effect was observed for all
beam compositions at 375 K. For CO-rich beam compositions the process is slower since
the CO displacement is directly proportional to FNO. Generally as the beam becomes
richer in CO (and hence poor in NO), the displacement of CO molecules takes a longer
time and the displacement signals becomes weak to be observed. It is also to be noted
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that the CO displacement effect decreased with decreasing FNO+CO; the extent of CO
displacement was marginal at a FNO+CO = 0.1 ML/s at 475 K for the beam compositions
shown in Figure 4.2b. At temperatures >525 K the displacement effect was very poor or
not observed due to the very small steady state coverage of the reactants, particularly CO.
[151] However at temperatures <525 K, this effect was observed clearly and the surface
ratio of the reactants changed in the transient state until it reached the steady state. It is
also clear from these observations that the adsorption of NO on Pd(111) is dominating
and hence an enrichment of NO over CO occurs compared to the gas phase. A similar
effect has already been observed on Rh(111). [67]
Figure 4.3 shows the coverages of NOads, COads, and COdes and the difference
between COads and COdes on Pd(111) in the transient state for all the NO:CO

Figure 4.3. Coverage of NO and CO in the transient state on NO + CO (1:1)/Pd(111)
system at 375 K. NOads, COads, and COdes correspond to the coverage of NO and CO
immediately after shutter removal and coverage of desorbed CO in the transient state,
respectively. The difference between COads - COdes gives qualitative CO-coverage on the
surface at the end of transient state. It is to be noted that the surface is increasingly
poisoned by CO with CO-rich beams and an almost exclusively NO-covered surface
occurs for a 2:1 NO:CO beam.
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compositions at 375 K. The above coverages were obtained by integrating the area of the
adsorption and desorption in the transient state (Figure 4.2). NOads decreases linearly as
the beam becomes CO-rich. Initial COads also increases with the CO-rich beams.
However the amount of COdes indicates that the CO displacement is very strong for NOrich beams and gradually decreases as the beam becomes richer in CO. Only minor COdisplacement was observed for 1:15 NO:CO beam. The present results reveal a clear
difference between surface and beam compositions the surface accumulating NO.
Figure 4.4 shows the transient state kinetics of CO2 and N2 evolution at 475 K for
two NO:CO compositions, namely, 1:4 and 1:8. CO2 production shows a transient
kinetics depending on NO:CO beam composition. At high FNO (with 2:1 of NO:CO, data
not shown), the CO2 production rate is low and it increases with increasing FCO up to 1:4
NO:CO. A further increase in FCO leads to a decrease in the CO2 formation rate, likely
due to CO poisoning of the surface. Generally, the N2 production reaches the steady state
within a minute; however the CO2 production reaches the steady state slowly in about 2
min. This delay occurs especially with NO:CO compositions (1:1 to 1:8) that exhibit a
high rate of CO2 production. However such a delay does not occur with NO- or CO-rich
beams since the CO displacement effect is observed too fast or too slow and hence the
poisoning of the surface with NO or CO, respectively. With a 1:15 NO:CO composition,
the CO2 production reaches a steady-state quickly within 20 s after shutter removal and
the rate is limited by CO-poisoning. A close look at the transient state in Figure 4.4
shows a jump in CO2 production at the point of shutter opening and some delay in N2
production. Further, the change in CO2 partial pressure for beam blocking at t = 75 s
shows a considerably smaller change in rate and a slower CO2 decay when compared to
the sharp changes at t = 165 s. However, the change in nitrogen partial pressure is similar
at both beam blockings. We attribute this delay, at least in part, to the CO displacement
effect and a continuous change in surface composition until it reached the steady-state.
Nonetheless, the above observation has to be treated with care due to the low signal-tonoise ratio for the N2 signal. A slower response of the N2 signal would indicate that the
N2 recombination step has some significant degree of rate control. Spectroscopic and
structural investigations could throw more light on the changes that might be occurring
on the surface under reaction conditions.
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Figure 4.4. Time evolution of the partial pressure of the products 15N2 and CO2 in the
transient state for NO:CO beam compositions of (a) 1:4 and (b) 1:8 at 475 K. It is to be
noted that the partial pressure of CO2 reaches steady-state slowly than N2 and it is
attributed, at least in part, to CO poisoning and CO displacement by NO. The change in
CO2 partial pressure for beam blocking is considerably lower in the transient state than in
the steady state.
4.3.2.2. Restart Experiments:

Restart experiments were performed in order to identify differences in the
transient state due to accumulation of surface species, produced during the reaction.
Figure 4.5 shows the transient state kinetics of CO2 and N2 evolution at 475 K for two
NO:CO compositions, namely, 1:4 and 1:8. CO2 production shows a transient kinetics
depending on NO:CO beam composition. At high FNO (with 2:1 of NO: CO data not
shown), the CO2 production rate is low and it increases with increasing FCO up to 1:4
NO:CO. Figure 4.5 shows such an example, where clean Pd(111) interacted with 1:1
NO:CO beam (FNO+CO = 0.25 ML/s) for about 120 s (in Figure 4.5a) before the molecular
beam was turned off. After the partial pressures of all the species reached their
background level the reaction was repeated without any further cleaning of the Pd(111)
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surface and the result is shown in Figure 4.5b. A decrease in the partial pressure due to
adsorption of NO and CO and the displacement effect in the transient state was observed
on clean and restart experiments. The partial pressures for N2 and N2O increased to the
steady state value gradually without any significant change in both the clean and restart
experiments. However, a considerable increase in the CO2 formation was observed in the
restart experiments. Even before the shutter removal a small but considerable CO2
production started as soon as the molecular beam was turned on due to the reaction of the
background CO on the Pd(111) surface. After shutter removal, a further rise in the CO2
production was observed compared to the clean surface. This immediate production of

Figure 4.5. Isothermal kinetic experiments carried out with a 1:1 NO: CO beam at 475 K
on (a) clean Pd(111) and (b) on the Pd-surface after reaction a, but without any cleaning.
An enhancement in CO2 production could be seen in the transient state indicates that
some amount of oxygen available.

CO2 was more pronounced for NO-rich beams. However, the rate of formation of CO2
remained unchanged in the steady state for clean and restart experiments. The
displacement of CO by NO also decreased significantly in the restart experiments. This
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effect is attributed to the additional CO2 production due to reaction with surface oxygen
in the restart experiment. CO2 production was instantaneous in restart experiment
compared to the clean surface. It indicates that some oxygen atoms remain on the surface
at the end of the first reaction on clean Pd(111). Furthermore, the restart experiments
indicate that the production of N2 and N2O does not need any threshold coverage as on
Rh(111) surface. [67]

4.3.3. Steady-State Kinetics:
4.3.3.1. Temperature Dependence:

Figure 4.6 shows the temperature dependence of molecular beam kinetics in the
steady state for the production of N2, N2O, and CO2 for 1:4 NO:CO beam compositions.
No NO+CO reaction on Pd(111) could be observed within the detection limits of our
experiment up to 425 and >625 K. The active temperature window for NO reduction lies

Figure 4.6. Steady-state kinetics of isothermal experiments as a function of temperature
with a 1:4 NO:CO composition and time evolution of the partial pressure of the products
(a) N2, (b) N2O, and (c) CO2. Dotted and solid arrows indicate the closing and opening of
the shutter.
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between 425 and 575 K with a maximum steady-state rate at 475 K. The N2O production
rate is about an order of magnitude lower than that of N2 production. For >525 K, the rate
slowly decreases and no N2O production was observed. The differences in response of
the partial pressures of the product species for shutter opening/closing to the new steady
state should be noticed, particularly between 475 and 525 K. The partial pressure of CO2
responds immediately to modulation, whereas the N2 partial pressures displayed a slow
response on beam blocking and unblocking indicating that nitrogen recombination might
be the rate determining step (RDS). However, the low signal-to-noise ratio associated
with N2O makes deriving any meaningful conclusions difficult. However, >525 K, CO2,
and N2 formation undergo fast changes on beam modulation.
4.3.3.2. Composition Dependence:

Figure 4.7 shows the dependence of the steady-state kinetics on the NO:CO beam
composition at 475 K for compositions ranging from 2:1 to 1:15 of NO:CO. When the
beam is rich in NO (for instance, 2:1 NO:CO), the rate of the overall reaction is low
compared to other beam compositions even at a high surface temperature. As the beam is
made richer in CO, the NO + CO steady-state reaction rate increases until it reaches a
maximum of 1:4 NO:CO composition. The N2O production rate reaches its maximum at
the beam composition of 1:2 NO:CO and not for the NO rich beams. This clearly
indicates that the surface composition established for 1:2 of NO:CO beam composition
induces more N2O production than the NO-rich beam compositions. N2O production
decreases slowly as the beam becomes richer in CO. N2 and CO2 production rates
decrease on either side of 1:4 NO:CO composition. From Figures 4.6 and 4.7, it is
observed that the maximum in NO + CO reaction rate occurs at 475 K for the
composition of 1:4 NO:CO with a minor production of N2O.
4.3.3.3. Flux Dependence:

Figure 4.8 shows the flux dependence of the NO + CO reaction on Pd(111) at 475 K for
1:4 NO:CO for the total fluxes ranging from FNO+CO = 0.01 to 0.25 ML/s. The rates of
production of the major products N2 and CO2 along with N2O increase linearly with
increasing total beam flux and indicate a first order dependence on FNO. The studies on
flux dependence clearly show the slow change in the partial pressure of N2 for beam
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Figure
4.7.
Time
evolution of the products
(a) N2, (b) N2O, and (c)
CO2 for NO:CO beam
composition dependent
steady-state kinetics at
475 K. Dotted and solid
arrows indicate the
closing and opening of
the shutter.

Figure 4.8. Total beam
flux (FNO+CO) dependent
steady-state
kinetics
with a 1:4 NO:CO beam
at 475 K for products (a)
N2, (b) N2O, and (c)
CO2. Solid and dotted
arrows indicate the
closing and opening of
the shutter.
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blocking and unblocking and suggest that nitrogen formation could be the RDS for the
NO + CO reaction on Pd(111) surfaces below 500 K and for FNO+CO = 0.16 ML/ s.
Further, at a high flux (FNO+CO = 0.25 ML/s), N2 production also shows fast changes on
beam blocking and unblocking, suggesting that there may be a contribution from other
reaction steps to the RDS as well.
4.3.3.4. Steady-State Reaction Rates:

Figure 4.9 shows the rate of formation of all the three products namely, (a) N2, (b) N2O,
and (c) CO2 measured in the steady-state at a total flux of 0.25 ML/s. All beam
compositions show a reaction maximum at 475 K. At the reaction temperature of 475 K
and the 1:4 NO:CO composition, a maximum in productivity is observed for the major
products N2 and CO2 and the production maximum for N2O is observed for a 1:2 NO:CO
beam. There is a general broadening of the temperature range in which the rate is
considerable relative to the maximum rate as the beam becomes richer in CO.
R (CO 2 ) = 2 R ( N 2 ) + R ( N 2 O )

[4.1]

The above steady-state rate data is plotted in Figure 4.10 in a modified and different
manner for (a) CO2 and (b) 2R(N2) + R(N2O) to clearly see the rate dependence on
composition and to see the consistency in the experimental data through eq 4.1. A good
overall correspondence is observed between the rate of CO oxidation and nitrogen
containing product formation suggesting that the data is self-consistent within the error
limit. This figure also confirms that the maximum in the reaction rate is observed for a
NO:CO ratio of 1:4. All the NO:CO compositions shows a reaction maximum at 475 K.
4.3.3.5. Temperature-Programmed Desorption (TPD) Studies:

TPD experiments were performed to measure the surface nitrogen left after the
NO + CO reaction on Pd(111) surface at a heating rate of 5 K/s. Two TPD results
recorded after the 1:4 NO:CO reaction at (a) 475 and (b) 525 K are given in Figure 4.11.
Both experiments show nitrogen desorption around 500 K in a single peak. Generally,
TPD results from the surfaces that are exposed to a beam of any composition at T > 525
K show only low oxygen coverage after the reaction
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Figure 4.9. Steady-state rate
of production of (a) N2, (b)
N2O, and (c) CO2 are given
for all NO:CO compositions
and reaction temperatures.
Maximum rate was observed
at 475 K for all NO:CO beam
compositions.

Figure 4.10. Steady-state rate
dependence on the beam
composition
at
four
temperatures for (a) CO2 and
(b) 2R(N2) + R(N2O).
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However, the coverage of oxygen measured through CO-titration varies from one
experiment to another. This effect may be attributed to subsurface and bulk diffusion,
[123] which makes the reliable estimation of oxygen coverage difficult. At 475 and 525
K, a small coverage of nitrogen is also observed for all beam compositions and θN is
<0.05 ML. At lower reaction temperatures (375 and 425 K) the desorption of all the
products and reactants is seen. Large amounts of NO (>0.18 ML) or CO (>0.25 ML) are
desorbed from surfaces that are exposed to NO-rich (2:1 and 1:1 NO:CO) or CO-rich (1:8
and 1:15 NO: CO) beams at 375 K, respectively, indicating surface poisoning, as
observed in the transient coverage results (Figure 3).

4.4. Discussion
4.4.1. Reaction Mechanism:

The isothermal kinetic data obtained provide some new insights on the
mechanism of the NO + CO reaction on Pd surfaces. The following elementary surface
reactions are considered for the overall NO + CO reaction on Pd(111) surfaces:
k2
CO( g ) ⎯⎯→
CO( ads )

[4.2]

k3
CO( ads ) ⎯⎯→
CO( g )

[4.3]

k4
NO( g ) ⎯⎯→
NO( ads)

[4.4]

k5
NO( ads ) ⎯⎯→
NO( g )

[4.5]

k6
NO( ads ) ⎯⎯→
N ( ads ) + O( ads )

[4.6]

k7
CO( ads) + O( ads) ⎯⎯→
CO2 ( g )

[4.7]

k8
N ( ads ) + N ( ads ) ⎯⎯→
N2 (g)

[4.8]

k9
N ( ads) + NO( ads) ⎯⎯→
N 2 O( g )

[4.9]

The overall reaction is
k10
( x + y ) NO + xCO ⎯⎯→
(
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Figure 4.11. TPD recorded after the NO + CO reaction with 1:4 beam composition at (a)
475 and (b) 525 K. The nitrogen coverage decreases with increasing temperature and no
nitrogen coverage is observed at reactions temperatures >525 K.

One of the important controversies in the literature with respect to the NO + CO
reaction mechanism relates to the reaction RDS. [101,105,146] Our kinetic results clearly
show that the CO2 production is fast compared to N2 and/or N2O production under the
present experimental conditions. This also suggests that the NO adsorption and its
dissociation cannot be the RDS, at least in the low-temperature regime, <525 K. This
leaves eq 4.8 or 4.9 to be possible RDS. The low signal-to-noise ratio associated with
N2O makes deriving any meaningful conclusions difficult. Further, N2O being a minor
product in the parallel pathway for both N2 and N2O formation, it is ruled out that N2O
formation can be the RDS. A slow change in partial pressure of N2 was observed below
525 K for the beam blocking in the steady-state of NO + CO reactions under most of the
conditions; however, high flux (FNO+CO = 0.25 ML/s) measurements (Figure 4.8) shows
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the fast changes in N2 production for beam blocking. It is likely that also the other steps
(in particular NO dissociation) have some degree of rate control >525 K (as indicated by
the linear flux dependence of the reaction rate in Figure 4.8). This suggests that the N2
formation from the recombination of N atoms below 525 K might be controlling the
overall reaction; however the NO dissociation also has some degree of rate control as
indicated above. Above 525 K, CO2 as well as N2 formation shows fast changes for beam
blocking and unblocking. Furthermore, the rate of desorption of reactants species is faster
than the adsorption and NO dissociation, and hence, a decrease in overall NO + CO rate
for >525 K is observed. In the high-temperature regime, it is expected that the degree of
rate control by NO dissociation increases and the degree of rate control of the other steps
decreases.
Another piece of evidence to support the reaction mechanism suggested above, as
well as to calculate the reaction stoichiometry, is given in Figure 4.12. The rate of
adsorption of NO and the rate of formation of various products in the steady-state is
shown for 1:4 NO:CO beam composition at a surface temperature of 475 K in Figure
4.12. It is to be noted that the rate of NO adsorption (0.018 ML/s) in the steady state is
equal to that of the sum of either CO2 (0.0181 ML/s) and N2O production (0.0006 ML/s)
or 2N2 (0.016 ML/s) and 2N2O (0.0012 ML/s) production, within the error limit (10%).
The above result suggests that about 90% of adsorbed NO dissociates and the remaining
amount is adsorbed in the molecular state. At temperatures higher than 525 K, a ratio of
1:1 for CO2: ½ N2 is observed suggests that the rate of NO-uptake is equal to that of CO2
or ½ N2 production. The above two stoichiometries, below and above 525 K, were found
to hold good for all the reaction conditions employed in our experiments.
4.4.2. Steady-State Kinetics:

Under steady-state conditions, the rate of all the elementary processes should be
equal. However, the recombination of N + N is considered as the RDS due to the low rate
constant values. Alternatively, the rates of other elementary processes compensate under
steady-state conditions through changes in the respective surface coverage. [66] From the
above discussion and the arguments of section 4.1, the rate expression for CO2 is derived
from the surface coverage of the different adsorbates.
R(CO2 ) = k 7θ COθ O
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Figure 4.12. Steady-state reaction rates for the NO uptake and N2, N2O, and CO2
production at 475 K with 1:4 NO:CO beam on the Pd(111) surface. The absolute values
of the rate were calculated and given for NO and all the products. It is to be noted that the
stoichiometry observed in all the experiments changes at temperatures above 525 K, as
there is no N2O production and a 1:1 ratio of CO2: ½ N2 is observed.

It is clear that the oxygen for CO oxidation is provided exclusively by NO dissociation,
and hence, θO entirely depends on eq 4.6. It is also well-known that k7 is a function of
surface coverages. Furthermore, θO and R(CO2) also depend on the FNO as given in eqs
4.12 and 4.13:

θO =

0
k6 θ NOθ vac k6θ vac
sNO
θ vac
FNO
=
k7 θ CO
k7 k5 + k6θ vac θ CO

[4.12]

and hence

R(CO2 ) =

k6
2
0
θ vac
s NO
FNO
k 5 + k 6θ vac

[4.13]

The sNO changes with temperature and the surface coverage and hence the number of
vacant sites too. This also directly affects the proportionality in eq 4.13. Nitrogen atoms
also desorb as N2 around 500 K creating more vacant sites. This hints at a high rate
constant for CO2 production and hence fast changes in the steady-state kinetics.
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The CO molecules in the 1:2 and 1:4 of NO:CO compositions remove the
dissociated O atoms effectively from the surfaces, especially around 500 K, thereby
increasing the reaction rate and the number of vacant sites. This helps in turn a larger
dissociation of NO. However, at >500 K, sNO and sCO decrease very much and lead to a
number of vacant sites; NO and CO desorption rates may play a significant role
increasingly at higher temperatures. [103-105,146]
In the CO-rich beam (1:15 of NO:CO) the NO + CO reaction is not effective
under the present experimental conditions. This is attributed to a CO poisoning effect at
<500 K and fast desorption of NO at >500 K. Contrarily, in NO-rich beams (2:1 NO:CO)
the dissociated O and N atoms hinder the further adsorption of reactants in the steady
state by occupying the sites. CO displacement by NO also leads to a low θCO and hence a
low overall rate. No reactivity is observed at >625 K on Pd(111), compared to the
reported reactivity of NO + CO reaction on powder and model supported Pd-catalysts.
[101,103] Henry et al. [103] invoked the reverse spillover effect from the support to the
metal on Pd/MgO, which helps to move NOads/MgO to Pd and cause its dissociation at
temperatures as high as 723 K and sustain the NO + CO reaction. This explains the hightemperature activity of Pd for the NO + CO reaction and its application in TWC.
Present TPD measurements after the reaction at temperatures ≥525 K reveal no θN
and/or θNO on Pd(111) and indicates that no stabilized NO molecules are present, in
contradiction to ref 101. Adsorption of NO/Pd(111) [148] also shows no stabilized N
adatoms and/or NO molecules and generally our results are in agreement with the TPD
data reported by several groups. [93-96,98,100] Besides, a plot of the steady-state rate as
a function of temperature on Pd/MgO [103] displays a volcano shape with a rate
maximum between 475 and 525 K, which is in good agreement with the present results.
However, a linear increase in rate with temperature up to 625 K on Pd(111) by Goodman
et al. [101] is considerably different from our present results. It should be pointed out that
reasons for the above discrepancy could be due to the differences between the present
single scattering molecular beam experiments, and the batch mode reaction at high
pressure (PNO = PCO = 1 Torr) employed to measure the rate by Goodman et al. [101]
Batch reactor studies at high pressure cannot be directly comparable. Furthermore, the
reaction mechanism at >500 K is also considerably different at high pressure and under
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UHV conditions. At high pressure, high θNO observed leads to more N2O;[101-102]
however, only N2 was produced under UHV conditions in the present report and by
Henry et al. [103,105]
4.4.3. A Comparison between (NO + CO)/Pd(111) and (NO+ CO)/Rh(111):

Rh surfaces show high catalytic activity for NO reduction, [76-78] and the NO +
CO reaction on Rh(111) has been studied in detail by Zaera et al., [66-67,137,152-154]
and Belton et al. [124] It is now worth comparing the activity of Pd(111) and Rh(111) for
the NO + CO reaction. The important similarities and differences between the present
results on (NO + CO)/Pd(111) obtained using a molecular beam setup and those reports
on Rh(111) [66-67,137,152] are presented briefly below. The isothermal kinetic data
presented in this work shows a significant reactivity on Pd(111) compared to Rh(111) for
the NO + CO reaction. [66-67,137,152] A comparable catalytic activity of Pd(111) to the
(NO + CO)/Rh(111) system [66] was observed in the steady state; however, only in the
temperature window 425-575 K. However, Rh(111) is active in a wider temperature
range from 450 to 900 K. [66] A considerable amount of N2O production is directly
observed on Pd(111) system, but no N2O was observed directly on Rh(111) under UHV
conditions.
The production of N2 in the transient state is instantaneous on Pd(111) system;
however, on Rh(111)

system, [66-67,137,152] N2 production starts only after the

accumulation of a threshold coverage of adsorbed nitrogen on the surface which depends
on the beam composition and surface temperature. On the basis of the spontaneity of N2
production, it is clear that no threshold nitrogen coverage concept is operating on the
Pd(111) system. At the same time in the (NO + CO)/Rh(111) system, CO2 and N2 are
produced rapidly in the transient state at low (450-550 K) and high temperatures (>550
K), respectively, because of the immediate availability of surface oxygen or nitrogen
atoms from the fast NO dissociation step. [67] This is mainly attributed to the relatively
large and constant sNO (~0.8) [137] on Rh(111). The value of sNO is less than 0.5 above
400 K on Pd(111), and this limits the reaction to a large extent and a trend similar to that
of Rh(111) is not observed. Additionally, the displacement of CO by NO was observed in
the temperature range of 375-475 K in the transient state indicating that the lateral
repulsive interactions of CO are more than NO [101] at least above 375 K.
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The occurrence of a similar displacement effect on Rh(111) system has also been
demonstrated. [67] Although not discussed due to the lack of direct evidence, the
nitrogen formation through N2O intermediate is not ruled out on Pd(111). However,
Zaera and Gopinath [154] have published kinetic evidence for the formation of nitrogen
through an N2O intermediate on Rh(111). Loffreda et al., [143-145] have investigated the
NO + CO reaction through theoretical calculations on (111) and (100) facets of Pd and
Rh surfaces and found that NO dissociation was endothermic on Pd and exothermic on
Rh at low coverages. In general, the above comparison indicates a good similarity in the
activities of Pd and Rh, and more work needs to be carried out for full commercial
exploitation of Pd.

4.5. Summary

A kinetic study on the NO + CO reaction on Pd(111) surfaces carried out at a
wide range of temperature, beam composition and total flux is reported. The isothermal
kinetic study of the NO + CO reaction on Pd(111) surfaces reveals significant and
comparable catalytic activity as that of Rh(111) in the narrow temperature window 475575 K. Detailed kinetic experiments and analysis suggests that N2 formation limits the
rate of the overall reaction below 525 K. However, the NO dissociation step contributes
in a major way toward the RDS above 525 K. Direct displacement of COads by NO was
observed between 375 and 475 K and the transient state coverage calculations show that
the surface composition was different from the NO:CO beam composition at low
temperatures. The rate of NO + CO reaction increases linearly with increasing total beam
flux and indicates a first order dependence on FNO.
Irrespective of the NO:CO composition, a rate maximum always occurs at 475 K
(or between 475 and 525 K) for all the beam compositions investigated. However, there
is a broadening of the active rate regime from 475 to 525 K for 2:1 to 475-625 K for 1:4
NO:CO. The reaction rate is maximum for the 1:4 NO:CO beam composition among all
the compositions studied. Both NO-rich and CO-rich beams show poor catalytic activity
and is attributed to surface poisoning by those species.
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“CO oxidation on Pd(111) surfaces was revisited to explore the microkinetic details of the
reaction, essentially due to the recent observations such as, surface oxide (PdxOy) formation and
oxygen diffusion into the sub-surface/bulk. The reaction was studied under wide range of
conditions, such as CO:O2 compositions ranging from 4:1 (CO-rich) to 1:20 (O2-rich) between 375
K and 600 K, and oxygen-rich conditions are relevant to automobiles. Interesting results were
observed for the transient state (TS) of the reaction. It is clearly demonstrated that direct CO
adsorption is feasible with significant sticking coefficient at high temperatures (500 – 600 K) on
oxygen-covered Pd(111) surfaces under steady-state (SS) conditions and hence no significant
oxygen poisoning was observed. However, some time delay in starting the CO2 production and
reaching the SS is observed; the above delay also decreases with increasing oxygen content and
instantaneous CO2 production is observed with O2-rich beams. CO adsorption characteristics
shows some similarity in the two extreme conditions on clean Pd(111) between 375 and 450 K, and
oxygen covered Pd(111) surface above ≥500 K. Low temperature regime (375 - 450 K) is
dominated by CO-adsorption, especially with CO-rich beams. An intermediate temperature regime
(450 - 525 K) generally exhibits high rate for all compositions. In the high temperature regime
(≥525 K) overall CO2 formation rate is controlled by CO-adsorption, in spite of a possible oxygen
diffusion into the subsurface/bulk of Pd(111). Differential coverage calculated from the TS data
clearly correlates with the fast reaching of SS with high rate regime when the above coverage is
close to zero.”

∗

Thirunavukkarasu, K., Gopinath, C. S.- Two articles are in preparation.
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CO + O2 Reaction on Pd(111) Surfaces

5.1. Introduction

A detailed understanding of the catalytic processes is mandatory particularly to
manipulate the catalytic activity in the desired direction. Especially, the dynamic changes
in coverage on a catalyst surface during a heterogeneous catalytic process, especially in
the transient state (TS), lead to enormous changes in the macroscopic kinetics. Bistability
behavior associated with catalyst nanoparticles of intermediate size and higher (≥6nm)
with the CO+O2 reaction was recently addressed by Libuda et al [155] on Pd/Al2O3
system and it was shown that the coverage fluctuations on catalyst particles could change
the macroscopic catalytic behavior. Indeed, not many studies have been carried out so far
for the CO + O2 reaction on Pd(111) surfaces [118,156-158]. Although the chemical
reactivity of bulk or subsurface oxygen was indicated in few studies, it has not been
addressed in detail for the above reaction [158]. Nonetheless, high reactivity of oxygen
on Pd surface, oxygen diffusion into bulk and formation of surface palladium oxides have
been reported in the recent past by few research groups [123,127-134,159-166] In fact
Engel and Ertl [118] had earlier studied CO + O2 reaction on Pd(111) surfaces by
molecular beams, and it was well established that the CO oxidation reaction on Pd(111)
surface occur through Langmuir-Hinshelwood mechanism, and not through Eley-Redeal
mechanism. They successfully elucidated the reaction mechanism for the first time
through atomic elementary steps for the reaction on Pt group metals [167]. There are a
significant number of reports on CO+O2/Pd system dealing with sticking coefficients, TS
and SS kinetics, IR spectroscopy etc [147,166-177].
Recent developments in the understanding of Pd(111) surfaces, particularly its
interaction with oxygen and formation of 2-D surface oxides and their decomposition,
subsurface diffusion, bulk oxide formation and segregation of oxygen species upon
heating rekindled the necessity of a better understanding of the CO oxidation on
palladium surfaces. The oscillatory nature of the CO oxidation reaction on platinum
group metals is yet to be resolved and this might be partly due to not so clear
understanding of oxygen interaction with palladium surfaces [177]. Reports in the last six
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years on this topic have thrown some light on the understanding [123,127-134,159-164].
Furthermore it is important in pollution control processes particularly in three-way
catalytic converters fitted in automobiles, since Pd-only catalytic converters are in use for
the last few years, [79-80] and in power generation centers. Hence a revisit on CO
oxidation on Pd(111) surface was made with molecular beams under isothermal
conditions. Molecular beam (MB) studies coupled with temperature programmed
desorption (TPD) results provide valid information on the kinetics of a particular process.
From our present studies of CO+O2 reaction on Pd(111) surfaces under a broad
conditions, it is clearly demonstrated that direct CO adsorption is feasible with significant
sticking coefficient at high temperatures (550 – 600 K) on oxygen-covered Pd(111)
surfaces under SS conditions, and hence no significant oxygen poisoning was observed.
However, some time delay in starting the CO2 production and reaching the SS is
observed; the above delay also decreases with increasing oxygen content and
instantaneous CO2 production is observed with O2-rich beams. The above delay is due to
preferential oxygen adsorption from the CO+O2 beams. Some of our results were
possible exclusively due to the employment of molecular beam techniques, without
which we might not have observed the above results.

5.2. Experimental

The Pd(111) sample was cleaned by Ar+ sputtering in the presence of an oxygen
atmosphere as described in earlier chapters. [95-96] CO (99.99%), and O2 (99.9 %) were
used without any further purification. 0.04 ML/s total flux of the CO + O2 mixture
(FCO+O2) with a desired composition was used in all the experiments reported here unless
otherwise specified. The mass spectrometer intensities for CO and O2 were calibrated by
measuring the CO and O2 uptake on clean Pd(111) at 300 K separately, assuming a
saturation coverage of 0.50 monolayer (ML) for CO and 0.25 ML for O2 following Engel
and Ertl. [118] An exposure of 1 ML corresponds to 7.8x1014 molecules/cm2. Further, the
steady-state rates given in the figure 5.14 have ±5% error margin.
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5.3. Results
5.3.1. Typical Isothermal Kinetic Measurements:

All the results reported in this manuscript were carried out in the following typical
procedure and an example in given in Figure 5.1. For all experiments Pd(111) was kept at
a constant temperature and exposed to CO+O2 beam of desired composition. The partial
pressure of all the relevant species was recorded as a function of time. Figure 5.1 shows a
typical raw kinetic data obtained by exposing 1:2 CO:O2 beam on clean Pd(111) surface
kept at 400 K. A series of actions were taken during these experiments are given below:
(1) 1:2 CO:O2 beam was turned on at t = 10 s, after recording the background intensity of
the relevant mass species for a short while. At this point reactant molecules (CO and O2)
are scattered in the UHV chamber. An immediate increase in the partial pressures of CO
and O2 could be clearly seen and their partial pressure values increase up to a new steadystate value. It is to be noted that the partial pressure of CO2 does increase at this point due
to the reaction between the background reactants on Pd(111) surface. This represents a
maximum of 4% of the total rate and not included in the data analysis. (2) Around t = 15
s the shutter, till then blocking the beam from impinging the Pd(111) surface directly,
was removed to allow for direct adsorption of reactants on the surface. A decrease in the
partial pressure of the reactants was observed and along with a slow increase in the CO2
partial pressure. This stage is termed as the transient state (TS) and will be discussed in
detail later. A careful look at the CO2 evolution data exhibit about 2 s delay in starting the
CO2 production, although CO and O2 adsorbs at the point of shutter removal. (3) The
CO+O2/Pd(111) system is allowed to evolve until a steady state (SS) is reached, which
normally occurs somewhere between 0 and 30 s after shutter removal; in the present
example in Figure 5.1 SS reaches around t = 25 s (10 s after shutter opening). Obviously
the rate of adsorption of reactants and desorption of products does not change with time
in SS. (4) In the SS the MB was deliberately blocked between t = 60 – 90 s to measure
the steady state rate of the reaction. There is a clear increase in the partial pressure of CO
and O2 and a drop in CO2 partial pressure. A new SS reaches in few seconds after
blocking the beam. It is to be noted that the partial pressure of CO increases above the
new SS, but no such change in O2, indicating some CO desorption at the point of beam
blocking. Similarly, CO2 partial pressure reaches the new SS after a delay of about 7-8 s
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and there is a slow decay in the partial pressure is observed. Indeed, the above
observation of slow CO2 decay and CO desorption in the SS varies with reaction
temperatures and beam compositions. (5) After about 30 s from the blocking of the beam,
the shutter was removed again at t = 90 s and again the reaction is allowed to return to the
earlier SS mentioned in point 3.

Figure 5.1 (a) A typical raw kinetic data measured under isothermal condition. An
effusive 1:2 CO:O2 molecular beam was directed onto Pd(111) surface kept at 400 K and
the relevant mass species (CO, O2, CO2) (amu = 22 followed, but not shown) were
followed as a function of time. The beam was deliberately blocked in the steady state at t
= 60 s and unblocked at t = 90 s to measure the rate of the reaction and shown by solid
and dotted arrows, respectively. (b) TPD spectra for the relevant species in the CO+O2
reaction after the above isothermal experiment at a heating rate of 10 K/s.

Again a clear adsorption of the reactants and a slow rise in the CO2 production is
observed, as in the TS, but at a lower level. The reaction was allowed for some more time
under SS conditions and the beam was shut-off at t = 120 s. (6) Partial pressure of the
reactants and the product reach their initial levels in few seconds and then the crystal
temperature was ramped at a constant rate of 10 K/s to record TPD. The results from the
TPD are shown in Figure 5.1b. A clear desorption of CO and CO2 indicates the presence
of reactants on the surface after the reaction. For reaction temperatures above 500 K there
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is no CO/CO2 desorption observed, since the desorption maximum is below 500 K and
only oxygen desorption is observed, and that too with oxygen rich beams, at high
temperatures (>650 K). The flux for all the mixed beams reported here was set to 0.04
ML/s except for flux dependent studies.
5.3.2. Adsorption of Oxygen on Pd(111) surface:

One of the main purposes of the present work is to understand the oxygen
solubility and/or oxygen diffusion into the subsurface and bulk in Pd. It is important to
know the extent of oxygen diffusivity in the Pd(111) before we present the results on
CO+O2 reaction. A set of experiments were carried out to saturate the Pd(111) surface
with oxygen and titrate with CO. Adsorption of oxygen on Pd(111) was performed at
different temperatures ranging from 400 K to 800 K at a constant flux (0.04 ML/s)
followed by CO titration at oxygen adsorption temperature or at 500 K, whichever is
minimum. Figure 5.2a shows the oxygen uptake on the Pd(111) surface. A careful look at
the oxygen uptake at low temperatures and ≥700 K demonstrate a fact that oxygen uptake
continues, at least at lower level, at high temperatures as long as the oxygen beam is
present; however oxygen adsorption stops after the surface saturation at temperatures
≤500 K. The dashed line shown on some of the traces, which connect the O2 partial
pressure before opening the shutter and after reaching the SS, where there is no
adsorption, demonstrate the above. A blind experiment carried out without removing the
shutter shows the pressure trend as that of 400 K, except for oxygen uptake initially. The
above points clearly indicate a non-zero and significant sticking coefficient (S) of oxygen
(~0.03 - 0.001) on fully O-covered Pd(111) surface at high temperatures. It is likely that
the O2 adsorption involves an activated stage. The above observations hints that there
could be oxygen diffusion into the sub-surface or bulk Pd(111) and the same increases
significantly at high temperatures (≥600K) and hence a small, but observable sO. Our
results are in agreement with Klotzer et al [164] and Leisenberger et al. [123]
After 100 Langmuirs of oxygen dosing, O2 beam was shut off and evacuated to
background level and CO titration was carried out. Upon CO titration on the O/Pd(111)
surfaces, CO2 was produced and the amount of CO2 desorbed is given as ICO2 in Figure
5.2b. It is clear that ICO2 the same up to 450 K. At and above 500 K, the oxygen coverage
measured through the CO titration decreases linearly with increasing temperature of
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oxygen dosing up to 600 K. An order of magnitude difference in CO2 desorption is
observed for every hundred degree above 600 K up to 800 K. The above observations
clearly demonstrate that under the present experimental conditions oxygen diffuses into
the subsurface ≥500 K. Indeed, similar observation was made from our earlier studies on
NO/Pd(111) ≥475 K, followed by CO titration [Section 3.3.3, 148].

Figure 5.2: (a) Oxygen uptake from oxygen molecular beam on clean Pd(111) at
different temperatures. (b) CO2 desorption from the oxygen covered Pd(111) surface
prepared above through CO-titration at the oxygen dosing temperature. Integrated CO2
desorpion is given. Note the decrease in CO2 desorption ≥500 K and no CO2 desorption
at 800 K in spite of continuous oxygen uptake.

Our present result also agrees well with the result reported by Schlogl et al on oxygen
disappearance on Pd(111) >573 K [162-163]. Very small or no CO2 production was
observed ≥700 K due to dissolution of oxygen into the bulk at a relatively fast rate and/or
due to oxygen desorption [160]. Due to the above observations and facts, we have set our
reaction temperature window between 375 K and 600 K for the study of CO oxidation on
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Pd(111) surface to minimize the complications that arise due to oxygen desorption or
diffusion into the sub-surface and the bulk.

5.3.3. Transient Kinetics:

Transient state (TS) kinetic details of the CO+O2 reaction on Pd(111) surface will
be discussed in detail in the following sections,and it clearly demonstrates the dynamic
behavior of adsorbate coverages and their effect on product formation. TS have been
particularly important for CO oxidation reaction on Pd surfaces, particularly because of
the fast desorption of CO2 immediately after its formation on the surface. The trends in
the changes in the partial pressure of all the relevant species after shutter opening gives
original information on CO2 formation.
5.3.3.1. Temperature Dependence:

Figure 5.3 shows the temperature dependence of reactants, CO and O2, adsorption
(a and b respectively) and product CO2 desorption (c) with a CO:O2 beam composition of
2:1 on Pd(111) surface. A careful analysis of all TS raw kinetic data indicates that there
are three temperature regimes and the CO2 desorption trend changes significantly in the
above regimes. It is explained in detail with the results shown in Figure 5.3 for a 2:1
CO:O2 composition. (1) Between 375 and 425 K: An unambiguous CO and O2 adsorption
was observed initially on Pd(111) at the point of shutter removal and adsorption
continues depending on the CO2 production rate. Indeed large CO adsorption is evident
from the substantial CO uptake from the beam at lower temperatures. However, O2
adsorption is not that high as that of CO. Continues CO and O2 adsorption at t > 40 s
marks the beginning of the steady state (SS) clearly above 400 K, albeit a low level
changes in the steady-state partial pressure of CO and O2. CO2 desorption in the TS
continues up to 40 s and thereafter reaches the SS. Nonetheless, compared to SS rate, an
over production of CO2 is observed after a few seconds (5 s at 375 K) delay. The above
delay is with respect to the shutter removal time, where a clear adsorption of reactants
seen. The above delay decreases with increasing substrate temperature. Further, the overproduction of CO2 also decreases with increasing temperature. (2) Between 450 and 525
K: Although a clear CO adsorption is seen at the point of shutter removal, a overall CO
uptake directly from the beam decreases with increasing temperature. It is also clear that
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Figure 5.3: Time evolution of the partial pressures of (a) CO, (b) O2, and (c) CO2 during
the transient state of the CO + O2 (2:1) experiments on Pd(111) as a function of substrate
temperature. Fast steady-state reached in the intermediate temperature regime of 450 to
500 K to be noted.

the rate of CO desorption increases above the CO desorption maximum at 450 K. On the
contrary, O2 adsorption increasingly dominate the Pd(111) surface, in spite of CO-rich
beam composition (CO:O2 = 2:1)employed. Indeed, same O2 sticking coefficient is
evident throughout the reaction at 525 K. CO2 desorption reaches the SS slowly but
directly after a delay of 7-8 seconds. It is to be noted that there is no over-production of
CO2 in the TS in this temperature regime. (3) Above 550 K: Apparently no CO
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adsorption could be seen in the TS; however a decrease in CO partial pressure at higher
time on stream (> 30 s), compared to initial, and hints a direct CO adsorption from the
beam. A dotted line drawn on 600 K here demonstrates a significant CO adsorption at t >
30 s. Oxygen adsorption remains the same as observed above at 525 K. The TS rate
slowly increases and reaches the SS after a time delay and the time delay increases with
increasing temperature with respect to CO2 production. Indeed, no CO2 production was
observed after the shutter removal till t = 21 s at 600 K; even after that the CO2 rate
increases very slowly and reaches its maximum rate around t = 45 s. Although there is
delay observed in a similar fashion at low (375 K) and high temperature (600 K), it is
obviously due to different reasons, such as CO poisoning and likely oxide (PdxOy)
formation, respectively. This will be discussed latter.
5.3.3.2. Beam Composition Dependence:

Figure 5.4 shows the CO:O2 beam composition dependence of adsorption of CO
and O2 species and CO2 desorption in the TS from Pd(111) surfaces at 425 K. Similar to
the above temperature dependence description, there are three regimes are apparent,
namely, (a) CO-rich, (b) stoichiometric, and (c) oxygen-rich regime. (a) CO-rich regime
(CO:O2 < 2:1): An enormous CO adsorption is clear from the CO pressure drop in the TS
after shutter removal. Significant oxygen adsorption also is observed. A clear excess CO2
over production is observed after a delay of few seconds, depending on the CO-content in
the beam. (b) Stoichiometric regime (1:1 to 1:4): A significant amount of CO and oxygen
adsorption is apparent in the TS upon shutter removal. In less than 20 s, (t < 35 s)
adsorption of reactants species reaches a SS, where there is no change in adsorption
characteristics. Indeed, almost the same oxygen adsorption continues with 1:1
composition indicating the sticking coefficient of oxygen remains the same throughout
the reaction period. Oxygen (CO) adsorption in the TS continues to increase (decrease)
with oxygen content in the beam. CO2 production rises gradually and reaches the SS
directly. Nonetheless, with increasing oxygen content in the beam, a slight overproduction of CO2 is observed. An unambiguous increase in slope of CO2 leading edge in
the TS demonstrates an increase in the rate with increasing oxygen content. (c) Oxygen
rich regime (≥1:7): Large oxygen adsorption is restricted only to the TS and this trend
increases with increasing oxygen content. Conversely, continuous CO adsorption is seen
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Figure 5.4: Time evolution of the partial pressures of (a) CO, (b) O2, and (c) CO2 during
the transient state of the CO + O2 reaction at 425 K on Pd(111) as a function of different
ratios of CO:O2. Fast steady-state reached in the intermediate beam compositions (1:1 to
1:10 CO:O2) regime is to be noted.

for oxygen-rich beam (1:20) and this trend decreases with decreasing oxygen content.
CO2 production reaches the SS directly and quickly, although the overall rate decreases
with increasing oxygen content. Although the 1:20 beam composition is oxygen rich, a
considerable CO2 production clearly exhibits a preferential CO-adsorption. A further
analysis hints almost the same SS rate of CO2 production for 4:1 and 1:20 hints that the
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rate of adsorption of oxygen or CO poisoning, respectively, is similar. However, it is not
that simple and different scenarios observed are explained in Figure 5.5 with CO2
desorption in the TS at different temperatures.
Figure 5.5 gives an overall and better analysis of how the substrate temperature
and CO:O2 beam compositions influence the transient kinetics of CO+O2 reaction on
Pd(111) surface. Raw TS kinetic results are shown for representative beam compositions
and temperatures in different regimes. Before we proceed further a brief definition is
given here on what is CO2 over-production and under-production observed in the TS, and
indeed it is defined by Gopinath and Zaera [67]. It is basically to obtain the coverage
differential parameter (ΔΘTS), and it is a difference between the experimental CO2 yields
and those expected if the reaction were to reach the SS immediately after the shutter
removal without any transient state. No background contribution is considered here,
however the trends in the data are expected to shed some light on the underlying surface
changes, especially surface composition. More details about the calculations are given in
[67].
It is clear from Figure 5.5, that over-production of CO2 observed in the TS at 400
K with CO-rich beam (4:1) changes to under-production ≥475 K. Apart from the above,
there is a time delay in the beginning of CO2 production ≥475 K, after shutter removal,
and it increases with increasing temperature (13 s at 600 K) with 4:1 beam. Oxygen
adsorption increases with substrate temperature, in spite of the CO-rich composition (See
Figure 5.8). An interesting observation to be highlighted here is the steady oxygen uptake
from CO rich beams at >525 K; however a delay in the beginning of CO adsorption and
this delay increases with temperature. This important observation clearly demonstrates
that direct CO adsorption is feasible at high temperatures on oxygen covered surfaces
with significantly high sticking coefficient and hence a reactive CO adsorption. It is
reminded here that CO sticking coefficient decreases dramatically above the CO
desorption maximum (450 K) on clean Pd(111) [118].
For the 1:2 composition, an under-production of CO2 is observed at 400K;
nonetheless at higher temperatures, CO2 production reaches directly to SS. Although
oxygen adsorption is high at high temperatures for 1:2, competing CO adsorption also
could be seen and this fact supports the reaching of an instantaneous SS (See Figures 5.7
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Figure 5.5: Temperature dependence of the CO2 desorption in the transient state for four
representative beam compositions at (a) 600 K, (b) 525 K, (c) 475 K and (d) 400 K.
Hatched and cross-hatched areas indicate the under-production and over-production of
CO2 in the transient state. Hypothetical steady-state indicated by a dotted line helps to
calculate the above quantities to know the change in surface composition.

and 5.8). This clearly indicates the surface adsorbate stoichiometry might be close to the
expected ratio of CO:O = 1:1 under the above conditions. When the CO:O2 beam
becomes significantly oxygen-rich (1:7), almost the same observations were made as that
of 1:2 beam. Two exceptions to be noted are a slight over-production of CO2 at a
temperature regime around 525 K, and an instantaneous CO2 production even at 600 K. It
is to be noted that a clear and continuous CO adsorption observed after shutter opening
indicates the favorable conditions for high CO2 rate regime extends to high temperatures
with oxygen-rich beams. The trend observed with highly oxygen rich beam (1:20) is
similar to that of 1:7 beam composition. However a slight over-production of CO2 at
>450 K and a direct SS observed at the point of shutter removal at T = 600 K, as in 1:7. It
is to be noted that as the oxygen content increases in the beam, an overall decrease in
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CO2 rate is observed and it is partially due to decreasing FCO. Nonetheless, an important
conclusion is made here on using excess oxygen in the beam. No oxygen poisoning
seems to occur or hamper the reaction, at least under the above conditions employed in
our studies up to 600 K. Although there are some indications of oxygen poisoning only in
the TS under certain conditions, a slow recovery in the TS to high rate SS regime
suggests that in the presence of sufficient CO flux, oxygen poisoning does not prolong
and it undergoes dynamic changes (Figure 5.5d).
5.3.3.3. CO+O Coverage Differential (ΔΘTS):

The transient differential coverages (ΔΘTS) for CO2 production were calculated
for all the beam compositions and reaction temperatures studied and given in Figure 5.6
as a function of (a) temperature and (b) beam composition. Estimated errors involved in
these results vary between 5-15%; and the error is less when ΔΘTS is highly positive or
negative (most/least CO2 produced in the TS), and high when ΔΘTS is close to zero. It is
very well known that CO2 desorption is instantaneous [118] and hence the coverage
calculated above is the sum of the equal amount of CO and O coverages. Hence for
desorption of every CO2 molecule there will be two vacant sites available for further
reaction and hence the ΔΘTS values measured through the method described above is
multiplied by a factor two and given in y-axis on Figure 5.6a. Further the above coverage
does not include non-reacting CO and O species. In Figure 5.6, positive and negative
values indicate an over-production and under-production of CO2, respectively, in the TS.
CO-rich compositions (4:1, 2:1 and 1:1) produce excess CO2 of the order of ΔΘTS =
0.035 ML and it decreases with increasing temperature. A glance at the CO and O2
uptake under the above conditions (shown in Figures. 5.7 and 5.8) indicate the surface is
still dominated by adsorbed CO at T <500 K. At T >500 K an under production of CO2
was observed up to the tune of ΔΘTS = - 0.12 ML depending on the beam composition
and temperature. For oxygen rich beams (1:20, 1:10 and 1:7) the above trend changes
almost in an opposite manner, but the extent of ΔΘTS is not that high as in the above case.
ΔΘTS varies from –0.035 ML at 375 K to 0.04 ML on the high temperature side
depending on the CO:O2 composition. Above observations in CO and O2 rich beams
suggests the changes, especially the surface composition, occurring on the Pd(111)
surfaces also reverses from CO-rich to oxygen-rich beam compositions. Nonetheless, for
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intermediate beam compositions (1:2 and 1:4), ΔΘTS turns out to be close to zero for all
of the temperatures studied. A comparison of the SS rate measured for the CO+O2
reaction and the ΔΘTS shows, in general, the rate maximum occurs when the ΔΘTS is
close to zero and this aspect will be discussed later.

Figure 5.6: Transient CO2-coverage differential (ΔΘTS) measured for different CO:O2
beam compositions at different reaction temperatures. ΔΘTS is plotted as a function of (a)
temperature and (b) CO:O2 ratio. It is to be noted that the steady-state reaction rate
reaches the maximum with any beam composition when ΔΘTS is close to zero and the
same is highlighted with a rectangular box for 1:2 and 1:4 beam in panel b.

Figure 5.6b shows the beam composition dependence of ΔΘTS for all the
temperatures employed. Certain important features are worth highlighting here are as
follows: (1) 1:2 and 1:4 beam compositions shows a ΔΘTS value very close to zero for
almost the entire active temperature range (shown in a box in Figure 5.6b). (2) Oxygen-
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rich (1:20) and CO-rich (4:1) beams show a positive and negative ΔΘTS value,
respectively, in the TS for the active temperature window indicating no oxygen poisoning
with oxygen-rich beams, but some oxygen-poisoning associated with CO-rich beams,
especially at high temperatures. Indeed, the later observation is not expected. (3) A
region, marked by a rectangular box, indicates a regime where ΔΘTS is close to zero and
it comprises, mostly, the high steady-state rate regime. (4) Under most of the active
temperature conditions (≥425 K), the ΔΘTS value changes from negative to positive
values between 1:2 and 1:4 beam compositions. The last two points clearly suggests a
likely possibility of 1:1 surface composition of CO:O and hence the surface coverage in
the presence of molecular beam is neither rich in CO nor rich in O. A fast approach
towards the SS observed under the above conditions also supports the above point. An
exceptional high negative ΔΘTS value associated with CO-rich beam (4:1) at T>500 K,
indicates no net CO-adsorption might be a limiting factor; indeed this is clearly supported
by a slow increase in the extent of CO adsorption, but a continuous oxygen adsorption on
the surface at high temperatures (see Figure 5.8 and 5.9)

Figure 5.7: Temperature dependence of the CO adsorption in the transient state for four
representative beam compositions at (a) 600 K, (b) 525 K, (c) 475 K and (d) 400 K
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Figure 5.8: Temperature dependence of the O2 adsorption in the transient state for four
representative beam compositions at (a) 600 K, (b) 525 K, (c) 475 K and (d) 400 K
5.3.3.4. CO and O2 Initial Sticking Coefficients:

Earlier studies have determined that CO adsorption on Pd(111) studies displays
high initial sticking coefficients (s0CO) on the order of 0.96 up to 475 K [118,168,176].
CO and O2 adsorption from different CO + O2 beam compositions at four critical
temperatures are shown in Figures 5.7 and 5.8, respectively. The adsorption kinetics for
CO, however, does change significantly in the presence of oxygen. Figure 5.9 displays
the dependence of the (a) s0CO and (b) s0O2 on temperature for all of CO:O2 ratios the
above sticking coefficient values were measured from the data shown in Figures 5.7 and
5.8, but at all temperatures between 375 K and 600 K. It is to be noted that although the
total flux was kept constant in all of these experiments, flux of either of the reactants
change with the beam composition. The s0CO were calculated from the drop in CO or
oxygen partial pressure at the shutter-removal time, as described in our earlier publication
[148 and Chapter 2]. It is also to be mentioned here that these values for s0CO as well as
s0O2 are not true initial sticking coefficients on the clean surface, but only approximations
due to the adsorption from background gases that occurs before the unblocking of the
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beam. Pure CO or O2 adsorption from CO or O2 beam respectively, was also measured
and plotted in Figure 5.9 and shown by a solid line. Data shown in Figure 5.9a indicates
that, independent of CO:O2 compositions, at low temperatures (<425 K) all the beams
show high s0CO values (around 0.9) comparable to that of on clean Pd(111) surface.
Above 425 K, there is a gradual decrease in s0CO with increasing temperature, and above
550 K, sticking coefficient becomes immeasurably small. An important observation to be
highlighted here is the qualitative trend in declining s0CO with increasing temperature
remains the same for all beam compositions and it is independent of oxygen content. In a
way it is not surprising since CO-adsorption takes place very well on oxygen-saturated
Pd(111) surfaces, as shown in Figure 5.2. However a decrease in s0CO at T > 425 K from
CO+O2 beam compared to CO beam, indicates that around the CO-desorption maximum
temperatures (450 K), and above, there is a significant decreases in adsorption
characteristics especially from mixed beams.

Figure 5.9: Initial sticking coefficients for the adsorption of (a) CO and (b) oxygen from
CO+O2 beams on Pd(111) surface as a function of reaction temperature. Note, solid line
in the panels, (a) and (b) indicate initial sticking coefficients of pure CO and oxygen
respectively.

Figure 5.9b shows a similar temperature dependence plot of the s0O2 for all of the
beam compositions. With oxygen also the s0O2 decreases with increasing temperature and
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there is a general agreement with the data reported by Engel et al [167] on clean Pd(111).
There is a subtle difference observed between s0O2 and s0CO dependence on temperature is
the highly linear decrease with the former between 375 and 600 K. It is also to be
reminded here that a similar linear trend was observed with s0CO above the desorption
maximum of CO (450 K); however oxygen desorption from O/Pd(111) surfaces starts
above 700 K is to be noted. Another important point is the relatively steep decrease in
s0O2 with increasing temperature from CO-rich beams. However, with oxygen rich beams,
the rate of decrease in s0O2 is slower.
5.3.3.5. Any O2 Poisoning in the CO+O2 Reaction on Pd(111) Surfaces ?

Figure 5.10 shows the results of CO2 desorption for the beam compositions
ranging from 4:1 to 1:4 of CO:O2 at a sample temperature of 475 K on (a) O-predosed
and saturated, and (b) clean Pd(111) surfaces. The O2 dosing was carried out as shown in
Figure 5.2a to an extent of 100 L, and later CO+O2 beam was dosed with desired
composition at 475 K. Oxygen dosing at 475 K ensures that there is no oxygen diffusion
into the sub-surface or oxide formation. CO2 production in the TS for CO-rich
compositions on a clean Pd(111) surface increases slowly and this is attributed in part due
to some poisoning of CO (see Figure 5.8). On the other hand explosive production of
CO2 was observed for CO-rich compositions in the TS on O-saturated Pd(111) surface.
Indeed the above trend is expected since the CO molecules can consume chemisorbed
oxygen instantaneously at the reaction temperature employed. This also indicates the COadsorption is independent of oxygen coverage under the above conditions. However, for
O-rich beams no transient CO2 production was observed for both clean and O-precovered Pd(111) surfaces and it reaches the SS immediately. It is to be noted that a
preferential CO-adsorption was observed in the TS and oxygen uptake increases
gradually with time, indicating the fast consumption of oxygen in the TS and hence
reaching the SS was smooth and fast. SS rate was measured by beam oscillation at a later
time between 60 and 90 s. It should be noticed here that the SS rate was not altered
significantly for both clean and O-dosed surfaces for all of the compositions studied and
the rates were comparable within an experimental uncertainly limit of ±5%. Our results
are in good agreement to that of Libuda et al, carried out on nano-Pd particles supported
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on Fe2O3 [58,155,172-173] that no significant oxygen poisoning occurs in the presence of
significant CO-flux.
5.3.3.6. Flux Dependence:

Figure 5.11 shows the dependence of flux on (a) CO and (b) O2 adsorption and (c) CO2
desorption for CO:O2 = 2:1 beam at 425 K on Pd(111) surfaces. CO and oxygen
adsorption continues (< FCO+O2 = 0.04 ML/s) and it is difficult to decide the TS and SS.
However, CO2 desorption clearly shows some delay in the beginning of CO2 desorption
at lower FCO+O2 values. It is likely due to the build-up of required reactants coverages, so
that the reactant molecules are in close proximity to form the product. About 8-9 s delay
observed with FCO+O2 = 0.01 beam supports the above point. However, the above delay
decreases to 3-4 s with FCO+O2 = 0.02 ML/s beam and no more delay observed with

Figure 5.10: Time evolution of CO2 desorption at 475 K for different CO:O2 ratios from
(a) clean Pd(111) and (b) oxygen pre-dosed and saturated Pd(111) surfaces. Same y-axis
scale has been plotted for both panels. Note the change in transient kinetics for CO-rich
beams on both the surfaces and identical kinetics with oxygen rich beams.
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higher flux beams. With increasing flux, CO and oxygen adsorption reaches the SS level
relatively quickly. Initial explosive production of CO2 is observed for fluxes ≥0.08 ML/s.
CO2 desorption trend in the TS changes systematically with increasing flux value. At
FCO+O2 = 0.02 ML/s, a slow and continuous decrease in CO2 production is seen and it is
attributed to the delay in reaching the SS.
Indeed the SS rate value measured at t = 60-90 s does not represent the actual rate
value and it is clear from the continuous decrease in rate till the beam was shut-off at t =
120 s. For FCO+O2 = 0.04 ML/s the SS rate was reached around t = 55s and at higher
fluxes the SS was reached even faster. An interesting observation to be noted is a
transition behavior from TS to SS is sharp for FCO+O2 ≥ 0.08; however it is somewhat
smooth at lower fluxes.

Figure 5.11: Flux dependence of CO+O2 reaction on Pd(111) surfaces at 425 K for 2:1
CO:O2 ratio. Adsorption of reactants are shown in a and b and product desorption in c.
(d) Inset in c shows a linear increase in rate of CO2 formation with flux varying from
0.006 to 0.25 ML/s at 500 K with 1:1 beam.
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This might be due to a possible change in surface structure and/or composition of
reactants on Pd(111). The SS rate measured indicates an increase in rate with increasing
flux, but not proportional to the flux values. For example, the SS rate just doubled at F =
0.1 ML/s compared to that of 0.01 ML/s. Nonetheless, the SS kinetics shown (Figure
5.11d) at 500 K with 1:1 CO:O2 beam demonstrate the rate increases linearly with
increasing flux and the rate depends on the rate of supply of reactants under favorable
conditions of no poisoning (either O or CO). TPD was recorded after the reaction was
completed. Almost same CO coverage was found and it is independent of beam flux used
at 425 K.
5.3.4. Steady State CO+O2/Pd(111) Kinetics:
5.3.4.1. Temperature Dependence of Steady State Rate:

Figure 5.12 shows the temperature dependence on the time evolution of the SS
rates with a 2:1 CO:O2 beam for (a) CO, (b) oxygen and (c) CO2. It is seen here that no
considerable conversion of reactants can be catalytically sustained below 400 K, as
expected from the CO/Pd(111) TPD results [178-179] and suggests CO-poisoning is the
prime reason for no activity. Above 400 K, however, the SS rates for the production of
CO2, which is proportional to the changes in partial pressures, between the shutter close
and shutter open operations, increases rapidly with temperature until reaching a
maximum value around 525 K. Notice also that the kinetics observed in the new SS for
CO and oxygen adsorption; CO (oxygen) adsorption decreases (increases) with
increasing temperature. Nonetheless, the extent of CO-adsorption is not zero at ≥550 K,
but the oxygen adsorption is fairly high. Significant decrease in the rate observed ≥550 K
suggests an increasing CO-desorption with increasing temperature limits the overall rate
of the reaction. Further, oxygen adsorption and CO2 desorption shows instant partial
pressure changes on beam oscillation and hints that they cannot be rate-limiting.
5.3.4.2. Composition Dependence of CO+O2 reaction on Pd(111) surface at 425 K:

Figure 5.13 shows the kinetic traces obtained from the CO oxidation reaction on
Pd(111) surface at a constant temperature, 425 K, for CO:O2 ratios ranging from 4:1 to
1:20. A general description given in Sections.5.3.4.1 and 5.3.1 is applicable to this figure
too. Of note, when the beam is rich in CO the overall rate of the reaction is low. In fact a
clear CO desorption observed, over and above the new SS rate, at the time of shutter
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closing (t = 60 s) for CO-rich beam indicate a dynamic CO adsorption-desorption
equilibrium. CO and oxygen adsorption in the new SS is marginal with CO-rich beams.
However the above situation changes drastically with equi-molar (1:1) beam and
maximum CO2 production was observed with 1:2 and 1:4 beams. Comparable amount of
CO and oxygen adsorption in the SS is clear from the kinetic data shown in Figure 5.13.

Figure 5.12. Time evolution of the partial pressures of the reactants (CO in (a) and O2 in
(b)) and CO2 in (c) in steady-state kinetic experiments with a 2:1 CO:O2 beam
composition as a function of temperature. Note an increase in oxygen adsorption in the
steady-state above 450 K.

With further increase in oxygen content in the beam, the overall rate of CO2 formation
decreases, mainly due to a decrease in FCO. Nonetheless, CO2 production observed in the
SS with oxygen-rich beam (1:20) is comparable to 4:1 beam, support the oxygen
saturated Pd-surfaces does not prevent CO-adsorption and, in fact, it is independent of
oxygen coverage.
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5.3.4.3. Steady State Rate of CO2 Production on CO+O2/Pd(111):

Rate of CO2 production in the SS is plotted in terms of temperature and beam
composition in Figure 5.14. There are few interesting points worth highlighting here
about the CO2 production in the SS. (a) There is a high reaction rate regime observed for
CO-rich beams (4:1 and 2:1) between 500 and 575 K. (b)

Figure 5.13: Time evolution of the partial pressure of the reactants (CO in (a) and O2 in
(b)) and CO2 in (c) in the steady-state kinetic experiments at 425 K as a function of
CO:O2 ratio.

Above high rate regime extends to low temperatures with decreasing (increasing) CO
(oxygen) content up to 1:4. With 1:2 and 1:4 compositions, comparable rate regime was
observed between 400 and 600 K, although the transient kinetic detail varies with
temperature. (c) Although an overall decrease in rate is observed with oxygen rich (1:7
and 1:10) beams, the above temperature range holds good for comparable rate regime
around 0.0014 ML/s. With further increase in oxygen content (1:20) the rate decreases
again. (d) Maximum rate (0.0029 ML/s) is observed with 1:2 and 1:4 beams at 525 K. (e)
Wide variation in rate is observed between 375 and 600 K for CO-rich beams; however
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the above variation converges towards a single-rate regime around 1:2 and 1:4 beam
compositions (Figure 5.14b). Further increase in oxygen content retains the single-rate
regime for any given oxygen-rich composition, independent of temperature. All of the
above observations demonstrate that the reaction rate is effectively controlled by the
beam composition and to a lesser extent by temperature. High rate regime and
intermediate-rate regimes are encircled to support the above points.

Figure 5.14: CO+O2 reaction rates both as (a) a function of temperature for beam ratios
between 4:1 to 1:20, and (b) as a function of CO/O2 ratio for temperatures between 375
and 600 K. The maximum in reaction rate widens to lower temperatures with increasing
oxygen content in the beam.
5.3.5. A Correlation between RSS and Transient Kinetics:

To underscore the effect of the initial sticking coefficients of CO and O2 on the
SS reaction rates (RSS), Figure 5.15 shows the ratios of those RSS to the (a) s0CO and (b)
s0O2 as a function of temperature for all the beam compositions. A striking similarity is
observed between the trends in SS rate shown in Figure 5.14a and the trend shown in
Figure 5.15b with oxygen. Independent of the reaction temperatures, the sticking
coefficient of oxygen decreases dramatically in the steady-state to that of the initial
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values with oxygen-rich beams. Similar is the case with CO in CO-rich beams, however,
the s0CO is not measurable at high temperatures. This is the reason for high RSS/s0CO
values observed with CO-rich beams, at high temperatures. Nonetheless, the s0O2 of
oxygen is the same as that observed in the SS with CO-rich beams, and still reproduces
the trend shown in Figure 5.14a suggests the initial oxygen adsorption (s0O2) may be
correlated to SS rate.
The values of RSS/s0CO ratio continue to increase slowly up to 525 K and then
rapidly. Very small s0CO values at high temperatures should lead to high RSS/s0CO values
for all beams at T>550 K. Indeed, as the beam becomes richer in CO, the SS to TS
oxygen uptake ratio remains at a value close to 1, especially >450 K. This is mostly due
to the decreasing residence time of CO due to fast desorption with increasing
temperature. However, below 450 K, large amount of CO molecules remain on the
surface and hence low SS to TS uptake ratio of oxygen. At intermediate and
stoichiometric compositions the SS to TS oxygen uptake ratio varies from lower values
up to 1. From the above results and points, it is clear that oxygen have less significant
control over the reaction than CO, since plenty of adsorbed oxygen is present on the
surface from the transient state of the reaction, especially above 450 K. Although it is not
directly evident from the results, it is implied that CO-adsorption has more significant
control over the overall reaction.
5.3.6. Surface Stoichiometry under Steady-State Conditions:

It is expected that the surface stoichiometry plays a crucial role in deciding the
rate of the reaction as well as the course of the reaction. In view of this a simple ratio of
uptake of reactants – CO/O – was calculated from the steady-state kinetic data.
Dissociative adsorption of oxygen molecule is assumed and two vacant sites are occupied
upon adsorption. Figure 5.16 shows the results of steady state ratio of CO/O uptake for
all of the beam compositions between 375 and 600 K. As already mentioned, the reaction
does not sustain with CO-rich beams below 400 K due to CO-poisoning, and hence
essentially there is no uptake of either of the reactants in the SS.
High CO/O > 1 was observed with 4:1 and 2:1 beams <500K, indicating the
equilibrium CO-coverage is still very significant and poisons the surface under the SS
conditions. However, the values reaches close to 1 at >500 K. With 1:1, 1:2 and 1:4
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beams the CO/O ratio reaches a value close to 1 around 450 K and remains at the same
value up to 600 K. Indeed high CO/O ratio (1.2 – 1.8) was observed at <400 K with the
above three beams too. On further increase in the oxygen content (1:7 to 1:20), the CO/O
ratio decreases compared to the other beams.

Figure 5.15: Temperature dependence of steady-state rate to initial sticking coefficient
ratios for (a) CO and (b) O2 in the CO+O2/Pd(111) experiments. A striking similarity is
to be noted between the results in oxygen panel and that of SS rate displayed in Fig.
5.12a.

However, the qualitative trend remains the same with oxygen rich beams too. A
value higher than one for CO/O ratio is considered to be due to CO-poisoning. It is to be
noted that the above values are calculated from the equilibrium uptake in the SS; with
CO-rich beams the CO/O ratio at low temperatures essentially means high rate constant
of the CO adsorption-desorption equilibrium. A CO/O value closer to one (1±0.25) is
considered to be highly favorable due to the reaction stoichiometry involved in the basic
reaction of CO+O giving CO2. Values, that are lower than <0.75 is considered to be due
to low CO uptake on the surface and the same occurs with oxygen-rich beams. Indeed
low FCO also contributes for low CO-uptake. With CO-rich beams, there is a
characteristic drop in the CO/O value occurs >500 K. A comparison between the CO/O
ratio and the SS rate given in Figure 5.14 demonstrate an inversely proportional relation
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and it is clear with CO-rich beams. CO/O ratio observed close to one with intermediate
compositions demonstrates a 1:1 surface stoichiometry of CO/O under the reaction
conditions; indeed, TPD also shows hardly any CO and O left on the surface after the
reaction. Significant to large amount of oxygen observed with oxygen rich beams
indicating the presence of high oxygen coverage, however it does not poisons the surface.

Figure 5.16: Surface stoichiometry (CO/O) of reactants calculated from the steady-state
data of uptake of reactants on Pd(111) for all beam compositions between 375 and 600 K.
Note the qualitative trend between the above ratio and the steady-state rate is inversely
related.
5.3.7. Post-reaction TPD:

Figure 5.17 shows the post-reaction TPD results of all the species, CO, O2 and
CO2, observed after completing the reaction with all the beam compositions at the sample
temperature, 425 K, recorded at a heating rate of 10 K/s. Nature of the adsorbate remains
on the surface after the reaction changes from CO-dominated to oxygen dominated from
4:1 to 1:20. Large CO desorption was observed for CO-rich compositions at 445 K shows
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the dominant character of CO on the Pd(111) surface over O2. It clearly suggests that CO
poisoning for CO-rich beam compositions and hence no CO2 desorption in the TPD.
However, significant CO2 desorption observed from oxygen rich compositions (1:20) to
equimolar (1:1) composition indicates that oxygen do not seems to poison the surface.
Indeed, 1:1 to 1:4 compositions show no oxygen adsorption, but some CO2 desorption.
Minimum reactants and some CO2 observed on the surface after reaction with 1:2 and 1:4
beam compositions is to be noted and hinting an almost complete utilization of the
reactants CO and O2. High SS rate supports the above fact. O2 desorption was observed
for oxygen rich compositions above 1:4 CO:O2 beams around 760 K in agreement with
literature values [123,159-160]. It is noteworthy to mention here that the CO2 desorption
increases linearly with increasing O-content in the beam.

Figure 5.17: (a) CO, (b) Oxygen, and (c) CO2 TPD experiments that were carried out
after performing the CO+O2 reaction on Pd(111) surfaces at 425 K with different CO:O2
ratios.
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5.4. Discussion
5.4.1. Reaction Mechanism Aspects:

Our present study essentially tries to find out the influence of the interaction of
oxygen with Pd(111) surfaces and a special emphasis is given for transient kinetic
analysis. In the discussion of the results presented here, it is important to remember that,
as opposed to the case of the SS regime, the kinetics in the TS does not require that all the
steps in the mechanism display equal rates. In simple terms, as the metal surface system
goes from a clean metal in the beginning of the experiment to the SS of the reaction, both
the surface concentration and the rates of individual steps change in absolute and relative
terms and hence the variations in rates over time seen in Figures 5.1 and 5.3-5.5. As
established from the earlier reports [118,167], the CO oxidation reaction goes through the
following mechanism:

including,

k1
CO gas ⎯⎯→
COads

(5.1)

k2
COads ⎯⎯→
CO gas

(5.2)

k3
O2 gas ⎯⎯→
2Oads

(5.3)

k4
fast
COads + Oads ⎯⎯→
CO2 ads ⎯⎯→
⎯ CO2 gas

(5.4)

5 , ≥500 K
Oadss ⎯k⎯
⎯⎯→ O subsurface

(5.5)

At lower temperatures, i.e. < 450 K, step (5.1) dominates and poisons the surface. In
other words, CO2 production rate is dependent on the CO-desorption, so that significant
oxygen adsorption might occur and sustain the reaction at some rate, depending on the
extent of oxygen adsorption. Indeed, as the temperature increases from 375 K to 450 K, a
gradual increase in CO-desorption sets-in and simultaneously the overall reaction rate
also increases with CO-rich beam compositions. Nonetheless, an overproduction of CO2
observed with CO-rich compositions of CO:O2 (4:1 to 1:1), is entirely due to a significant
oxygen uptake in the TS at the time of shutter removal on clean Pd(111) surfaces, as seen
in Figures 5.3-5.5 and 5.8. Subsequently, oxygen uptake decreases due to predominant
CO-uptake at higher times and poisons the Pd(111) surface. Indeed both TS kinetic data
of CO and O2 uptake and large amount of CO species left on the surface after the
reaction, measured by the TPD (Figure 5.17), clearly indicates the domination of CO in
the reaction. For O2-rich beams, the situation becomes opposite. However for
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intermediate compositions (1:2 CO:O2), both CO and O2 peaks were not observed in the
TPD in the whole of high-rate regime indicating the complete utilization of the reactants.
An immediate attainment of SS and a higher SS rate confirm this fact. We attribute this
behavior to a near-stoichiometric (1:1) coverage of both CO and oxygen atoms on the
surface under the present experimental conditions in the SS. Indeed, a calculation of ratio
of uptake of reactants (CO/O) in Figure 5.16 shows a value very close to one for the high
rate regime for all CO-rich and intermediate beam compositions. There are some
deviations observed, especially, in the low temperature regime is exclusively due to COpoisoning. Above 450 K, oxygen adsorption is dominant and it is one of the fast step in
the overall reaction. The kinetic data for the TS of the CO oxidation with oxygen on
Pd(111) surfaces presented here generally reinforce the conclusions reached by Engle and
Ertl and others. [118,156-158,167] Low CO-desorption rate poisons the surface and
controls the overall reaction below 450 K, especially with CO-rich beams. High COdesorption rate at higher temperature seems to decide the rate at higher temperatures with
all beam compositions.
An important aspect of the CO+O2/Pd(111) system relevant to the discussion
presented here is related to the dependence of the reaction rates on initial uptake of
reactants. This dependence becomes evident by the product desorption patterns observed
in the TS as the reaction approaches its SS. A careful look at Figures 5.3-5.5 allows for
the realization that there is an inverse correlation between the time evolution of CO2
either with CO-rich and O2-rich beams or low and high temperatures. An over-production
of CO2 seen in the TS, at low temperature with CO-rich beams, changes to underproduction at high temperatures. Similarly an under-production of CO2 observed with
oxygen-rich beams at low temperature changes to over-production at high temperatures.
This result means that, under those conditions, an excess of one of the reactants builds up
on the surface at first; only after that excess reactant is removed the adsorption of other
species can continue. However, this situation changes drastically with intermediate beam
compositions under the high rate-regime, so that adsorption of both reactants seems to be
comparable with a CO:O ratio close to one (Figure 5.16). This is further supported by a
fast reaching SS without having any significant TS in significant number of cases (Figure
5.5). It is also evident that CO-rich beams never reach the direct SS under any of the
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experimental conditions employed. In contrast, oxygen-rich beams reach the direct SS at
high temperatures. This also hints that the rate becomes zero-order with respect to oxygen
coverage and first order with respect to CO-coverage.
An important aspect, from the CO titration of O-saturated Pd(111) surfaces
(Figure 5.2), is the identification of two temperature regions. An active temperature
region lying between 400 and 500 K, where the TS CO2 desorption occurs fast and have a
comparable values. However, > 525 K diffusion of oxygen to the subsurface and/or bulk
starts to occur (step 5) as reported by Schlőgl et al [162-163]. Hence a reduction in the
rate as well as the amount of CO2 desorption above this temperature. Subsurface oxygen
species desorbs around 760 K in the post-reaction TPD spectra (see Figure 5.18). Above
600 K, the oxygen species diffuses into the bulk and this oxygen desorption occurs above
1100 K [163] in the TPD. Nonetheless, the CO+O2 reaction data obtained in the present
set of experiments does not necessarily support the oxygen diffusion.

5.4.2. Initial Adsorption of CO and O2 from CO+O2 Beams:

An important conclusion from the present work is the fact that the rates of uptake
of reactants on Pd(111) surfaces from CO+O2 mixtures are affected in a significant way
both the composition of that mixture and by the presence of adsorbed species on the
metal surface. It is clear from Figure 5.9a that the s0CO decreases with any beam
composition at temperatures higher than 425 K. However ≤425 K, the s0CO is very similar
to that on clean Pd(111), irrespective of the beam composition. At and above 450 K, there
is a gradual decrease in s0CO mostly due to co-adsorption of oxygen and different from the
CO-adsorption on clean Pd(111) [178-179]. Clean metal shows almost same s0CO up to
475 K and then decreases very fast. This difference indicates that competition with
oxygen alters the kinetics of CO-adsorption. However the converse seems not to be true.
Under most of the reaction conditions, the s0O2 measured on Pd(111) from the molecular
beam follows that of clean Pd(111) surfaces [118]. Although the absolute s0O2 values may
be little different from the clean Pd(111), the overall trend remains the same. This clearly
suggests that oxygen adsorption is not considerably affected at least above 450 K, where
CO-poisoning is no-longer valid.
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The temperature dependence of the s0CO/s0O2 ratio could provide an indication of
the difference in adsorption barriers for the co-adsorbed system and hence a calculation
was taken up and the results are given in Figure 5.18. Although s0O2 changes only by a
factor of 2 between 375 and 600 K, the s0CO changes few orders of magnitudes, especially
above 525 K. Figure 5.18 demonstrates a clear domination of CO adsorption on Pd(111)
surface up to 525 K. However, above 550 K, a marked change in the initial adsorption

Figure 5.18: Ratio of s0CO/s0O2 calculated from the data given in Fig. 5.9.

towards oxygen dominated Pd(111) surface is clear from the values shown in Figure
5.18. Any s0CO/s0O2 value below (above) 1 is due to significant to large adsorption of
oxygen (CO) initially. It is known that CO-adsorption on the clean Pd(111) surfaces
decreases drastically above 525 K [167] to lower values cannot be measured even with
MBI systems. This hints the s0CO/s0O2 ratio should decrease drastically above 550 K. It is
to be noted that the s0CO/s0O2 ratio turns below 1 around 525 K for all the beam
compositions and the maximum rate observed at this temperature correlates well with the
surface stoichiometry mentioned earlier. This also suggests the nature of the surface
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under reaction conditions changes from CO-dominated below 525 K and hence reducing
character to oxygen dominated above 525 K and hence oxidizing. In a way this might
also be a reason for decreasing rate with increasing oxygen content at T>550K.

5.4.3. Transient Behavior of Surface Coverages:

We address the relation between the behavior of the CO+O2 system on the clean
Pd(111) surface in the TS to the final SS of the reaction. Indeed Figures 5.6, 5.9, 5.15 and
5.16 are in someway related to the above relation. Especially Figure 5.6 demonstrates a
clear trend by the behavior of the ΔΘTS. It is basically the coverage of CO and O that
were close enough and formed the product CO2 and leave two vacant sites on desorption.
A wide variation in ΔΘTS with temperature from large negative value to positive value for
CO-rich beam becomes very narrow for intermediate compositions (1:2 and 1:4) and
close to zero values. However, for oxygen-rich beams again it widens but more on the
positive side above 450 K. It is clear from Figures 5.3-5.5 that CO2 production is fast in
the TS and approaches its SS directly within 1-2 seconds, with intermediate beam
compositions >425 K, clearly highlighting the instantaneous approach to the SS coverage
and they show ΔΘTS values close to zero.
There is no overshooting or underproduction of CO2 in the intermediate
compositions, in general. However the over-production observed with CO-rich beams
below 450 K is exclusively due to significant adsorption of oxygen in the TS as the
oxygen uptake in the SS is much lower. The low SS rate demonstrates a poisoning of the
surface by CO molecules depending on the beam compositions. Up to 525 K, equilibrium
CO-coverage is significantly high with CO-rich beams under reaction conditions and
hence the SS rate increases slowly with increasing temperature, as against intermediate
beam compositions. However it changes with increasing temperature and CO-deprived
regime occurs above 525 K. A high negative ΔΘTS value indicates a significant oxygen
adsorption first and slow build-up of CO-coverage. However the high SS rate observed at
600 K with CO-rich beams underscores the importance of continuous CO-uptake in the
SS, however, on the oxygen-covered Pd(111) surfaces, and not on clean Pd(111), as
observed in the low temperature cases. This indeed widens the high rate regime to high
temperature side with CO-rich beams.
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With oxygen-rich beams, the ΔΘTS values quickly change from low negative
values at T < 425 K to positive values >425 K. This is mostly due to slow CO build-up
on the surface due to decreasing CO-flux. However, ΔΘTS reaches positive values
indicating a faster build-up of required CO-coverage and hence the reaction reaches SS
instantaneously (see Fig. 5.5). Indeed some small overproduction of CO2 observed
around 525 K with O2-rich beams is due to increasing adsorption of CO at high
temperatures, which is unusual. This trend continues until 600 K and higher COadsorption was observed.
High SS rate regime observed between 500 and 600 K for the 4:1 to 1:4 beam
compositions suggests some contradictory points that are listed below: (a) It is not
necessary to have a CO-rich or intermediate composition beams to achieve a high rate.
(b) Figure 5.18 confirms that the surface is enriched with oxygen ≥525 K, irrespective of
the beam compositions. (c) Nonetheless, Figure 5.16 insists on the equi-molar uptake of
reactants, which should lead to equi-molar coverage or close to that on the surface, and
lead to high SS rate. (d) With oxygen-rich beams, the surface coverage of oxygen is
dominant under equilibrium conditions; with low CO-flux it is unlikely to achieve the
above equi-molar surface coverage and hence the overall decrease in SS-rate. It is
apparent from the above discussion that ΔΘTS appears to be a good parameter to reflect
the changes of coverages of CO and O, in a qualitative manner. In conjunction with other
TS and SS data, right explanation is possible for the unusual kinetics.

5.4.4. Unusual Transient Kinetics and High Temperature CO-adsorption:

In the following we provide the first set of evidence for CO-adsorption at high
temperatures on mostly oxygen-covered Pd(111) surfaces from the transient kinetics of
CO+O2 reaction with different beam compositions at 600 K. CO2 Production show in
Figure 5.5a at 600 K and corresponding CO adsoprption and O2 adsorption in figures 5.7
and 5.8 are referred again. Indeed, corresponding CO2 production data is given in Figure
5.5. Immediately upon shutter removal at t = 13 s, a clear decrease in oxygen partial
pressure is observed with all the beam compositions. Nonetheless, no direct CO uptake is
apparent from the kinetic data for the beam compositions between 4:1 and 2:1. It is also
surprising to note a reasonable CO uptake from the oxygen rich beam compositions (1:7
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and 1:20). A slow and gradual increase in CO adsorption could be seen with CO-rich
(4:1) beam after a delay of about 12 sec after the shutter removal. Meanwhile, the direct
oxygen adsorption from the beam during the above delay period (t = 13-26 s)
demonstrates the change in nature of substrate from clean metal to oxygen-covered
surface. The above reaction data hints the surface is covered to an extent of about 0.2 ML
of oxygen on Pd(111) from 4:1 beam. An onset in CO-adsorption and CO2 production,
immediately after the above delay period correlates very well and indicating that there
was no or minimum net CO adsorption till that time (t ~ 25 s). It is to be noted that the
rate of oxygen adsorption remains the same from the beginning till the beam was shut off,
and suggests a zero-order dependence with respect to oxygen coverage. No direct CO
uptake at the time of shutter removal from CO-rich beams is in neat agreement with no
net CO-adsorption on clean Pd(111) surfaces at 600 K, due to high rate of CO-desorption
[178-179]. The above observations unambiguously demonstrate that there is a clear
reversal in CO-adsorption characteristics on oxygen covered Pd(111) surfaces at high
temperatures.
Beams with intermediate (1:2) composition shows the above trend, but to a lower
extent. The initial delay involved in the onset of CO-adsorption and CO2 production
decreases to about 3 sec. Indeed an increasing oxygen content in the beam makes the
Pd(111) surface covered with oxygen at a faster rate, and hence a decrease in the above
delay. With oxygen rich beams (1:7 to 1:20), both the CO adsorption and CO2 production
involves hardly any delay and it is almost resonant with oxygen uptake at the point of
shutter opening at t = 13s. It is also to be noted that the CO partial pressure keep
decreasing from the onset to higher times is not due to any change in flux. No change in
oxygen partial pressure and CO2 production clearly demonstrates that it is due to an
increasing CO-adsorption, and likely there is a continuous change in CO:O ratio on the
surface, till the reaction reaches the SS. CO-rich beams reaches the SS somewhere close
to t = 100s; however with oxygen rich beams the SS reaches at lesser times, as seen in
Figure 5.7.
We make the following suggestions for the delayed CO-adsorption (CO2
desorption) observed in the results discussed above. A decrease in both the attractive O-O
as well as repulsive O-CO interaction might be a possibility, which also inevitably leads
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to CO2 production. The above scenario is the case on Pt(111) [180] and hence COadsorption within the oxygen islands was possible. This indicates the nature of oxygen
covered Pd surface changes considerably and favorably towards green chemistry at high
temperatures. However, some possibility of PdxOy formation in the TS cannot be ruled
out. Indeed, incommensurate 2D surface oxide Pd5O4 formation due to oxygen exposure
on Pd(111) at 600 K was reported recently [162-163]. A change in surface structure due
to reconstruction after a threshold oxygen coverage is another possibility [162-163].
Phenomenon like, ‘capture zone effect’ (initial adsorption occurs on catalytic support at
high temperatures and then adsorbate hops onto the metal particles), might be invoked to
explain the CO-adsorption on oxygen-covered surfaces at high temperatures. Such effect
has been reported on Pd supported on either MgO or Fe2O3 [155,172-175], but not on
metallic Pd-surfaces.

5.5. Summary

Our revisit on CO oxidation reaction on Pd(111) surface with mixed molecular
beams at wide range of temperatures (from 375 K to 600 K) for a variety of beam
compositions ranging from 4:1 to 1:20 gave some interesting information about the
reaction.
1) 1:2 beam composition of CO:O2 at 525 K shows maximum rate in the steady state and
not a stoichiometric beam composition.
2) A stoichiometric coverage of both CO and O is required to achieve a maximum in SS
rate.
3) Below 450 K, the CO oxidation process is mainly controlled by the extent of CO
desorption.
4) A good correlation was revealed between the SS rate to the transient kinetic
parameters such as sticking coefficient, transient state differential coverage.
5) It is clearly demonstrated that direct CO adsorption is feasible with significant sticking
coefficient at high temperatures (600 K) on oxygen-covered Pd(111) surfaces under
steady-state (SS) conditions and hence no significant oxygen poisoning was observed.
Further no significant oxygen poisoning is observed under any conditions, if there is
sufficient CO-flux.
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NO + CO + O2 Reaction on Pd(111)
Surfaces∗
“Influence of oxygen on NO+CO reaction on Pd(111) surfaces was studied
through mixed molecular beams of

15

NO+CO+O2 under isothermal conditions as a

function of varying beam compositions between 425 K and 575 K. Although the steady
state (SS) production of N2 decreases with increasing oxygen content, more N2 was
produced in the transient state (TS). SS rates for CO2 increases noticeably with
increasing oxygen content in the beam and oxygen does not seem to poison the surface
towards CO-oxidation. N2O production enhances to some extent with oxygen-rich
beams due to significant decrease in NO-dissociation. Well above the desorption
maximum of 450 K, CO adsorption could be observed, however, on the oxygen-covered
Pd(111) surfaces. A time delay observed in the production of CO2 in the TS decreases
with increasing oxygen content in the reaction mixture. At 525 K, irrespective of the
beam composition, NO+CO+O2 reaction on Pd(111) shows maximum reaction rate
with respect to CO2 as well as N2, but maximum SS rate for N2O is observed at 475 K.
NO-dissociation seems to occur significantly on relatively oxygen-free Pd-surfaces, at
least in the transient state, irrespective of the beam composition. Based on the above, a
fast beam switching experiment is suggested to manage the NO-reduction at a better
level in the existing three-way catalyst setup.”

∗

Thirunavukkarasu, K., Gopinath, C. S.,
to be submitted to J. Catalysis.
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NO + CO + O2 Reaction on Pd(111) Surfaces
6.1. Introduction

Over the last three decades, the introduction of three-way catalysts (TWC) in all
types of automobiles leads to a huge reduction in emissions into the atmosphere [181].
Improvements in internal combustion engines and the developments in this field have led
to fuel-efficient vehicles. Nonetheless, problems exist in the oxidation of nonvolatile
organic species to CO2 and, in particular, the reduction of NO to N2. The latter is
difficult, especially, under highly oxidizing conditions with fuel-efficient lean-burn
engines. [81] In the last decade palladium only TWC converters (Pd supported on γalumina support) were introduced increasingly and replacing the traditional Rh-Pt TWCs,
due to its reasonable performance to reduce NO in net oxidizing conditions, its low cost
and higher abundance of Pd than Rh. Hence an understanding of NOx reduction reactions
under net oxidizing conditions on palladium catalysts is attracting more attention for the
last one decade. [82] In the recent past, there have been numerous reports on the NO
dissociation [91-100,106-109], NO reduction with reductants like CO, H2 [101-105] and
CO oxidation reaction [118,156-158,167-177] over different facets of Pd-surfaces and a
variety of supported systems. Despite that, there is a lack of fundamental understanding
of NO dissociation on the Pd surfaces. Moreover interaction of oxygen with Pd surfaces
is being paid much attention recently. [123,127-134,159-166] Still very few groups have
reported the influence of oxygen on NO+CO reaction on Pd surfaces. [182-185].
Matsushima et al [184-185] studied the branching of the intermediate, N2O on Pd(110)
surfaces, and it was estimated that for a 1:1 NO:CO composition, only 20% of N2O(ads)
desorbed without decomposition on the surface and an increase in the oxygen content
improves N2O desorption for the same composition on the surface [184]. The Oads
decreases the decomposition of N2O on the surfaces which eventually means that N2
formation occurs through an N2O intermediate, because N+N recombination step reduces
completely for the sequence of processes they have formulated: [185]
N 2 O( ads ) → N 2 ( g ) + O( ads )

(6.1)

N 2 O( ads ) → N 2 O( g )

(6.2)
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2 N ( ads ) → N 2 ( g )

(6.3)

Our continuing efforts on studying NO adsorption and dissociation [117,148,
Chapter 3], NO+CO reaction [69, Chapter 4] and CO+O2 reaction [71,72, Chapter 5]

on Pd(111) surface under isothermal conditions in a molecular beam setup shown some
light on the understanding of the deNOx processes. The important conclusions derived
from those studies can be summarized below which are essential to the present study of
interaction of oxygen on NO+CO reaction on Pd(111) surfaces:
(i) Dissociative adsorption of NO above 400 K, a precursor mediated, Langmuir
type, on Pd(111) surfaces was observed in our adsorption studies, [148, Chapter 3]
though the previous reports stated that the dissociation happens in defect sites. [99,101]
(ii) Comparatively reasonable activity on Pd surfaces for the NO+CO reaction to
that of Rh surfaces was observed as reported by us and others [69,99,101, Chapter 4]
contradicting the hypothesis that NO dissociation activity happens only on defect sites.
The reaction shows a maximum in steady-state rate in between 475 K – 525 K for a 1:4
composition of NO:CO with respect to CO2 and N2 formation [69, Chapter 4].
(iii) O(ads) mediated adsorption of CO particularly at temperatures above 525 K
was observed in our CO+O2 reaction on Pd(111) surfaces [71, Chapter 5] and the delay
in transient CO2 production was addressed in terms of the interaction of O2 with Pd(111)
surfaces above 525 K. [123,127-134,159-166]
The conclusions mentioned above were taken into account carefully for our study
of NO+CO+O2 reaction on Pd(111) surface and some interesting observations made are:
CO2 production increases with increasing oxygen content in the beam, however N2
production decreases due to inhibited NO dissociation with increasing O2 content in the
beam. However N2O production remains almost same for temperatures 475 K and 525 K.

6.2. Experimental Section

0.05 ML/s total flux of the NO + CO + O2 mixture (FNO+CO+O2) with a desired
composition of 1:y:z of 15NO:CO:O2 where y = 2, 4 or 8 and z = 0, 1, 2 and 4, was used
in all the experiments reported here unless otherwise specified. A five-way valve was
also fitted to the gas handling system in order to carry out fast beam switching
experiments. The common port of the valve is used to connect the doser i.e. precision
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leak valve, which is attached to the other four ports. Those four ports are set in a cross
pattern; only one port can be connected to the beam at any time and the opposite ports
were connected with two separate beam sources and others to a rotary pump to minimize
any cross-port flow during beam switching. In experiments with one single beam
composition, only one of the beam sources was connected to the beam until the end of the
experiment, at which point the valve was switched to the pump by 90o rotation of the
main handle. In experiments where the gas composition of the beam needed to be
changed rapidly like beam switching experiments, the valve was flipped to 180o quickly
within a second in two phases, first to one of the pumping positions (either upwards or
downwards), and then to the second beam source. [153] Pd(111) sample was cleaned by
the usual procedure described in the previous chapters. The mass spectrometer intensities
for

15

NO, CO, and O2 were calibrated by measuring the

15

NO, CO, and O2 uptakes on

clean Pd(111) at 300 K separately, assuming a saturation coverage of 0.33 monolayer
(ML) for NO following Bertolo et al. [93,94], 0.50 ML for CO, and 0.25 ML for O2.
[118]

15

NO,

12

CO and O2 were exclusively used for all the experiments reported here.

Hence, hereafter 15NO would be simply noted as NO. Further, the SS rates presented in
Figures 6.7, 6.8, and 6.9 have an error margin of ±10%.

6.3. Results
6.3.1. A Typical Isothermal Kinetic Measurement:

All the kinetic measurements reported here, except beam switching experiment,
were carried out by following the procedure stated below. A typical raw kinetic data is
shown in Figure 6.1 for the NO+CO+O2 (1:2:2) reaction on Pd(111) surface at 525 K: (a)
At t = 10 seconds, a desired beam of 1:y:z of NO:CO:O2 composition, 1:2:2 in this case,
at a desired sample temperature, 525 K in this case, with a beam flux of 0.05 ML/s is
turned on. All the experiments reported in this study were carried out with the same total
beam flux. An immediate rise in the partial pressure of all of the reactants (NO, CO and
O2) could be observed. The Pd(111) is still blocked and the molecular beam do not
interact with the substrate directly at this stage. (b) Around t = 13 seconds, the shutter
was opened to allow the beam to interact with the Pd(111) surface directly. The time
difference between the beam on and the shutter opening was kept around 2-3 sec to
minimize the background reaction. A dip in the partial pressure of all the reactants, NO,
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CO and O2 could be observed along with a rise in the partial pressure of all the products,
CO2, N2, and N2O. All the relevant mass species were followed for all the reaction
measurements; however, no NO2 (mass 47) was observed even with oxygen rich beams.
(c) The reaction reaches the steady state (SS) in the next 60 seconds, in general. In the
present case SS reached at t = 55 sec. However, the reaction was allowed to continue
further. (d) The shutter was deliberately closed between t = 90 and 120 seconds to
measure the SS rate of the reaction. A new SS for all the reactants and products was
reached after closing the shutter. A clear increase (decrease) in the partial pressure of
reactants (products) compared to the SS level demonstrates the rate of adsorption
(desorption) in the SS. The rise or dip in the partial pressure of reactants or products,
respectively, is directly proportional to SS rate of the reaction. In fact the SS rate from the
above measurements were made after calibration of individual mass species, as explained
earlier [66,148]. (e) At t = 150 seconds, the beam was turned off. The Pd(111) surface
was cleaned by flashing it to 1000 K at a rate of 10 K/s after treating with CO beam at
reaction temperature. [148]
It is to be noted that there is a delay in the beginning of CO2 desorption in the TS,
in spite of sizeable uptake of all reactants at the time of shutter opening. Similarly
nitrogen desorption also exhibits a delay, not only in the TS, but also in the SS after
shutter removal at t = 120 s. These points underscore the importance of TS and hence a
special emphasis is given for TS analysis for the present reaction, like CO + O2.

6.3.2. Transient Kinetics of NO+CO+O2 Reaction on Pd(111):
6.3.2.1. Temperature Dependence:

Figure 6.2 displays the adsorption of reactants ((a) CO, (b) NO and (c) O2 in the
transient kinetic regime with an oxygen rich beam composition of 1:4:4 of NO:CO:O2. It
is clear from Figure 6.2a, that initial CO adsorption at the time of shutter opening
decreases with increasing temperature, as expected from the CO-adsorption behavior on
clean Pd(111) [118].
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Figure 6.1. Typical raw kinetic data of the type described in this report. A molecular
beam of 1:2:2 15NO:CO:O2 composition is allowed to directly impinge onto a clean
Pd(111) surface at 525 K. Temporal evolution of the partial pressures of reactants (15NO,
CO, and O2) and all the products (15N2, CO2 and 15N2O) are followed. The beam is
blocked and unblocked between t = 90 and 120 s, in order to measure the steady-state
rates with respect to both reactants and products (rise in the partial pressures of reactants
and drop in the partial pressures of products are directly proportional to the steady-state
rate). The instantaneous changes in CO2 signal with beam perturbation to be noted with
the slower response of the 15N2 and 15N2O signals in the SS.

Nonetheless, an interesting point to be noted here is the delayed onset of CO
adsorption after a substantial adsorption/coverage of O(ads) and NO between 525 and 575
K. This behavior is in good agreement with that of the CO+O2 reaction, as discussed in
the previous chapter. Large NO adsorption observed below 475 K, decreases with
increasing temperature. On the other hand a continuing O2 adsorption could be seen and
the same increases with increasing temperature. Indeed, at 575 K, a continuous O2
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adsorption could be seen right from the time of shutter opening. This observation is worth
to compare with our previous NO/Pd(111) and NO+CO/Pd(111) results [69,148],
whereas the adsorption of NO was not observed ≥ 575 K for any beam composition
studied.

Figure 6.2. Transient uptake of the reactants a) CO, b) NO and c) O2 for a collimated
molecular beam of 1:4:4 15NO:CO:O2 composition on the Pd(111) surface is shown for
the temperature between 425 K and 575 K; Oa induced adsorption of CO as well as NO
can be observed at 575 K, as seen in the previous chapter and a gradual increase of O2
uptake can be observed from lower to higher temperature.

Figure 6.3 displays the desorption of products ((a) CO2, (b) N2 and (c) N2O) in the
transient kinetic regime for the same oxygen rich beam composition of 1:4:4 of
NO:CO:O2 employed in Figure 6.2. At 425 K, CO2 desorption starts after shutter removal
and reaches a maximum rate after about 10 s and then decreases with increasing time,
before it settles to low SS rate. Same trend continues at 475 and 525 K, but with a higher
rate in the SS. However a considerable delay can be seen clearly at 575 K for about 10
sec. and then the CO2 desorption starts and reaches the SS slowly. Almost no nitrogen
desorption is observed in the TS as well as in the SS at 425 K; the intensity seen in Fig.
3b for 425 K trace is exclusively due to 1% of unlabelled NO. It is also to be mentioned
here that the intensity shown at 425 K should be subtracted for the actual N2 intensity. In
the figures presented in this chapter, no such subtraction was made, mainly to avoid any
artifacts that could arise from the subtraction. N2 production starts ≥475 K and produces
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excess ≥525 K in the TS over and above the SS rate. At 425 K, a small but reproducible
amount of N2O observed and it increases with temperature and reaches the maximum at
525 K. At 575 K, no N2O production was observed.

Figure 6.3. Transient state desorption of the products a) CO2, b) N2 and c) N2O with a
collimated molecular beam of 1:4:4 NO:CO:O2 composition on the Pd(111) surface for
the temperature window of 425 K to 575 K. Delay in the evolution of CO2 is observed at
temperatures 525 K and 575 K. At 575 K N2 is produced in excess in the transient due to
the same effect, which clearly reveals that NO dissociation is spontaneous on Pd(111)
surface.
6.3.2.2. Beam Composition Dependence:

Figure 6.4 displays the adsorption of reactants ((a) CO, (b) NO and (c) O2) in the
transient kinetic regime at 525 K with beam composition of 1:4:z of NO:CO:O2 with
increasing oxygen content. Figure 6.4a shows no direct CO adsorption from the beam
that contains no oxygen at the time of shutter opening in the TS. However, adsorptiondesorption equilibrium should maintain some CO coverage and hence CO2 formation was
also seen in the products. No further CO uptake from the beam is evident. With
increasing oxygen content in the beam, no CO adsorption was observed at the time of
shutter opening, however CO adsorption starts at later time when t = 35 s, 25s and 20s
with z = 1, 2 and 4, respectively. In contrast, NO adsorption was observed at the time of
shutter removal in the TS for z = 0 and no significant change observed with z =1.
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Nevertheless, NO uptake decreases with further increase in oxygen content (z = 4) in the
beam, as clearly seen in Figure 6.4b. Similarly, oxygen also shows large adsorption in the
TS and continues throughout the reaction for z = 1. The relative oxygen adsorption extent
decreases with increasing oxygen content; however relative oxygen adsorption increases
with increasing oxygen content in the beam. Similar adsorption pattern was observed for
1:2:z and 1:8:z series of beam compositions (not shown). Decreasing NO adsorption with
increasing oxygen content clearly supports the repulsive interaction between NO and O
species. A careful look at the O2 adsorption trend in the transient state gives an idea about
the high initial (threshold) coverage of oxygen along with N and/or NO on Pd(111)
surface. Only when the above O-coverage is attained, the CO-adsorption begins. This
result is something new and similar to the trend that was observed in CO+O2 reaction too.
As it is addressed in detail in the earlier chapter, it will not be discussed here. It is to be
noted that the NO+CO reaction presented in the earlier chapter and in Figure 6.4 shows a
significant difference with respect to CO and NO adsorption, and this is attributed to a
possible subsurface/bulk oxygen within Pd(111).

Figure 6.4. Transient uptake of the reactants a) CO, b) NO and c) O2 from the collimated
molecular beams of 1:4:z NO:CO:O2 compositions, where z = 0, 1, 2 and 4 on the
Pd(111) surface at 525 K.
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Figure 6.5 shows the temporal evolution of products formation for 1:4:z of
NO:CO:O2 at 525 K, for which reactants adsorption was presented above. CO2 desorption
begins almost simultaneously at the time of shutter opening with z = 0 beam. However
the delay observed in the production of CO2 with oxygen containing beam decreases with
increasing oxygen content. Hence, a fast SS CO2 production can be attained with high
oxygen content in the beam (>4). Needless to say, that increasing oxygen content in the
beam favors CO2 production. On the other hand, N2 and N2O production decreases with
increasing oxygen content, as expected since the concentration of NO in the beam
decreases with increasing oxygen content for 1:4:z NO:CO:O2 beam composition. While
comparing 1:4:0 beam with a 1:4:4 beam, though the concentration of NO in the beam
decreases nearly to half, N2 production decreases much more. In contrast, N2O
production increases slowly with increasing oxygen content, till z = 2; however it
decreases with further increase in oxygen content in the beam. Hence oxygen retards not
only the decomposition of NO but favors N2O formation to some extent.

Figure 6.5. Transient production of the products a) CO2, b) N2 and c) N2O for the
collimated molecular beams of 1:4:z 15NO:CO:O2 compositions, where z = 0, 1, 2 or 4 on
the Pd(111) surface at 525 K.
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6.3.2.3. Temporal Evolution of N2 and N2O from O2-lean and O2-rich Beams:

A comparison was made for the production of N2 and N2O for the compositions,
1:4:0 (oxygen lean) and 1:2:2 (oxygen rich) of NO:CO:O2 beams. It is to be noted here
that these compositions contains same NO concentration in both the beam; two parts of
CO was replaced by two parts of oxygen in 1:2:2 beam and the total flux remains the
same. Hence a comparison of these two beams for NO reduction and the influence of
oxygen on the production of N2 and N2O will be highly valid. Figure 6.6 shows the
results of such comparison; left panel contains the transient and steady state productions
of (a) N2 and (c) N2O for a 1:4:0 NO:CO:O2 beam compositions; right panel contains (b)
N2 and (d) N2O productions for a 1:2:2 beam. Introduction of oxygen in the beam reduces
the N2 production, as expected. Nonetheless, a large production of N2, compared to the
SS values, was observed for the 1:2:2 beam in the TS. Oxygen-less and oxygen-rich
beams differ in their NO-reduction and N2 formation kinetics in the SS, and the TS is
relatively unaffected. Almost comparative production of N2O is observed for both the
cases, hinting that the N2 formation might be through N2O(ads) intermediate, in addition to
N(ads)+N(ads) recombination.
Temporal evolution of N2 and N2O from 1:4:0 and 1:2:2 beams of NO+CO+O2
compositions shows a slow response for beam oscillations during SS is evident from
Figure 6.6. A close observation on the perturbation responses for both N2 and N2O SS
production clearly reveals that the response for N2 is slower than that of N2O. In fact it is
more clear for 1:2:2 NO:CO:O2 beam composition than 1:4:0. However, CO2 partial
pressure displays fast changes on beam oscillations in the SS. The above observations
clearly indicate that the rate determining step is predominantly controlled by N2
formation step, as in NO + CO reaction.
6.3.3. Steady State Kinetics of NO+CO+O2 /Pd(111):

Figures 6.7, 6.8 and 6.9 shows SS rates measured for N2, N2O, and CO2,
respectively, for 1:y:z NO:CO:O2 beam compositions, where y = 2, 4 and 8 and z = 0, 1,
2 and 4. Compositions with each y (CO-content) with different z values (O2-content)
were plotted in separate panels, (a) 1:2:z, (b) 1:4:z, and (c) 1:8:z of NO:CO:O2
compositions for all three products separately for better clarity. Generally the maximum
rate of formation of all products lies in the range of 475 and 525 K, which is in good
agreement with our earlier results on NO+CO/Pd(111) [69, Chapter 4].
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Figure 6.6. Temporal evolution of N-containing products N2 (a and b) and N2O (c and d)
from the collimated molecular beams of 1:4:0 and 1:2:2 NO:CO:O2 compositions.

The rate maximum decreases for all the products on either side of the above temperature
range. Further, N2 and CO2 shows exactly an opposite trend in rate changes with oxygen
content in Figs. 6.7 and 6.9. An important point to be noted is that a small amount of
oxygen (z =1 and 2) does not influence the N2 rate very significantly, although it almost
stops NO reduction at high oxygen content (z = 4 and 8). Rather a sizeable increase in
N2O production observed at 525 K is to be noted with small amount of oxygen in the
beam (z = 1 and 2). Some of the specific results are of particular interest to highlight the
above points, are listed below: The SS rate for both N2 and N2O reduces nearly to half
when comparing 1:4:0 beam with that of 1:2:2 beam, where the NO concentration
remains the same in both the beams (see Figures 6.6, 6.7 and 6.8). While comparing a
1:8:0 NO:CO:O2 beam with a 1:4:4 beam, (NO content is same again in these two
compositions) the N2 production reduces to half but N2O production remains the same
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Figure 6.7. Steady

state rates of N2
production
presented

are
for

a)

1:2:z, b) 1:4:z, c)
1:8:z of NO:CO:O2
beam compositions,
where z = 0, 1, 2 or
4.

Figure
6.8.
Temperature
dependence of steady
state rates of N2O
production
are
displayed for a) 1:2:z,
b) 1:4:z, c) 1:8:z of
NO:CO:O2
beam
compositions, where
z = 0, 1, 2 or 4.

(see figures 6.7 and 6.8). This observation also hints that N2 formation might be through
another channel of dissociation of N2O intermediate. However, N+N recombination is
still a major channel for N2 production under any of the experimental conditions
employed. An important observation to be highlighted here is the considerable production
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of N2 observed with O-rich beams clearly reveals the efficiency of Pd-based TWC’s for
NO reduction in net oxidizing conditions in the real world conditions.
Figure 6.8 shows SS N2 production rates and it is interesting to note that for 1:2:z
series of NO:CO:O2 compositions when z = 4, no SS production of both N2 and N2O was
observed at all the temperatures investigated. But for the same z value (z = 4), 1:y:z
NO:CO:O2 beam compositions, where y = 4 and 8, produces same SS N2 at temperatures
475 and 525 K, because the oxygen content in the beam equates when y = 4, i.e. 4 parts
of CO, and becomes half when y = 8. The above indicate that an effective surface oxygen
removal were assisted by an increasing CO content in the beam. In other words, the
chances of NO adsorption and dissociation under the oxygen-rich conditions are also
sizeable.
On the other hand, CO2 production rate increases with z value, i.e. O-content in
the beams of type 1:y:z of NO:CO:O2. SS rate of CO2 reaches its maximum at 525 K for
all the compositions studied under the present conditions. Thus increasing oxygen content
increases the rate of CO2 production with another oxidant molecule, NO, present in the
beam (Figure 6.9) for all the compositions of the type 1:y:z of NO:CO:O2 reported here.

Figure
6.9.
Temperature
dependence of steady
state rates of CO2
production
are
presented for a)
1:2:z, b) 1:4:z, c)
1:8:z of NO:CO:O2
beam compositions,
where z = 0, 1, 2 or
4.
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6.3.3.1. The Effect of NO on the Steady State CO2 Production for CO+O2 Reaction
on Pd(111) Surface:

As far as CO+O2 reaction on Pd(111) surface is concerned, the influence
of NO on CO oxidation has to be understood, since Pd surfaces are well known for
hydrocarbons and CO oxidations particularly in the SS. Hence a comparison was made
for the SS CO2 productions from 8:2 and 8:4 CO:O2 beam compositions to that of 8:2:1
and 8:4:1 CO:O2:NO beam compositions, respectively, with the same total flux (Figure
6.10). At 425 K, comparatively smaller SS CO2 production was observed with 8:2:1
CO:O2:NO beam composition than 8:2 CO:O2 beam composition. But ≥ 475 K a
comparable production of CO2 in SS is observed for both the beams (panels (a) and (b) in

Figure 6.10. Effect of NO addition to the CO+O2 beam towards the production of CO2.
CO2 production for CO+O2 beam on Pd(111) surface is shown in the left panel, ((a) 8:2
and (c) 8:4 of CO:O2 composition) along with the same for CO+O2+NO beam in right
panels ((b) 8:2:1 and (d) 8:4:1 of CO:O2:NO composition).
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figure 6.10). A slow decay CO2 production for beam blocking has to be noticed after the
addition of NO in the beam. This clearly reveals that NO decomposition and its presence
on the surface delays CO2 production to some extent. The above mentioned effect was
not observed ≥ 525 K. Hence the addition of NO to a CO+O2 beam changes the SS CO2
production rate to a somewhat lower value at temperatures < 475 K. It is to be mentioned
here that, NO decomposition becomes spontaneous ≥ 525 K and hence a fast response to
the beam perturbation treatments was observed as in CO+O2 reaction on Pd(111) surface.
However it need not be true below 525 K, especially on oxygen covered Pd(111)
surfaces. Hence above 475 K, N+N recombination or N2O decomposition on the surface
determines the overall rate of NO+CO+O2 reaction on Pd(111) in oxidizing atmosphere.
As shown in Figure 6.6, N+N recombination might be the rate determining step for the
overall NO+CO reaction on Pd(111) surface in oxidizing atmosphere. N-being a common
intermediate to both nitrogen and nitrous oxide and the latter being a minor product, it is
likely that N+N recombination might be an overall RDS as in NO + CO reaction.
6.3.4. Beam Switching Experiments:

Beam switching experiments were performed for two principal reasons: (1) to
analyze the reversibility of the reaction under oxygen poor and oxygen rich conditions on
Pd(111) surfaces; and (2) to observe the difference between the product evolution under
these two opposing conditions especially in the transient state. Beam switching
experiments were performed by following the procedure described below and a
representative example is given in Figure 6.11: two mixtures of compositions 1:2 of
NO:CO (Oxygen poor - beam P) and 1:1:1 of NO:CO:O2 (oxygen rich - beam R) were
taken separately in two beam mixing reservoirs. 1:2 NO:CO beam was switched on at t =
10 s; and the shutter was opened at around t = 13 s to allow the beam to directly interact
with the Pd(111) substrate kept at 525 K. SS rates were measured by blocking the beam
at t = 60 s and 100 s for 20 s each; After the reaction reached the SS above t > 120 s, at t
= 150 s the beam P was switched off. Beam R was switched on at t = 165 s for another
150 s and the SS rates were measured twice before t = 300 s.
The two beams were alternated one by one on Pd(111) for 20 s each and the
treatment was repeated again for 10 s and then for 5 s. SS CO2 production rate increased
visibly from oxygen lean to oxygen rich beam in spite of halving CO-flux, whereas N2
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Figure 6.11. Raw data obtained in beam switching experiments for Pd(111) surface. In
this example, the traces for CO2, N2, O2, N2O, and NO are shown as a function of time as
the composition of the beam is switched between 1:2:0 (beam P) and 1:1:1(beam R)
NO:CO:O2 compositions. The Pd(111) substrate was kept at 525 K. Clearly, the SS rate
of CO2 production is higher with the O2-containing beam and N2 and N2O in oxygen-poor
beam. The changes in reactivity for both the beams are completely reversible. Traces for
all the masses are stacked vertically for better clarity. Encircled region in the transient
state for nitrogen and CO2 shows the large production.

and N2O rates were decreased to nearly half though NO concentration remains constant
in both the beams. A decrease in CO concentration to half with beam R (compared to
beam P) does not reduce the rate of CO2 production; indeed an increase was observed.
Switching again to beam P gave more transient CO2 production. Presumably, CO in the
beam consumes some amount of oxygen on the Pd(111) surface from the earlier beam’s
exposure. However, a time delay of 3-5 s was observed after switching again to beam R
with CO2 production. The situation is just the reverse for N2 and N2O which essentially
means that both N2 and N2O production is relatively high in the TS than in the SS. The
reversibility of the Pd(111) surface for the fluctuation in the oxygen content is clear from
this experiment.
A careful analysis of the CO2 production with beam P and N2 production with
beam R in the transient state between t = 320 and 430 s suggest the following: (a)
Predominantly oxygen covered Pd(111) surface at the end of the exposure of beam R,
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results in high transient state CO2 production with subsequent beam P. (b) In contrast,
relatively O-free Pd(111) surface at the end of the exposure of beam P, results in high
transient state N2 production with subsequent beam R. Main results to be noted here is the
high N2 production with oxygen-rich beam R. High transient state N2 production
observed with beam P on clean Pd(111) at the beginning of reaction demonstrate the
requirement of relatively oxygen free Pd(111) surface for high NO dissociation and N2
formation. However, N2O production does not show this trend. Large N2 production
observed in the TS with oxygen-rich beam from fast beam switching experiments is in
contradiction to that of from oxygen-poor beam on Rh(111). [153]

6.4. Discussion

The kinetic data reported in this manuscript focus on the characterization of the
effect of oxygen on the reduction of NO by CO on Pd(111) surfaces. It is generally
believed that the addition of oxygen is detrimental to the reduction of NO, because
oxygen is expected to consume the carbon monoxide on any Pt-group metal surfaces.
Indeed a logical argument of NO-reduction in a net oxidizing environment is just not
possible. In fact O2 competes highly to NO for the CO in the mixture and the adsorption
behavior shown in the results section is evident for this. In particular, the deposition of
oxygen can alter the adsorption properties of the palladium surfaces. Oxygen diffuse into
the subsurface region above 500 K [45] and it changes the nature of the metal at
temperatures above 500 K. Another related issue pertinent to the kinetics of this system is
the change in adsorption dynamics due to a competition among NO, CO, and O2
molecules for adsorption sites. Both CO and NO exhibit a large extent of adsorption with
high sticking coefficient below 500 K; however, oxygen adsorption is predominant above
500 K on Pd(111) surfaces. Oxygen may inhibit the adsorption of the other reactants, but
may also remove excess CO in some circumstances, and hence helping (but not
poisoning), the overall NO reduction reaction as in Rh(111) case [153]. Other effects like
the influence of NO on CO + O2 reaction need to be considered to understand the overall
reactivity of the NO + CO + O2 mixture. NO + CO + O2/Pd(111) has the same the
sequence of elementary steps formulated by us for NO + CO/Pd(111) system [69] along
with a dissociative oxygen adsorption,
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O2 ( g ) ⎯
⎯→ 2O( ads )

(6.4)

The overall reaction may be written as

( x + x' ) NO + yCO + zO2

k5
⎯⎯→

x − x'
N 2 + yCO2 + x' N 2 O
2

(6.5)

The rate-determining step does not change due to the addition of oxygen in the reactant
mixture. The slow decay kinetics observed with nitrogen production in the SS for beam
oscillation is the striking evidence that N+N recombination controls the overall rate of the
reaction, as in NO+CO reaction. However, oxygen addition affects the overall reaction
kinetics, including a significant formation of N2O, compared to that in NO+CO reaction,
for the present ternary system and those factors are discussed below:
6.4.1. The Effect of O2 on NO Adsorption and Dissociation:

From the results derived from Figures 6.4, and 6.5, the addition of O2 to the
NO+CO mixture has a definite positive impact in the production of CO2. As long as the
CO-flux with sufficient intensity is used, oxygen does not poison the surface and large
CO2 production was observed. Indeed this conclusion is in good agreement with our
results on CO + O2 reaction as well as with that of Schalow et al on Pd/Fe2O3. [172]
Though initial sticking coefficient of CO is negligible ≥525 K, it increases after few
seconds with increasing O-coverage on Pd(111) from the NO+CO+O2 mixture ≥ 525 K
(Figure 6.4). On the other hand, O-atoms occupy the adsorption sites and NO adsorption
capacity decreases with increasing temperature as well as with increasing oxygen
coverage on the surface. The formation of subsurface diffusion of oxygen likwly prevents
NO adsorption with increasing oxygen content in the reactants mixture. Hence a
reasonable retardation for NO decomposition on Pd(111) surface was observed due to
oxygen and probability of N2O formation increases especially at temperatures between
475 K and 525 K. At higher temperatures (>525 K), NO decomposition also contributes
to the rate determining step as observed for NO+CO/Pd(111) system. At temperatures
below 475 K, CO2 production follows the trend of CO+O2/Pd(111) reaction [chapter 5]
(see Figure 6.3). Presence of oxygen thus significantly decreases the dominance of NO
over CO for adsorption on Pd(111) observed in the case of NO+CO reaction. [69]
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6.4.2. The Effect of NO on CO+O2 Kinetics:

The role NO on the overall NO + CO + O2 reaction could be better understood
from the experiments carried out below 525 K. Figure 6.10 provides such an example. At
425 K, presence of NO almost completely suppresses CO2 production. It has to be
remembered here that NO dissociation starts around 400 K [Chapter 3], but still it is not
complete at 475 K. Further, under the reaction conditions the equilibrium coverage of CO
and oxygen should be considerably high and hence finding two adjacent vacant sites for
NO-dissociation is difficult. CO-desorption is relatively fast above 450 K, and hence
sizeable NO dissociates at 475 K and starts contributing to the overall reaction.
Nonetheless, due to the incomplete dissociation of NO around 475 K, the beam
perturbation treatment shows slower response than that of CO+O2 reaction at 475 K.
Alternatively, the adsorbed NO dissociates at the time of shutter closing and make the
oxygen and nitrogen available for CO oxidation and N+N recombination. It is well
known that N+N recombination is a diffusion controlled process, which is a slow process
and controls the overall rate to a large extent. The presence of oxygen adsorbate retards
the NO dissociation and hence a sizeable molecular NO available on the surface makes
the N2O formation relatively easier. Increasing oxygen content increases CO2 production
rate at all the temperatures investigated. But when we compare these rates of CO2
formation for NO + CO + O2 reaction with CO + O2 reaction, lower rates were observed
≤475 K. Relatively large oxygen adsorption between 500 and 700 K, with decreasing
NO-adsorption changes the nature of the overall reaction increasingly towards CO + O2
reaction at high temperatures.
6.4.3. Beam Switching Experiments:

Real world three-way catalysts employed in the automobiles face a significant
fluctuation depending on the driving conditions and hence the composition of the auto
exhaust varies significantly. Although we cannot explore into the minor details of all the
possible fluctuations, two extreme situations are easy to be modeled based on either the
oxygen/fuel rich or poor conditions. Most of the above mentioned fluctuations should be
between the above two extreme conditions. Reversibility between the above conditions is
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mandatory for the best performance of TWCs. Fast molecular beam switching
experiments performed (Figure 6.12) was to simulate the above conditions. First of all, an
excellent reversibility for both the conditions on Pd(111) surface was observed.
Surprising thing to be noticed here is an increase in the SS CO2 production; though the
concentration of CO reduced to half in oxygen rich conditions (compared to fuel rich
conditions) in Figure 6.11, which should lead to more N2 and N2O. Expectedly, a large
increase in both N2 and N2O production was observed with fuel-rich conditions in the SS.
Nonetheless, more interesting is the observation of large N2 production in the TS with
oxygen-rich beam. As mentioned in the results section, relatively clean or less-oxygencovered Pd-surfaces help in NO dissociation in the TS. Similar condition was achieved
by exposing the Pd-surface to beam P with 1:2 NO:CO ratio, which avoids or decreases
oxygen accumulation from NO-dissociation. However, subsequent oxygen-rich beam
builds up significant oxygen coverage on Pd and hence SS NO-dissociation decreases.
Nonetheless, the above significant oxygen coverage helps for fast CO-oxidation in the
next half-cycle of beam P and significant NO-reduction could be achieved in the SS.
Although the above method might not reach 100% efficiency towards NO-reduction, by
fast and appropriate cycling between the oxygen-rich and oxygen-poor exhaust
compositions, a better NO-reduction management is possible. Making use of a
significantly large NO-dissociation on relatively oxygen-free Pd-surface is the key
finding from this experiment.
6.4.4. Comparison with Previous Reports:

Very few studies were reported on NO + CO + O2 reaction on Pd surfaces. [182185] Graham et al [183] found that the rate of CO2 production for NO + CO + O2
reaction was two orders of magnitude greater than that of NO + CO reaction on a Pd(100)
surface, which is in qualitative agreement with our results on Pd(111) surfaces too.
However, at temperatures below 480 K, the rates for NO + CO + O2 reaction were greater
than CO + O2 reaction on the Pd(100) surface, which is in contradiction to our
observation. This difference in behavior may be attributed due to the possible structure
sensitivity of the reaction, like the NO+CO reaction on Pd surfaces as observed by
Goodman et al [186]. Ma et al, [184-185] observed that the production of N2 occurs
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through N2O intermediate with increasing surface oxygen species on a Pd(110) surface,
matching with our observation on Pd(111) surface. As their main objective was the
spatial distribution of the products, we cannot make a direct comparison with their study.
While comparing this reaction with Rh surfaces [153], the efficacy of the Pd surfaces can
be understood clearly under net oxidizing conditions as a TWC from our present studies,
especially in view of the present generation fuel-efficient automobiles.

6.5. Summary

An investigation on the influence of oxygen in NO + CO reaction on Pd(111)
surfaces was made between 425 and 575 K. Isothermal kinetic measurements were
performed with all the beam conditions employed. These experiments were carried out in
ultra high vacuum, but under conditions where the NO reduction reaction could be
sustained in a catalytic regime similar to that encountered in a realistic three-way
catalytic converter.
High reactivity was found in the temperature window of 475 K to 575 K. A
detailed analysis of the kinetic data led to the conclusion that the main effect of the
oxygen addition to the NO+CO mixture is to inhibit the NO-dissociation rates and clearly
enhance the rate of CO2 production under most circumstances. This effect is more
pronounced at and above 525 K. However, the domination of NO-adsorption over CO on
Pd(111) surface remains operative below 475 K even in the presence of surface oxygen
with a low CO2 production rate than CO + O2 reaction on Pd(111) surface. Surface
oxygen seems to decreases NO dissociation for the overall reaction above 525 K and
enhances the CO-oxidation rates. The kinetic data clearly point to a preferential reaction
of CO with oxygen, instead of NO, especially above 475 K. Although it is not explored in
detail, diffusion of oxygen into the sub-surfaces of Pd(111) might be responsible for
higher CO2 rates observed. An increasing direct CO-adsorption observed in our
experiments on the oxygen-covered Pd surfaces at high temperatures (525 K and above)
supports the above.
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recombination below 525 K and NO-dissociation also increasingly contributes to the
RDS at high temperatures and oxygen content in the beam.
Pd(111) surface shows complete reversibility for the fluctuations between
oxygen-rich and oxygen-lean conditions. Large NO-dissociation on relatively oxygenfree Pd-surfaces may be exploited through fast beam-switching for better de-NOx
management.
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Conclusions and Future Outlook

“Our objectives to build MBI and study and explore the
microkinetic details of deNOx reactions on Pd(111) surfaces were
accomplished to a reasonable extent. However, our studies does
not stop here and a future outlook of what can be done further is
narrated briefly.”

Chapter 7 – Conclusions

Conclusions and Future Outlook

The importance of fundamental kinetic studies to the catalytic science,
particularly with molecular beams, was emphasized in Chapter 1. A molecular beam
instrument was fabricated successfully at National Chemical Laboratory, Pune, India, as
the first phase of the dissertation work presented here and the important aspects of
fabrication details and experimental methods were discussed in Chapter 2.
MBI was successfully employed to probe NO adsorption and its dissociation on
Pd(111) surface through isothermal kinetic experiments between 300 and 525 K and
presented in Chapter 3. Molecular NO adsorption was observed below 400 K. NO
dissociation starts on Pd(111) surfaces above 400 K and the dissociation products, N2
(major product) and N2O (minor product) was observed clearly in the transient state at
temperatures >425 K. Nitrogen formation occurs through a diffusion-controlled
mechanism and it could be the rate limiting step, at least below 500 K. Substantial NO
equilibrium coverage was observed below 500 K. Oxygen diffusion into the subsurface
starts around 475 K and increases significantly above 525 K. Sticking coefficient
measurements for NO adsorption between 300 and 350 K up to high coverage, indicating
the precursor mediated adsorption. sNO decreases with increasing coverage and
temperature. Some inherent NO dissociation activity on Pd(111) surfaces suggests that
more spectroscopic and in-situ structural works can shed more light on this.
A kinetic study on the NO + CO reaction on Pd(111) surfaces carried out at a
wide range of temperature, beam composition and total flux was reported in Chapter 4.
A significant and comparable catalytic activity as that of Rh(111) in the narrow
temperature window 475-575 K was observed. N2 formation limits the rate of the overall
reaction below 525 K and NO dissociation step also contributes toward the RDS above
525 K. Direct displacement of COads by NO was observed between 375 and 475 K and
the transient state coverage calculations show that the surface composition was different
from the NO:CO beam composition at low temperatures. The rate of NO + CO reaction
increases linearly with increasing total beam flux and indicates a first order dependence
on FNO. Irrespective of the NO:CO composition, a rate maximum always occurs between
475 and 525 K for all the beam compositions investigated. However, there is a
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broadening of the active rate regime from 475 to 525 K for 2:1 to 475-625 K for 1:4
NO:CO. Both NO-rich and CO-rich beams show poor catalytic activity and is attributed
to surface poisoning by those species.
Revisit on CO oxidation reaction on Pd(111) surface with mixed molecular beams
at wide range of temperatures (from 375 K to 600 K) for a variety of CO+O2 beam
compositions ranging from 4:1 to 1:20 provided interesting information about the
reaction (Chapter 5). 1:2 beam composition of CO:O2 at 525 K shows maximum rate in
the steady state and not a stoichiometric beam composition. However, a stoichiometric
coverage (1:1) of both CO and O on the surface is essentially required to achieve a high
steady state rate. Below 450 K, the CO oxidation process is mainly controlled by the
extent of CO desorption. It is clearly demonstrated that direct CO adsorption is feasible
with significant sticking coefficient at high temperatures (≥550 K) on oxygen-covered
Pd(111) surfaces under steady-state conditions. Further no significant oxygen poisoning
is observed under any conditions, if there is sufficient CO-flux. Broadening of
temperature window for high rate regime with any CO:O2 composition highlight the
relevance of this chapter work to green chemistry. However the mechanism is different
with different CO:O2 ratios and oxygen sub-surface diffusion complicates the analysis;
nevertheless it is worth further investigating with Pt-group metals
An investigation on the influence of oxygen in NO+CO+O2 reaction on Pd(111)
surfaces was made between 425 and 575 K under isothermal kinetic measurements and
discussed in Chapter 6. Though the experiments were carried out in ultra high vacuum, a
catalytic regime similar to that encountered in realistic three-way catalytic converters was
maintained. High reactivity was found in the temperature window of 475 K to 575 K. A
detailed analysis of the kinetic data led to the conclusion that the main effect of the
oxygen addition to the NO+CO mixture is to inhibit the NO-dissociation rates and clearly
enhance the rate of CO2 production under most circumstances. This effect is more
pronounced at and above 525 K. However, the domination of NO-adsorption over CO on
Pd(111) surface remains operative below 475 K even in the presence of surface oxygen.
Surface oxygen seems to decrease the extent of NO dissociation for the overall reaction
above 525 K and enhances the CO-oxidation rates. The kinetic data clearly point to a
preferential reaction of CO with oxygen, instead of NO, especially above 475 K. An
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increasing direct CO-adsorption observed in our experiments on the oxygen-covered Pd
surfaces at high temperatures (525 K and above) indicates a reversal in CO-adsorption at
high temperatures on O/Pd(111) surfaces.. The overall reaction was largely controlled by
the N+N recombination below 525 K and NO-dissociation also increasingly contribute to
the RDS with increasing temperature and oxygen content in the beam. Beam switching
experiments suggests a better way to manage NO-reduction by fast oscillation between
oxygen-rich and oxygen-lean compositions. Indeed this is highly worth exploring with a
practical TWC and any little success would contribute to make our environment greener.
Above studies clearly indicate that more studies, especially spectroscopic studies,
are required for the reactions discussed in this dissertation particularly on Pd supported
on a metal oxide support.
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